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L AY S U M M A RY
Fruit fly larva are studied extensively due to the extensive knowledge of their genet-
ics, low costs and range of abilities including learning. Most of the 10 000 nerve cells
in the central nervous system (CNS) of the larva can be uniquely identified, with each
individual possessing one of each. The vast quantities of imaging data produced by
many different laboratories can be difficult to navigate and requires specialised tools
to work with. In particular, researchers require a common framework for communi-
cating about the larval brain anatomy and also need to be able to find cells that are
the same in 3D images of cells from many different individuals.
My work solves these problems by first creating a 3D reference atlas of the larval
CNS by incorporating from the published literature brain compartments and naviga-
tion landmarks of nerve cell bundles. I then added thousands of 3D images of nerve
cells to this atlas and made it publicly available online through a web browser. In
order to ensure the points in these images were aligned appropriately to landmarks
in the larval CNS atlas (as if they were in the same individual brain), I employed an
automated procedure to warp these individual images. I also developed an algorithm
that evaluated the success of this procedure.
To enable biologists to find similar cells, I successfully implemented an established
technique to enable fast searching of the database. I also developed a novel algorithm
using recent advances in computer vision that sped up the search by around 30 times.
This new technique also allowed me to cluster the cells by similarity to help identify
the different cell types in the larval CNS. Using the database I had created of cell
type examples, I devised an algorithm to create average representations of cells of
the same type to counter for individual variations. Finally, I found evidence for most
of the brain compartments I had annotated by combining the structural information
from all the cells in the database.
My work helps biologists to find a particular type of cell in fruit fly larva from
images of individuals with different, known genetic mutations. These mutations can
then be combined in order to genetically probe the functions of the cell under study.
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A B S T R A C T
The Central Nervous System (CNS) of the larval Drosophila model organism is ex-
tensively studied partly due to its small size and short generation times but also due
to its ability to learn and the availability of genetic tools to investigate individual
cell function. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to pool data from different studies:
There is a lack of a standardised reference atlas and inference among separate 3D
image stacks from different individual larvae is slow and error-prone. If, however,
identical cells from images of different genetic lines can be found, this cell type can
be isolated and probed for function via the Split-GAL4 method. The principal aims
of my work were to find, implement and test methods that can be used to automate
this process and analyse combined cell imaging data for information about the gross
neuroanatomy of the larva.
I annotated a template larval Central Nervous System with neuropile domains and
lineage tracts from the literature and compiled the most complete textual domain
descriptions to date for the FlyBase database. To develop a registration pipeline for
the whole-CNS channel of over 22 000 image stacks with a signal channel sparsely
populated with neurons, I evaluated non-rigid registration parameters by measur-
ing overlap of registered identical neurons. B-Spline Free-Form Deformations with
a Correlation Ratio similarity metric were performed and candidate cell volumes ex-
tracted using adaptive thresholding. I evaluated registration accuracy with a novel
local-intensity difference algorithm implemented with dynamic programming, yield-
ing over 6 500 satisfactory individual whole-cell images.
I applied Machine Learning to identify neuron somas in semi-automatic cell anno-
tation. To find similar neurons, I implemented and evaluated the established nBLAST
method and developed a new approach: This condenses the representation of neu-
rons with computer vision Artificial Intelligence (Convolutional Neural Networks
within a triplet network architecture). These methods successfully allow biologists to
rank cells by similarity, with the novel method demonstrating similar accuracy but ex-
ecuting 30 times faster. I validated this new method further by hierarchical clustering
of cell examples to attempt to find cell type clusters. To create an average representa-
tion of a cell type from many examples, I developed a novel algorithm.
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Finally, I have shown that voxel clustering on cell expression patterns supports the
existence of most larval neuropil domains, with the notable exception of the Clamp.
The registered cell examples have been made available as part of the freely accessible
and actively used larval Virtual Fly Brain atlas.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
There is an information explosion, much like the population explosion, how on earth are you
going to scan all that information? Of course you can get computers to help you...
- Alan Watts
1.1 motivation
In order to understand what enables our intelligent life, we must understand ner-
vous systems. To do this we build mathematical models of the cells from which these
systems are made that demonstrate how we believe these cells function and inter-
act to produce actual observed behaviour. We must continually advance and iterate
these models as we discover more biological evidence. The models can then be used
to identify methods to repair and enhance our nervous systems and, ultimately, intel-
ligent life.
The biological evidence we need comes partly from identifying and charting the
morphologies of the neurons and supporting cells present in the system and identify-
ing other cells with which they synapse, a field known as connectomics Silvestri et al.
(2013). Building a complete map of cells, or "connectome", for a species or individual
is only part of the solution, however. This is because the precise activity patterns of
the cells and of many of the connections between them will depend on other factors,
both genetic and external, such as neuromodulators Zeng and Sanes (2017) Bargmann
(2012). Hence analysis of how a cell’s varied activity influences the behaviour of those
around it, and the organism overall - both simulated and in actuality - provide fur-
ther evaluation measures for our models Zhang et al. (2007) Webb (2006).
Motivated by the idea of understanding how large networks of cells work together
to produce functional "circuits", I have applied myself and my skills to enable better
understanding of a heavily studied nervous system: the larval Drosophila. This ani-
mal provides a simplified yet highly capable nervous system with which to tackle
these questions and crucially, through its genetic tools, allows the function of cells in
hypothetical circuit models to be probed.
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a) b)
c)
Figure 1.1: Drosophila Melanogater Life Cycle and Anatomy
a) Illustration of the life cycle of a Drosophila larva, from University of Muenster
(2002). b) Selection of nervous system labelled with Green Fluorescent Protein with
the Central Nervous System clearly visible, from Iyengar (2008). c) Scanning electron
micrograph of the head of the larva, from Apostolopoulou et al. (2015). Scale bar
20µm.
1.2 the larval drosophila
Drosophila melanogaster, a species of the Drosophila genus of small fruit flies, is
utilised extensively in scientific research. Herein I will equate the name of the genus
to the species as is common in the literature. Under standard conditions (25◦C) about
22 hours after egg laying a Drosophila embryo hatches into a freely crawling larva
from an egg about 0.5mm long and 0.2mm wide Markow et al. (2009) (see figure
1.1a,b). The larva’s principal activity is feeding in order to grow its mass by approxi-
mately 200 times Church and Robertson (1966) (mainly by increasing cell size rather
than number). During this time it passes through three distinct stages, or instars; these
instars are demarcated by moulting, each one after approximately one day Hales et al.
(2015). Once reaching about 3-4mm in length, after approximately 2 days, the third
instar larva pupate for a further 4-5 days Hales et al. (2015) before emerging as adult
flies that can live for up to 7-8 weeks Linford et al. (2013).
During embroygenesis, patterns of gene expression differentiate regions of the em-
bryo into segments, or blastoderm anlage, that will be responsible for specific regions of
anatomy Campos-Ortega and Hartenstein (1997). In particular, the central segments
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a) b)
Figure 1.2: Overview of Larval Central Nervous System
a) Sagittal view of the Drosophila larva CNS and relationship to peripheral nervous
system. The external organs (DO,VO,TO and BO) are paired on each side. Own work
based on Stocker (2008). b) Dissected CNS, scale bar 100µm, from Wang et al. (2009).
correspond to repeated units in the central, elongated part of the body of the larva.
The body is translucent white in colour, with a head easily identifiable by two dark
mouth hooks (see figure 1.1c) including teeth used for mastication and sometimes
attack Vijendravarma et al. (2013). In addition, the head contains olfactory, gustatory
and very primitive light receptors. The bulk of the larva - its gnathal, thoracic and
abdominal segments - are dedicated to movement with the inner sides of the body
walls of these segments covered with a system of muscles Bate (1990). This enables
the larva to crawl via the method of peristalsis, that is by contracting these abdominal
wall muscles in sequence such that waves flow along the length of their body - either
forwards or backwards Berrigan and Pepin (1995). In addition to crawling they may
also burrow into soft substrates Narasimha et al. (2015) or roll to escape pain inflicted
by wasps (or scientific researchers) Hwang et al. (2007). A gut passing through the
centre of its body and associated digestive organs enable the larva to feed immedi-
ately after hatching Murakami et al. (1994), crawling at between 40 and 120 µms−1
Heckscher et al. (2012). Larvae will head towards sources of food based on smell Ger-
ber and Stocker (2007), frequently stopping to cast their heads about to sense their
environment Berrigan and Pepin (1995). Finally, the posterior three abdominal anlage
form a small tail end region with anus Campos-Ortega and Hartenstein (1997).
1.3 drosophila larva neuroanatomy
The larval Drosophila nervous system is heavily stereotyped such that there is very
little inter-individual variability on a structural and even single cell morphological
level. This is to the extent that most neurons can be uniquely identified across indi-
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viduals with light microscopy imaging. In this thesis, groups of cells from different
individuals that are indistinguishable from being the equivalent cell in each other in-
dividual’s nervous system are referred to as having the same cell type. This definition
is discussed in section 6.0.3
The Central Nervous System (CNS), symmetrical about the mid-line, consists ante-
riorly of two spherical lobes that contain the two neuromeres of the protocerebrum
(developed from the anterior most blastoderm anlage, the acron and labrum) and the
deutocerebrum (developed from the antennal segment) Campos-Ortega and Harten-
stein (1997). They are connected across the mid-line by large commissural neural
fibres. The ventral-posterior sides of these lobes are fused to a common oblong mass
(the Ventral Nerve Cord (VNC), see figure 1.2) via the tritocerebrum (developed from
the intercalary segment). The CNS is located in the head of the larva as it’s body grows
out behind it. In the third instar the CNS is typically approximately 500µm long and
300µm across at the lobes and contains approximately 10 000 neurons Li et al. (2014).
The CNS itself is encased in a blood-brain barrier of surface glia cells Hartenstein
(2011), within which a cortex of varying thickness made up of neural cell bodies
surrounds a dense synaptic neuropil core containing the dendritic branches of neu-
rons Hartenstein et al. (2008). Neurons project axons from the cortex into the neu-
ropil, where they may form bundles - known as fascicles - with other axonal fibres
which may include fibres projecting from opposite directions. The axons branch and
form dendrites with synaptic connections to other cells over a stereotyped, geneti-
cally determined volume. A network of trachea support the CNS neuropil functions
Pereanu et al. (2007) along with specific cortex and neuropil glia Hartenstein (2011).
The neuropil glia also help divide the neuropil synaptic density up into distinct com-
partments or domains, which relate to functional compartmentalisation of the CNS
Younossi-Hartenstein et al. (2003).
The proto-, deuto- and tritocerebrum together make up the Central Brain (CB)
(Supraesophageal Ganglion), containing many domains that are related to sensory
processing: In addition to possessing light sensing cells over their bodies Xiang et al.
(2010), a pair of Bolwig Organs, each of 12 specialised photoreceptive neurons, project
to the Larval Optic Neuropil (LON), a small synaptic neuropil domain in the proto-
cerebrum Sprecher et al. (2011). Drosophila larvae sense odours through 21 olfactory
receptor neurons located in the head’s Dorsal Organ, which project to the deutocere-
brum (Antennal Lobe (AL) synaptic neuropil domain) Python and Stocker (2002).
Gustatory receptor neurons are also located in the dorsal organ and two further ex-
1.3 drosophila larva neuroanatomy 5
Figure 1.3: Overview of Neuropil of the CNS and Development
Cross sections through the CNS. From Hartenstein (2008).
ternal organs, the Ventral Organ and Terminal Organ, nearer to the mouth, as well as in
three pharyngeal sense organs inside the gut. In total there are 68 gustatory receptor
neurons which all project to the SubOesophageal Ganglion (SOG) synaptic neuropil
domain of the CNS Kwon et al. (2011). Finally, larvae possess various somatosen-
sory neurons throughout their bodies including nociceptors Hwang et al. (2007) and
stretch mechanoreceptors Schrader and Merritt (2007), most of which project into the
VNC.
The VNC itself has a metameric structure which develops initially in line with the
segmental patterns found in the blastoderm of the embryo (when the CNS extends
most of the length of the larval volume), with cell types being repeated across the
segments. It consists of the SOG (composed of 3 fused ganglia, from which neurons
controlling mouth and digestive movements emanate Schoofs et al. (2010)), 3 thoracic
ganglia and 9 abdominal. These abdominal ganglia are chiefly responsible for the
peristaltic motor output Kohsaka et al. (2012), with motor neuron dendrites receiving
input mostly from the dorsal side of the VNC, with arbours to body wall muscles
in corresponding segments for controlling the compression thereof. The VNC also
receives somatosensory input, mostly to its ventral side. Finally, perhaps the least
studied part of the CNS is that of the final abdominal segment, from which cells
controlling defecation emanate Zhang et al. (2014). For more detailed neuroanatomy
regarding the CNS, see section 2.2.
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All neurons in the CNS develop from stem cells known as a neuroblasts. During em-
bryogenesis, a neuroblast divides in one of two ways and its progeny are neurons that
are related to each other genetically and said to be from the same lineage (see figure
1.3). Type I lineage neurons form from neuroblasts that divide 5-10 times, each time
producing two cells, one the retained neuroblast and the second a Ganglion Mother
Cell (GMC) Hartenstein et al. (1987). Each GMC undergoes a further subdivision into
two neurons. Type II lineages form from more prolific neuroblasts that divide into
multiple other cells that are all then capable of producing neurons in a way similar
to type I neuroblasts Bello et al. (2008). Neuroblasts progress outwards in the cortex
as they divide, leaving behind a centripetal stack of their progeny. As a result of this
process, cells from the same lineage have cell bodies grouped together at reasonably
well defined locations in the cortex and the axons project in bundles towards the
neuropil and enter at well defined entry points. The initial path inside the neuropil,
where all axonal fibres from a particular lineage remain grouped together, is known
as a lineage tract. Some lineages, however, can be further split into two hemilineages,
so that each GMC produces a cell from each. These each have their own tracts which
will share a common lineage tract but then branch separately Lovick et al. (2016). A
lineage tract formed by neurons that develop during embryogenesis is known as a
Primary Axon Tract (PAT).
There are approximately 100 neuroblasts producing cells for each CB hemisphere,
giving rise to about 1 500 neurons in each lobe of the first instar Hartenstein et al.
(2015) Cardona et al. (2009). The VNC is produced from 30 pairs of neuroblasts and
1 unpaired for each segment giving rise to approximately 540 cells per segment
(out of the approximately 700 produced including non-interneurons) Bossing et al.
(1996) Truman (2004) Rickert et al. (2011). Following a period of quiescence during
the early-mid larval period, during the late larval period neuroblasts divide further
and secondary neurons are produced that send axons into the neuropil along the
corresponding PAT but often extending further into the enlarging larval brain. Due to
the increased size of the brain, some PATs that were grouped together are now visi-
bly separate Hartenstein et al. (2015). A full tract produced by a secondary neuron
is known as a Secondary Axon Tract (SAT). These secondary neurons, however, do
not form synaptic branches until during metamorphosis. Secondary cells from the
same lineage typically eventually form similar morophologies, innervating a select
few domains, however primary neurons from the same lineage are more diverse in
their structures Lovick et al. (2016).
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1.4 larval drosophila as a model organism
Drosophila is a well established scientific model organism, with its small size, lack
of ethical considerations and short life cycles making the generation of large numbers
quick and cost effective Hales et al. (2015). This has enabled the analysis of a large
number of Drosophila genes by studying mutations, such as the hedgehog gene that is
responsible for the polarity of segments in the larval body plan, mutations of which
result in short and "spiked" cuticle Nusslein-Volhard and Wieschaus (1980). Further,
Rubin and Spradling (1982) demonstrated a technique allowing one to insert new
DeoxyriboNucleic Acid (DNA) sequences into the Drosophila genome, enabling the
production of an even larger number of genetic mutants with a wide range of pheno-
types. This in turn allowed the development of the revolutionary genetic tool, namely
the GAL4-UAS system Brand and Perrimon (1993), that enables cell-type specific ex-
pression of desired reporter genes. Briefly, the GAL4 transcription activator (originally
from yeast) is inserted into the Drosophila genome randomly, and in some cases will
be inserted downstream of an enhancer sequence that will increase the likelihood that
the GAL4 protein will be expressed. The expression of GAL4 is then specific to cells
that express that enhancer. GAL4 binds to an Upstream Activation Sequence (UAS)
in the DNA and this enhances the production of a gene inserted into the DNA follow-
ing the UAS by recruiting further transcription factors that bind to the gene’s promoter
regions (at the beginning of the gene’s DNA sequence) in order to recruit a further pro-
tein, RiboNucleic Acid (RNA) polymerase, that will finally produce the gene-encoded
protein.
As a result there has been considerable effort to create collections of flies with a
range of genetic lines which each express GAL4 in known, specific cells. When a
fly from a GAL4 line of interest is crossed with a fly with a UAS promoting a re-
porter gene of interest, their progeny can express the protein encoded by that gene
exclusively in the target cells. That protein may be, for example, Green Fluorescent
Protein (GFP) that converts blue light to green light and thus allowing the morphology
of the cell to be imaged via Fluorescence Light Microscopy (LM) without contamina-
tion from other cells Hales et al. (2015). In addition, the system can be used to probe
the function of neurons by adding a UAS to produce photosensitive proteins that,
when light is shone through the translucent larva, activate them Honjo et al. (2012)
(a technique known as optogenetics). Alternatively, the shibire gene could be promoted
that inactivates cells above a certain temperature by disrupting the recycling of neu-
rotransmitters at the synapses van der Bliek and Meyerowrtz (1991).
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In order to produce a full connectome of neurons in the larval CNS one requires
high image resolution to identify synapses between cells. This pursuit has involved
the production of a serial section Electron Microscopy (EM) of a single brain with
slice pixels of size 4.4nm × 4.4nm at a slice thickness of 45nm Schneider-Mizell et al.
(2016). This is being annotated manually by a large team of researchers who have
developed software to assist in tracing the axonal and dendritic skeletons of all the
neurons in the CNS and annotating the points of the synapses.
The strong genetics research backbone coupled with powerful computational tools
has enabled a large amount of experiments into all systems of the larva, especially
those dissecting neural circuits to determine the functional roles of specific cells. I
will briefly introduce three exemplary studies: Firstly, larvae have been shown to
learn to associate an odour with food and use this "memory" to express a preference
for inhabiting spaces containing that odour Gerber and Stocker (2007). By utilising
the GAL4-UAS system to selectively block neurons using shibire in the Mushroom
Body (MB), these memories are also blocked Pauls et al. (2010), leading to the pro-
posal that the odour and food reward signal are integrated into memories in the MB
and therefore stored hereSchleyer et al. (2011), similar to the adult Davis (2011). In the
motor system, a group of neurons was discovered - by using optogenetics to activate
them - that influence the duration of motor output in a segment during production
of the peristaltic wave of activity Kohsaka et al. (2014). Finally, the above tools have
been applied to discovering a complete neural circuit that passes through several
levels of cells to integrate mechanosensory and nociceptive inputs that enable the
larva to escape attack by wasps Ohyama et al. (2015). Following an in vivo screen for
neurons involved in this process performed by selective blocking via the GAL4-UAS
system, the neural circuit containing the positive cells was reconstructed from the EM
image stack and their functional connectivity validated using calcium signal imaging
in vitro to detect post-synaptic activation.
By focusing on the larval brain rather than the adult, one gains tractability from
simplicity, but still retains a system that is capable of learning and decision making, as
well as the ease of visualising in vivo experiments through their lack of opacity. Finally,
many homologs exist in Drosophila for human disease genes, and these are studied
to screen for proteins (and eventually drugs) that affect these associated diseases
Pandey and Nichols (2011). For example, Shulman and Feany (2003) utilised adult
Drosophila to discover proteins that influence the production of toxic tau proteins
linked to Alzheimers disease in humans.
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Figure 1.4: Explanation of Genetic Tools
a) GAL4-UAS System, b) Standard FLP-Out System. See text for description.
1.5 genetic labelling tools
As described above, the GAL4-UAS system provides a method of selectively la-
belling cells, typically a group, with a fluorescent protein so that they can be imaged
using LM. However, as most GAL4 lines contain many neurons where axons occupy
the same fascicles and dendrites innervate the same neuropil domains, they appear to
overlap at the resolution of these three dimensional (3D) images. In order to address
this problem, several methods have been developed to produce image stacks that are
much sparser so that individual cell morphologies can be determined in isolation. I
will detail that of Nern et al. (2015), known as MultiColor FlpOut (MCFO), since this
is the method that has been applied by Jim Truman (JT) to produce the dataset that
I will work with and detail in section 2.1. It stochastically enables the expression of a
subset of cells from a GAL4 line.
Key to this method is utilising the Flp (flippase) recombinase protein (originally
from yeast) in a technique known as Flp-out Golic and Lindquist (1989): Between the
UAS sequence and the gene’s promoter region in the DNA sequence a stop sequence
surrounded on either side by Flippase Recognition Target (FRT) sequences is added
(see figure 1.4). The stop sequence blocks the recruitment of transcription factors,
and so prevents expression of the gene that follows. This stop sequence can be re-
moved, however, if the Flp protein is present and finds the FRT sequence to bind to
and remove the DNA in between from the full sequence. The level of Flp present (and
hence chance of cleavage) can be controlled by using a weak temperature-sensitive
promoter region where Flp is itself encoded in the DNA.
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In an extension of the Flp-out method, Nern et al. (2015) utilised the spaghetti
monster Green Fluorescent Protein (smGFP) Viswanathan et al. (2015) which, although
not actually fluorescent itself, contains within its large protein backbone a particular
epitope tag (amino acid sequences onto which antibodies will bind). Three different
sequences for three different smGFP (each with a different epitope tag) were inserted
into the reporter Drosophila DNA, each proceeded by a UAS and Flp-out blocking stop
cassette. This enabled the cells to produce one or more of three different smGFP de-
pending on the stochastic behaviour of the flippase. One or more of three different an-
tibodies could thus concentrate in a cell upon dissection - depending on which smGFP
were present - by attaching themselves to the corresponding epitope tags. Three dif-
ferent fluorescent dye secondary antibodies (red, blue and green) were then applied,
one attaching to each primary. This produced a total of up to 7 different coloured
cells (with combinations of secondary antibodies giving yellow, magenta, cyan and
white).
1.6 the virtual fly brain project
Devised as a framework to enable worldwide data sharing of adult Drosophila brain
confocal microscopy gene expression pattern image stacks (where groups of - or single
- cells are labelled with a protein if they express a certain gene), the Virtual Fly Brain
provides a popular and vital service for the Drosophila research community Milyaev
et al. (2012). It is a web-based tool that also includes anatomical annotations to enable
it to also behave as an interactive atlas. It utilises a database of standardised anno-
tated domains and expression patterns that are submitted by global collaborators and
registered to the common template to enable integration of these different data sets.
The database uses an ontology based on the Web Ontology Language (OWL) stan-
dard W3C OWL Working Group (2012) that stores relationships between the entities
such as part_of (e.g. the Medial Lobe (ML) is part of the MB) or has_synaptic_terminals_in
(for neurons to neuropil domains) Costa et al. (2013). Fast reasoning algorithms then
enable queries to be performed on the database in real-time and enables website
visitors to relate expression patterns to anatomical landmarks (e.g. finding neuropil
domains that a neuron has synaptic terminals in) and infer relationships between
the patterns (e.g. finding a neuron that might synapse with a query neuron as they
have synaptic terminals that overlap). Implicit relationships are found by the reasoner
using the transitive rules of the ontology (e.g. as the Lower Toe (LT) is specified as
part_of the ML then the LT is also part_of the MB). The Virtual Fly Brain (VFB) database
is closely linked to the database of the high-quality FlyBase Tweedie et al. (2008),
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which is curated and updated frequently and from which VFB obtains its descrip-
tions, synonyms and references.
The visitor’s interaction with VFB takes place around a 3D viewer with icon links
to panels that provide the ability to search for anatomy that can be displayed as
well as open the Slice Viewer and Information Panel (see figure 1.5). The visitor can
first run a text-based search to find any synaptic neuropil domains or neurons of in-
terest, including checking synonyms. Alternatively, a query builder leads the visitor
through running a query of the ontology by, after having searched for and found
an anatomical target, giving various query options such as finding subclasses or do-
mains/neurons that physically overlap with this target. Items matching the query are
returned and can then be added to the viewers.
The two dimensional (2D) Slice Viewer allows exploration of the anatomy as if
it was a 3D microscopy stack, with coronal, axial and sagittal views available. The
names of the neuropil domain at the present cursor position are displayed and they
may be added as annotations by mouse clicking the position. The neuropil domain
annotations take the form of meshes in 3D, which may be requested as wire frames or
translucent faces, and in 2D they are displayed as semi-transparent coloured overlays.
In 3D the expression patterns and cells are displayed as point clouds and the latter
alternatively as traced, tubular skeletons if available. They are simply overlaid on
the 2D image stack, mimicking a LM stack view. An Annotation Manager can be
opened to control the visible annotations and overlays. Finally, an information panel
for the currently selected item (from mouse clicking in the viewers) provides meta-
data. Besides the name and description, this panel has links to suggested queries,
source references and a download of the item in a registered image stack.
1.7 motivational problems , goals and thesis outline
Laboratories studying Drosophila larvae worldwide are producing vast quantities
of data that are relevant for the purpose of charting its neural circuits, in particular
imaging data of gene expression patterns. Unfortunately, these often remain internal
to the laboratory that produced them or available to others only as separate images,
often only in 2D, e.g. Li et al. (2014). This also encourages multiple forms of anatom-
ical terminology which can hinder communication between researchers. Rather than
unwillingness to share, more commonly this data is not made available due to a lack
of an appropriate, adapted system that possesses methods of linking between the
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Open Query Builder (above)
3D Stack Navigation tools – 
directional, rotational and zoom.  
Option to switch to video rotation.
Open Annotation Manager (above)
Open information panel
Open Slice Viewer
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Figure 1.5: The Virtual Fly Brain (Adult)
Adult brain displayed in Virtual Fly Brain version 2.0 Alpha release. The 3D Viewer is
the centre of the browser window. The icons above the 3D Viewer link as annotated,
and the left-most icon opens a search box for a text-based search. Neurons can be
displayed as point clouds (shown here) or skeletons if available. The Query Builder
panel shown above-left (overlaid over the main viewers when present) demonstrates
the results of a query for neurons in the central complex, two of which are displayed
in red and blue (from Chiang et al. (2011)) in the Viewers. The neuropil domains
of the Lateral Accessory Lobe (LAL) (yellow), central complex (green) and anterior
Ventro Medial Cerebrum (VMCa) (teal) are also displayed. The Annotation Manager
is top right (also overlaid over the main viewers when present).
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data sets.
Firstly, promoting a standardised anatomical framework - such as the BrainName
Consortium has achieved for the adult Drosophila Ito et al. (2014) - will ensure co-
ordination and understanding between researchers. Furthermore, integrating their
various disparate imaging resources within this framework will accelerate perform-
ing inferences between them and thus speed up a range of further research. At its
most simple, a system similar to VFB for the larva would allow a researcher to quickly
look-up and view a gene expression pattern or a cell structure online rather than di-
rectly requesting the data or performing their own experiments. In addition, little
data-driven analysis of the global structure of the larval CNS is possible without this
integration and has not been performed before. This could provide further evidence
for the synaptic neuropil domains of the CB and the number of different cell types
present.
A specific problem relating to the larval Drosophila that illustrates the need for
a system of data integration is that of finding a GAL4 genetic line that is reliably
expressed in a single target cell. For example, this occurs when one desires to ma-
nipulate this cell to assess its functional purpose in a circuit, as was achieved by
Ohyama et al. (2015). The GAL4 lines are generally not sparse enough for this; the
Flp-out technique too stochastic. A method known as Split-GAL4 achieves this by first
splitting each GAL4 line into two further lines by breaking the GAL4 gene into two
parts with a part in each new line, rendering it inactive in both Luan et al. (2006). It
can then be reactivated in the progeny resulting from breeding (or crossing) two flies
from each new line together. Sparse and single cell lines can be created when sublines
originating from two different GAL4 lines are combined since expression only occurs
at where the two lines intersect, i.e. both parts are present. Finding a GAL4 line with
a target cell can be time consuming, but even more challenging is finding two lines
that enable the Split-Gal4 to be performed. These large data sets warrant the tools of
computation and automation to feasibly tackle the above problems.
When I began this project it was an open question as to whether a database could
be produced for the larval Drosophila, a task perceived by many in the field as more
difficult than in the adult due to the larva being a developing (and therefore changing)
system. My first aim was to create this database and second to develop useful tools
for researchers to find cells of interest. Finally, my goal was to analyse the data in the
database to draw conclusions about the structure of the whole CNS.
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1.7.1 Thesis Outline
I worked with one of the largest datasets of images containing larval neurons from
a broad range of Gal4 lines, detailed in chapter 2. Also in that chapter, I explain how I
produced a standardised larval Drosophila brain anatomy from a different data source.
Following this I devote chapter 3 to detailing how I performed the registration of the
3D CNS image stacks to bring them into a common space from which I extracted the
neural morphologies in various representations. Registration of the larval CNS had
not been achieved before and so required a method of validation and judgement of
accuracy, which is explained.
Chapter 4 reviews my methods for analysing the data, predominantly concerned
with addressing the Split-Gal4 problem. I implement and evaluate several methods
where a known cell is given as a query and I am able to return similar cells from
different lines. In the final results chapter - chapter 5 - I organise the extracted cells
by employing clustering techniques in an attempt to determine the number of types.
I also evaluated the standard brain I had produced by applying techniques from
computational neuroanatomy. Finally, also in chapter 5, I explain how I made the
above images and system accessible to the community by extending VFB to the larval
Drosophila.
2
D ATA S E T A N D N E U R O A N AT O M Y S TA N D A R D I S AT I O N
2.1 jim truman’s dataset
In order to build up a comprehensive atlas of neurons present in the larval Drosophila
brain, I required images where each cell can be clearly separated from its surround-
ings and other cells but also interpreted with respect to them. I was fortunate enough
to be able to work with what is accepted in the community as one of the largest
and highest quality data sets in Drosophila larval neuroanatomy. This is a collection
of image stacks each of which shows (labels) only a small number of neurons in an
individual larval brain and, as a whole, covers almost all uniquely identified neurons
in the CNS (JT, personal communication).
This imaging dataset was provided and produced by JT as part of the FlyLight
project at Janelia Research Campus, Ashburn, VA, USA. He had employed the MCFO
technique with two smGFPs and red and green reporter antibodies to visualise cells in
a very comprehensive and sparse set of GAL4 genetic lines of flies maintained at the
campus. These lines are known as the Gerry M Rubin (GMR) lines after the principal
investigator who developed them. In addition, since larvae express the neuroglian
protein in neural tracts reasonably consistently across the CNS, these tracts can be
labelled by using the antibody BP104 (also known as anti-Neuroglian). This allowed
the tracts to be used as a reference, reference channel with which to relate the stochas-
tically labelled red, green and yellow neurons to their surrounding neuroanatomy.
Aided by others and robotic automation, JT raised and dissected the CNS from
tens of thousands of third instar larvae and imaged sets in a low resolution micro-
scope. From these images he chose highly sparse expression patterns to image using
a stronger 60x microscope. The distribution over the GMR lines was good with most
lines having at least 10 image stacks and less than 10% more than 30 (mean 15.3, me-
dian 13). JT’s aim was to identify all the cell types in the larval Drosophila brain where
cells were classed as the same type when their gross morphology were indistinguish-
able from one another based upon his experience.
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Figure 2.1: Previous FileMaker Database
A screenshot of the private FileMaker Database of JT with a record for a single cell
type shown. This was for a considerable time the world’s premier database for infor-
mation regarding the cell types of the Drosophila larva.
The image data that I received consisted of 3D confocal microscopy image stacks
of either the CB or VNC. The individual slices of the images were made up of approx-
imately 150µm × 150µm tiles that had been stitched together using the stitchstack
routine, part of neuTube, itself part of Vaa3D Peng et al. (2014). The slice pixel sizes
were 0.293µm× 0.293µm and the slices were taken every 0.5µm. The CB stack slices
were a row of 2 of these tiles and the VNC a column of 3. Although, owing to their
different heights, there were typically around twice as many slices for the CB com-
pared with the VNC so the CB stacks were usually slightly larger in memory usage.
The images were provided as 3D TIFF format images Aldus Developers Desk (1992)
with 3 colour channels (the red and green signal channels and the blue BP 104 anti-
Neuroglian (BP104) reference channel), with sizes of the order 250-350 MB. There were
22 404 stacks from 1 469 different GMR lines totalling approximately 8.8 Terabyte (TB).
Some of the VNC and CB stacks were from the same CNS but there was no unique
identifier matching the two, meaning these stacks could only be matched using the
image data itself in stacks from the same GAL4 line.
In addition to the raw image data, I was provided with JT’s computerised database.
This was implemented using the proprietary FileMaker software (see figure 2.1) where
each record was a cell type. Along with exemplary images of the cells, information
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about the regions of the CB the cell projected to were recorded if appropriate (based
on JT’s parcelisation that was similar to that of Volker Hartenstein (VH) - see section
2.2 - but not well defined). Of particular interest, however, was the record of GMR
GAL4 lines from which this cell type has been "flipped out" - kept in a list for each
cell type. I was able to export the data from FileMaker but unfortunately the stacks
used to determine membership of a cell type to a particular GAL4 line were not
recorded. In fact no link between stack filename and cell type was available in any
form other than the unwritten experienced judgement of JT and possibly a few other
researchers.
2.2 a drosophila larva standard brain
The neuoropil domains in the larval Drosophila brain have been characterised chiefly
by the work of VH and colleagues over a number of years, the structures of which have
remained broadly consistent throughout, although the names have changed as it has
become clearer how they relate to the adult brain neuropil domains. Regarding the
CB, Younossi-Hartenstein et al. (2003) and Younossi-Hartenstein et al. (2006) initially
describe the neuropil domains but with little detailed description of the boundaries.
Pereanu et al. (2010) gives some more detailed boundary definitions and renames
them to relate better to the adult CNS. Kumar et al. (2009) discusses the tritocerebrum
boundaries and Pereanu (2006), Lovick et al. (2013) and Hartenstein et al. (2015) use
the neuropil domains as landmarks for lineage descriptions, enabling myself to do the
opposite. For the VNC, the only published material is that of Hartenstein et al. (2018).
These publications, along with an accompanying online atlas that utilises weblinks to
ease navigation, provide non-interactive images of 3D compartments and tracts and
LM maximum projections. Despite these it is not straightforward for researchers to an-
notate their own images and, in addition, many boundaries are not described. More
definitive details are required to ensure that these are consistent among researchers
as the wealth of larval neuroanatomical literature increases with the advance in tools.
Other researchers, such as Andreas Thum (AT), are already defining subdomains in
the MB Saumweber et al. (2018). It is also vital that these domain definitions are made
accessible in the leading databases of the field, specifically FlyBase. Prior to my work
this database contained only very basic definitions and was missing some domains
entirely.
Given the above limitations, I tasked myself with improving the definitions of the
neuropil domains to make them well defined and easy to apply to new imaging data.
In doing so I made sure that the key people involved in defining these regions and
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Figure 2.2: TrackEM Viewer
The working copy for annotating the larval CNS using TrackEM (part of the FIJI
extension of ImageJ). The lower left window shows in the left "Template" panel the
simple ontology I have created to store the pipes and area lists. The panel to the right
shows the structure of the annotations and the right window the viewer, with options
to add text labels and manipulate points of pipes and shade area lists by mouse. Pipes
are colour coded by relative z-slice position - The right panel overlays pipe projections
with annotated points in this Z-slice, while the lower left panel overlays all of them.
maintaining definitions, namely VH, AT and FlyBase, agreed upon them with me so
that the definitions would represent a standardised brain that can be universally ac-
cepted by the community. I worked chiefly with VH in order to annotate the template
image stack (see section 3.4.3) by manually "painting" area lists (shaded overlays) in
the TrackEM Java-based software Cardona et al. (2012) (see figure 2.2). I made sure
to match my work to the reference stacks and publications of VH and discussed with
him any inconsistencies among these (of which there were very few, mostly only
due to updated understandings over the course of research). As part of the process I
also smoothed all domains by convolving binary domain volumes with a normalised
Gaussian filter with standard deviation 4 x-y voxel widths and assigning voxels to
the highest valued domain at its point. This smoothing reduced small variations in
painting, especially between z-slices and additionally made the domains more visu-
ally appealing.
Having done the above I wrote what are the most detailed to date textual defini-
tions describing these domains and agreed them with VH and others. These descrip-
tions combined in one place for the first time, for each neuropil domain, the details
of bordering domains and their respective boundary definitions relating to structural
landmarks including cortical shapes, reference staining, lineage tracts and glial cells.
Where possible, these details cited previous publications, otherwise were for first
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Figure 2.3: Brain Axes Orientation
Illustration of the axes of the Drosophila Larval Brain. Note the curved neuraxis in a).
From Nassif et al. (2003).
publication as part of my own research paper. These textual definitions were used
to update definitions in the FlyBase database, and in some CB cases - e.g. Superior
Intermediate Protocerebrum (SIP) and for all of the VNC - add new ones.
Specifically, the names of the adult brain domains were the subject of protracted dis-
cussions for the Insect Brain Name publication of the adult Drosophila Ito et al. (2014).
In an attempt to avoid these here I worked closely with both VH and AT and met with
FlyBase to agree which would be the prominent names given to the neuropil domain,
and which would be synonyms. We decided to follow the Insect Brain Name paper
as closely as possible which mostly matched the positional names published by VH,
with the exceptions being the Inferior Protocerebrum (IP) becoming the larval Clamp
and anterior Inferior Protocerebrum (IPa) becoming the larval Crepine. The FlyBase on-
tology was also updated to reflect some minor changes, most notably incorporating
the LT - formerly Medial Appendix of the Medial Lobe (MAML) - into the ML.
In what follows I will summarise the key structures in the larval brain, since they
will be referred to again in section 5.4.7. The detailed, to be published definitions
referring to named lineages and fascicles are reserved for appendix A.1. See also
figures 2.4 and 2.5.
2.2.1 Central Brain
The CB (or supraesophageal ganglion) includes proto-, deutero- and trito- cerebrum
regions. The following domains are part of the protocerebrum, unless stated other-
wise. Here the neuraxis for each of the symmetrical, spherical sides is about the centre









































Figure 2.4: 3D Neuropil Domains
3D views of a), b) Dorsal side of the VNC, posterior side of the CB a) with all domains,
b) central domains only and MB. c) Ventral side of the VNC, anterior side of the CB.
The abbreviations list gives a list of the names corresponding to the displayed labels.




















Figure 2.5: 3D Neuropil Domain Cross Sections
3D views of a) front (dorsal) side of the CB, b) coronal cross section through the VNC.
The abbreviations list gives the names corresponding to the displayed labels.
(Spur) of the MB. This is because it is easy to identify, especially in BP104, due to the
high concentration of cell tracts and arborisation and its three lobes being approxi-
mately mutually perpendicular; the ML is directed from the centre medially towards
the commissures, and includes a ventrally directed appendage at its tip (the LT). See
figure 2.3. The Vertical Lobe (VL) is directed dorsally and the Peduncle posterior to-
wards the spherical protruding Calyx. A much smaller, spherical appendage is lateral
and anterior of the spur; this is the Lateral Appendix of the Medial Lobe (LAML).
Surrounding the Peduncle, the cylindrically shaped larval Clamp is itself surrounded
by further domains that prevent it from reaching the cortex apart from at its very
posterior end. The Clamp’s boundaries with these other domains, that do reach the
cortex, can be delineated based on both subtle changes in expression of BP104 and lin-
eage tract and fascicle landmarks. Starting above the VL and moving clockwise on the
left side of the CB, one encounters the posterior Superior Medial Protocerebrum (SMPp).
Next, in line with the bulging shape of the neuropil-commissure boundary, posterior
of the ML, one reaches the Fan-shaped Body primordium (prFB), a high BP104 inten-
sity, oblong neuropil domain surrounded by a lower intensity domain, that crosses
the commisure. Instead, more posteriorly one reaches the posterior Inferior Protocere-
brum (IPp). The IPp’s ventral boundary is a virtual (i.e. no clear delineations in synaptic
density) axial plane. The next two clockwise domains are ventral of the Clamp and
IPp and are also split coronally at the commissural level, giving four domains in total.
These are the VMCa (anterior) and the posterior Ventro Medial Cerebrum (VMCp) (pos-
terior, both deuterocerebrum). These are followed clockwise respectively by the Ven-
tro Lateral Protocerebrum (VLP) (anterior) and Posterior Lateral Protocerebrum (PLP)
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(posterior). These pairs are split from each other by a virtual plane drawn along the
sagittal axis. Next, lineage entry points mark the start of the next clockwise domain,
the dorso-laterally located Superior Lateral Protocerebrum (SLP), that has notably
higher BP104 intensity and synaptic density. In the posterior of the CB, the SLP meets
the SMPp posterior of the VL, though more anteriorily it is interrupted by the small
SIP domain that is slightly lateral of the VL and also of high BP104 intensity.
Just posterior of the coronal level of the MB VL and ML, the Clamp is replaced
around the Peduncle by the Crepine, a domain that also surrounds the ML anterior
of the prFB, replacing the IPp. Around the Peduncle, the Crepine itself is surrounded
by the same domains as the Clamp, although as one moves anterior they soon end as
cortex is reached, with the exception of the IPp, VMCa and SMPp, the latter of which
is replaced at the coronal level of the VL with the much smaller anterior Superior
Medial Protocerebrum (SMPa) domain. The VMCa meets the LAL which, moving ante-
riorly grows between the VMCa and the VLP as the VMCa shrinks between the dorsal
protrusion from the tritocerebrum alongside the foramen and the LAL. The LAL forms
a clear bulge in the neuropil on the ventro-anterior side of the CB. The deuterocere-
brum includes one further domain in addition to the VMCa and VMCp, the AL which is
a spherical domain located to the anterior of the VMCa and LAL boundary, just dorsal
of the tritocerebrum, mostly surrounded by cortex.
The prFB is classed as a primordium since the domain is developing in the larva
from SATs but devoid of synapses. There are three other primordia that can be identi-
fied in the stack: Firstly, the Anterior Optic TUbercle primordium (prAOTU), which is
a small appendage to the doroslateral Spur. Secondly the Noduli, a very small spher-
ical appendage to the prFB on the ventro-lateral side and finally the Protocerebral
Bridge (prPB), a tubular structure that runs over the posterior, then dorso-medial sur-
faces of the IPp towards the commissure for later fusion with its opposite counterpart.
The tritocerebrum is somewhat distinct from the remaining two regions, and is the
least studied part of the CNS. Although it is part of the CB I will describe it in the
following section in its relationship to the VNC. The protocerebrum also includes the
optic lobe, a region I do not consider in this project and therefore have not labelled
or defined.
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2.2.2 Ventral Nerve Cord
The VNC is demarcated from the tritocerebrum and then into segments with bound-
aries of repeated, approximate coronal slices defined by the entry points of lineages
as commissures. This gives the subesophageal ganglion domains (Mandibula, Maxilla,
Labium), Thoracic domains (T1,T2,T3) and the Abdominal domains (A1-A9). The
whole VNC and tritocerebrum can also be divided axially into dorsal, central and ven-
tral tiers, with the central tier surrounding the large longitudinal fascicles. From the
Mandibula to A8, the ventral and dorsal tiers are then finally divided into lateral and
medial domains by sagittal planes approximately through their mid-lines, with the
central tier split into 3 either side of the longitudinal fascicular tract regions (lateral,
central, medial). The tritocerebrum is the least well defined region and lacks contin-
uation from the VNC of lateral domains as the longitudinal fascicular tracts curve
laterally, retaining only "dorsal","central","centrolateral" and "ventral" subdomains.
2.2.3 Lineages and Fascicles
Again, a number of key papers exist that describe the lineages and fascicles of the
Drosophila larva CB. Hartenstein et al. (2015) details the PATs in the first instar larva
and Pereanu (2006) the SATs with Lovick et al. (2013) providing further details of the
SATs and linking them to the adult. As the larval data I am working with is third
instar, I was able to identify the secondary lineage tracts based on these sources and
also personal communications with VH. The cells of the image dataset I worked with
developed during the embryonic stage of the larva and followed PATs that correspond
to at least the initial paths of the SATs in the neuropil followed by the later born cells
from the same lineages. The coherent SATs are likely longer than the PATs since the
larval brain has grown in size, but by precisely how much it is not clear (VH, personal
communication).
For my template stack, I have annotated the CB with both SATs and fascicles and
the VNC with only fascicles. The annotations took the form of pipes in the TrackEM
software with radii adjusted to be broadly surrounding the tracts. The pipes began
at the entry point into the neuropil or further into the cortex such that all cells in
the lineage should pass axons along the entirety of the annotated lineage tract. Some
lineage annotations required multiple pipes for splits and some required multiple
annotations for different hemilineages. When it was not possible to differentiate two
lineages from each other, for example DALcm1 and DALcm2, a single tract was de-
noted as for both by "DALcm1/2". I annotated 96 tracts for each side of the CB at least
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as long as they (or their merged-into fascicles) could be seen in the template refer-
ence channel keeping them consistent with the published descriptions and reference
stacks. The BP104 labelled tracts well enough for the vast majority of the CB fascicles
to be completely labelled (35 fascicles were labelled in each CB hemisphere and in the
VNC 5 cordal and 28 commissural).
2.3 chapter summary
In this chapter I have introduced the data set that I will be working with and
detailed my initial impressions and highlighted some limitations. I have also detailed
the extensive work I undertook to define a standardised larval neuroanatomy that
has substantially improved the world-leading database FlyBase regarding Drosophila
larva. These textual descriptions are the most comprehensive that I know to exist
today.
2.4 chapter discussion
Whilst the current database is well curated, its access is mostly restricted to JT him-
self. It is difficult to search for a particular cell type in the CB, other than by domain
innervation or GAL4 line if known. It is even more problematic in the VNC where
there are no innervated domain annotations. These factors mean that to locate cells
often expert knowledge of the dataset is required, which means this is dependent on
a very limited resource: JT’s time. This delays research requiring sparse or split GAL4
lines as the required cells must be found in the database by JT himself. It also limits
the scope of information able to be gained about global structures and morphologies
in the neuroanatomy. In addition, the database is likely to suffer from some form of
human error: For example, it is suspected that there may be some duplicates of cells
or two or more treated as one as some are very similar (JT, personal communication).
Considering my project, it is unfortunate that there is no mapping of cell type to
the original stacks the type was observed in, since this would simplify the task of
matching the cell type names in this database to the examples I will extract from the
stacks. As it stands, I am able to suggest candidate types from all those specified in
the database to have been observed in the GAL4 line the stack represents. It is not
clear, however, how complete these lists would be as it is not known which stacks
have been used to produce the database. As a result, grouping the observed cells into
the types of the database will require input from JT and his wealth of experience in
identifying unique cell types. The above points do, however, all add to the justifica-
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tion for my project in working to better organise this dataset and discover ways to
work with it.
Regarding the neuropil domains, some synaptic neuropil boundaries are classed as
"virtual" due to a lack of any clear boundary in the reference staining. This means that
labelling these domains must be based on visible landmarks, usually lineage tracts.
This is helpful for locating the region of the boundary but may bias its exact location,
contributing to justification for experiments with automated segmentation based on
a large collection of neural morphologies. By agreeing these domain definitions with
the major researchers in the field (AT, JT and VH) and FlyBase I hope that their usage
will be adopted by the community, particularly the EM project, and will avert the
requirement of much time and energy to do this in the future (as was the case for the
adult fly domains).
3
R E G I S T R AT I O N
3.1 aims
In order to make it possible to relate cells from different image stacks to each other
and the annotated template, it is necessary to display cells from different individual
larvae together in a single, annotated image stack. All points in the cells must be lo-
cated at the corresponding positions in the template and different individual brains
from which they came. Due to the varying image positions, sizes and orientations
of the different individual brains, I first needed to transform, or register, the cells
into the template space. Secondly, I needed to calculate representative data about the
cells that was brief enough but also descriptive enough to enable the database to be
searchable in a reasonable amount of time (the images are far too big to be searched
directly).
I agreed with JT that a suitable target would be for at least 25% of the image stacks
to be judged by him as "well registered" so that (assuming no bias) there would be
reasonable coverage of all the cell types across the CNS and from a range of GAL4
lines. As discussed, however, a key project goal was to allow researchers to quickly
discover examples of the same cell type from different GAL4 lines. As this latter
goal required the investigation and development of further tools and I had limited
time, I decided to take an Agile Software Development approach Beck et al. (2001).
This meant that I prioritised a system that worked well enough end-to-end; one that
proved that it was possible to deliver for the researchers what they needed most (i.e.
the lookup tool) but also one that could be iterated and improved with time. This is
in contrast to perfecting each component progressively (the waterfall approach).
Finally, it is important to keep in mind that the following was carried out prior
to any published successful work in larval registration, against a backdrop of some
scepticism in the community.
Figure 3.1 gives an overview of the pipeline described in this chapter.
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the image registration pipeline
The coloured arrows represent the different channels of the original image stack
(background as blue, signal as red and green). The grey arrows represent the neural
volumes. a) Maximum z-projection of raw image stack, b), c) z-slices of background
channel, d), e), f) z-slices of overlays of registered float background channel (ma-
genta) on template (green). g), h), i), j), k) maximum z-projections of: g) registered
float signal (red, green) in template background (blue), h) different coloured signal
and volume occupied for each neural volume i) neural volume registration accuracy
map, j) and k) pruned neural volume skeletons. l) z-slices of condensed representa-
tion (fixed points).
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Raw Image Registered Background Signal Overlay
Figure 3.2: Overview of registration process
Left: Maximum projections of sample images of the Central Brain to illustrate the
power of registration. Middle: Coronal slices of the same level through the template
image stack (green) with the registered float reference channel superimposed (ma-
genta). Right: Maximum projection of the overlay of the two signals which enables
one to identify a common type of cell between the two signals.
3.2 introduction to registration
For an individual’s 3D brain image, which is commonly termed the "float", a warp-
ing of coordinates of voxels into their corresponding positions in the common, tem-
plate, brain space is required such that the anatomical features are in the same loca-
tions in the common space (see figure 3.2). It is important to note that this is not an
exactly solvable problem: There will be some inter-subject variability among the brain
specimens, due to subject-specific environmental and biological factors and particu-
larly due to the human-induced factor of dissection and preparation of such small
specimens. In any case, most computational algorithms will converge to a local best
registration in the space of possible registrations between a float and template. As a
result the quality of registrations can vary significantly so it is important to employ a
method to judge when a registration system performs satisfactorily and when not.
In general, image registration is the process of calculating a map of one topologi-
cal space to another, one that should be a diffeomorphism, i.e. one that is one-to-one
continuous, differentiable and inversely differentiable Encyclopedia of Mathematics
(2017). This one-to-one (bijection) property is important as it means that the map
function can be reversed and that no parts of the image can become hidden. The
mapping between the float and template spaces could be based on a global function
such as a simple linear transformation Goshtasby (2012) or something more com-
plex e.g. a Fourier transform Luce et al. (2014). Alternatively, an optimized individ-
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ual voxel-level ("non-parametric") map Vercauteren et al. (2007) could be employed.
Commonly, a mixture of these two methods is applied, matching up corresponding
points between the float and template and generating functions to interpolate voxels
between the points Goshtasby (2012).
Examples of registration in neuroscience tend to focus on the human brain where
MRI scans are frequently registered to various standard brains. In a study seeking to
target the same part of the human brain with a broad-based tool such as Transcranial
Magnetic Stimulation, an adjustable, bounding 3D box containing a subject’s MRI was
overlaid onto the standard Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) brain and manually
adjusted to fit Wood (2013). Other studies that attempt to segment subvolumes and
make inferences across populations require more accurate methods, such as in Kanai
et al. (2011). Registration is frequently applied to the CNS of mice Richardson et al.
(2014) and adult Drosophila Armstrong and van Hemert (2009), usually in order to
make across-subject inferences about genetic-based expression patterns. Sometimes a
manually registered brain can be optimum, but with large variations and the human
eye being distracted by matching up well-known anatomical landmarks and disre-
garding less obvious inconsistencies there are likely to be many systematic errors -
ones that also vary between registrar. In general, fully automated methods outper-
form the manual (e.g. Sarkar et al. (2005)). A range of algorithms and tools exist
to automate this process and improving registration algorithms is an active area of
research with computational time a major limiting factor in possibilities.
3.3 fully automated registration
Automated registration methods work to optimize a similarity function of both
float and template image intensities Goshtasby (2005). This could be calculated lo-
cally, at points in the image using voxels around it, or globally for the whole image.
Parameters can then be adjusted using gradient descent.
Some of the most popular and well-maintained tools for registration form toolkits,
for example the popular Advanced Normalization Tools (ANTs) Avants et al. (2008),
elastix Klein et al. (2010) and Computational Morphometry ToolKit (CMTK). All three
of these open-source toolkits allow registration to be implemented using popular
"elastic" algorithms to produce a Free-Form Deformation (FFD). A FFD optimizes the
matching of a 3D grid of control points throughout the image. These control points are
then used to construct B Splines for interpolating between them. The ANTs toolkit also
includes a non-parametric algorithm called Symmetric Normalization (SyN), which
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is part of a family of non-parametric algorithms based on the Demons Algorithm
for diffusion Thirion (1998). Briefly, these algorithms find shifts for each and every
voxel from the float to the template and optimize these with respect to a similarity
metric whilst ensuring the shifts are "continuous" (there are no overlaps) by using a
regularisation technique such as smoothing. Although the more recently produced
SyN algorithm has shown to be promising, B Spline methods are still "competitive"
with it in comprehensive human brain registration tests for accuracy and do not
demonstrate significant speed increases Klein et al. (2010). Finally, a popular tool for
Drosophila adult brains, namely BrainAligner Peng et al. (2011), seeks to find in the
float image manually defined "corners" or edge points in the template (high entropy
points). The deformation is then interpolated from these paired points as in elastic
registration.
I decided to initially utilise CMTK for registration in this project for a variety of
reasons: Firstly, it has performed impressive registrations for the brains of bees Rohlf-
ing and Maurer (2003) and adult Dropsphila Knowles-Barley (2012), including with
the same reference labelling (anti-neuroglian) Court (2017). Specifically, Court (2017)
reports that CMTK performs better registrations than BrainAligner with the adult
Drosophila ventral nerve system due to a lack of clear landmarks in this system. Given
that I require registration of the larval VNC, I decided not to investigate BrainAligner
further. CMTK also does not require manually choosing landmarks which would likely
be time consuming. Furthermore, Rob Court (RC) (a post-doc with the VFB project)
was able to provide support by suggesting parameter combinations to explore as
well as experience in utilising the software within the university computer system.
In addition, CMTK was also being integrated with the VFB website to allow users to
upload their own stacks for registration, which could be a useful tool for the larval
version of VFB too. I believe, therefore, that the slightly better performance of non-
parametric methods on other data sets did not justify their investigation at this point
(though it and alternate toolkits should be kept in mind for later tests as part of the
Agile workflow).
3.3.1 Computational Morphology Toolkit
Below I discuss the robust method for image registration I applied from CMTK
Rohlfing and Maurer (2003), summarised in figure 3.3.
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a) b) c) d) e)
Figure 3.3: Simple 2D summary of CMTK image registration steps
a) The magenta float is to be mapped to the green template with results displayed
following: b) centre of mass alignment, c) principal axis alignment, d) affine, rigid
registration (notice scaling), e) non-rigid (warp) registration.
First, I applied the CMTK make initial affine method Rohlfing (2011) to each im-
age stack. This calculates a rigid transform (i.e. one of translation and rotation), with
6 degrees of freedom. It treats the intensities of the image as weights in an inertia
matrix and translates the float image such that its centre of mass matches that of the
template and rotates it such that the orthogonal principal axes Alpert et al. (1990) are
aligned along the same directions.
The initial transform is used as the starting point for an affine transform which has
9 degrees of freedom, with an anisotropic scale-factor added to the translation and
rotation. These are independently and iteratively adjusted to optimize a global simi-
larity measure. I calculated the affine transform with the CMTK registration method
Rohlfing (2011) that down-samples the image to lower resolutions for prior, less ac-
curate adjustments, increasing it in stages up to the full-resolution image, similar to
Studholme et al. (1997).
Finally, a non-rigid deformable FFD is built based upon points in a 3D, uniform
Control-Point Grid (CPG) that has been constructed across the template image space
Rueckert et al. (1999). Each of these points has a non-parametric, independent shift
(in each dimension). To find the shift in each dimension at voxels between the CPG
points one simply sums the surrounding CPG point shifts, φ, weighted by the third-
order B-Spline functions Lee et al. (1997). These B-Spline functions (B) for a voxel at a
point of interest, (x,y, z), are calculated from the proportional position (represented
by (u, v,w)) of this point between the uniform CPG points in the template space (see





where B0 to B3 are the B-Spline functions’ third order polynomials (see appendix
A.2 for definition and explanation). (i, j,k) are the co-ordinates of the lowest indexed
















Figure 3.4: B-Splines Explanation
B splines are a generalisation of the more commonly found Bezier curves. a) One
dimensional example of control points (knots) with their shifts indicated by attached
arrows. b) A third order B-Spline is constructed to evaluate the shift at any point
surrounded by at least 2 grid points on both sides. Note that the spline does not nec-
essarily pass through the shifts of the control points. c) The top blue lines represent
regularly spaced points between the knots and the red lines below demonstrate the
spacing after applying the shifts to bunch up the lines. d) Diagram of Control-Point
Grid (circles) in two dimensions imposed on the pixel grid. The displacement, (u, v),
from the red grid point (φi+1,j+1) to the red pixel of interest, at (x,y), is referred to
in equations 3.1-3.3. The blue shaded box inclusively marks the region of the Control-
Point Grid used for the third-order B-Spline at the red pixel, with the blue bottom-left
point equating to the lowest index corner in two dimensions (φi,j). e) An example of
a third order B Spline deformation applied to a 2D grid.
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point, in all dimensions, considered for the splines constructed for this point of inter-

















with δx, δy and δz being the distances between the CPG points in each dimension
(bc represents the floor function). Finally, the fractional distance from the point of
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This method, calculated with CMTK warp Rohlfing (2011), is in common with creat-
ing free-form deformations Sederberg and Parry (1986). The only degrees of freedom
are thus the CPG shift vectors and these are moved in directions that improve a global
similarity metric calculated from applying the FFD to the template space. As with
most other registration algorithms, CMTK uses a gradient descent method to calculate
the direction to further shift each control point, and then finds the optimum distance
to move it in that direction. The gradient and optimisation is calculated for each di-
rection at each point (independently over the whole grid) prior to updating the shifts
and recalculating the similarity metric between the shifted template voxels and the
float. Trilinear interpolation is used to calculate intensity values at the shifted points.
The process is iterated to gradually improve similarity as the step sizes in the gradi-
ent shifts decrease.
Furthermore, CMTK applies an adaptive grid-spacing and resolution approach that
decreases grid spacing and increases resolution and number of control points as it
refines the registration Rohlfing and Maurer (2003). This allows large deformations
to be optimised quickly first before smaller perturbations are added in. In addition,
for the non-rigid calculation, CMTK introduces options to help prevent large decom-
pressions or folding of the resulting image over itself, to ensure a bijection Rohlfing
and Maurer (2001). I applied the option of adding a bending energy introduced by
Wahba Rueckert et al. (1999) Rohlfing and Maurer (2003) Wahba (1990). This adds
the following regularisation penalty term to the similarity measure, with a weight-
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Where D is the set of reference image voxel coordinates. These values are easily com-
puted from the B Spline equations (see Rohlfing and Maurer (2003)) and have the
effect of smoothing the deformation field. CMTK also fixes control points that occupy
zones of little variation (such as background) to speed up the calculation.
Following its calculation, the FFD was applied to find the position in the float space
of each voxel in the template space. For each colour channel, the intensity value for
each template-space voxel was assigned from the float image using trilinear interpo-
lation of the intensity values of voxels surrounding the non-discrete position in the
float. I employed the CMTK reformatx method Rohlfing (2011) for this. The template
space was usually larger than the registered stack space and these vacant volumes
were filled with zero value intensities. In order to keep a record of the boundaries
of the warped float image (its bounding box), the reformatx method was also applied
on a 100% full intensity (255) monochrome float image. This allowed identification
of registered cells in the template space that were clipped by the original image and
likely missing parts that would be contained in the template stack space had the
original image covered them.
3.4 template choice and registration parameters
CMTK runs in parallel and was able to complete the registration of a single image
stack of the image data I had within the range of 2-15 hours using 3 Central Pro-
cessing Unit (CPU) cores. The accuracy and length of time, however, depended upon
the parameters set. I needed to balance the compute time I had available with the
requirement to find a combination of template and registration parameters that pro-
duced consistently highly accurate registrations. I expected there to be a great degree
of variation in registration quality among different templates as well as certain pa-
rameters and this was confirmed once I started testing. Key CMTK parameters are the
similarity metric used, the CPG spacing and its number of refinements, the size of the
steps used in the gradient descent and, finally, the weight of the regularisation. I also
investigated pre-processing the images with contrast normalisation and smoothing.
No numerical accuracy target was agreed with collaborators, but I aimed for within
5µm within the neuropil as this region should be near consistent between individu-
als at this level. I did not set any aims for the much more variable cortical regions.
Templates and parameters were tested in a two step process involving two sets of
image stacks from the data set. This was motivated by the time constraints, since the
first step was faster than the second for each combination. The first was sufficient to
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identify good parameter and template combinations but relied on visual inspection
and hence was somewhat subjective and not precise. Therefore the second, slower
test enabled these good combinations to be separated and ranked objectively and
mathematically. As I would need to register around 22 000 image stacks, and I had
full-time access to approximately 150 CPU cores, I required each registration to take
on average up to 8 hours with 3 CPUs for the whole set to be processed in 2 months
(my target to allow time for analysis work). I decided, therefore, to limit investigation
of parameters to those that satisfied this requirement.
3.4.1 Initial Evaluation Tests
The first evaluation of a template and combination of parameters consisted of ini-
tially registering a common set of randomly chosen 5 CB or 5 VNC stacks to the
corresponding stack to be used for the template. I visually inspected the alignment
of the tracts in each of the 5 registered float stacks’ reference channels to those of the
template. To do this I overlaid the float over the template using a different colour as
in figure 3.5 and rated the alignment from A (good) to F (bad) by visual inspection
across the stack. (See examples in figure 3.5 and section A.3 for an explanation of the
rating system). The initial 5 registrations gave enough varied results that I could rule
out over half of the combinations (where there were two or less A or B rated stacks).
For the rest I performed and inspected a further 5 registrations from the other region
of the CNS and for the similarly high performing stacks from this region, I carried out
up to 4 further registrations (from both regions) to separate these results further.
I performed this test on all 128 potential templates using the registration param-
eters successful in the adult Drosophila since initial tests showed some promising
registrations. As the templates were similar in their relationship to the registration
parameters (in terms of size, contrast etc.), the parameters were then adjusted using
just one template that performed well rather than with many. I adjusted most CMTK
registration parameters independently about those for the adult Drosophila until I met
values that produced notably worse results or took too long to complete. From within
the explored range I noted the best performing values to use and evaluate further. I
similarly investigated the pre-processing options. For groups of the parameters that
were related, such as grid spacing and initial gradient step, I performed a grid search.
This meant systematically combining each value for one parameter from a list (usu-
ally 3-4 values, sometimes more) with each value from a list for the other parameter
(forming a "grid" of parameters in 2D parameter space).













Figure 3.5: Examples of overlays of registered reference channels to a template
These examples illustrate some of the variability and the ratings that would be ap-
plied if the image was a single slice. Coronal slices of the template reference are
shown in green and the registered float in magenta with well-registered regions dis-
playing white as to indicate good overlap. Images have matched contrast and are
smoothed for display as per sections 3.4.4 and 3.4.5. a) A very well registered image
stack. b) Well registered apart from the circled fascicle where there are portions of
no overlap, although they are within 5µm. c) is registered well apart from in the cir-
cled regions: The left MB dorsal lobe and the left SOG. These registration errors are
still within 10µm, however. d) This stack suffers from a serious (more than 10µm)
registration error in the circled region, meaning it scores lower than c). e) There are
serious registration errors in the dorsal part of this image stack slice, but the ventral
parts are reasonable, meaning it is not a complete failure. f) This is a terrible regis-
tration of score F. These rarely occurred across the dataset using my final parameters
and template and usually indicated that the stack was orientated incorrectly in the
z-direction. Myself and my colleagues felt that scores of A and B would be accurate
enough for most uses of an atlas with C acceptable depending upon the location of
the labelled neurons avoiding the badly registered regions.
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As the registration performance varied strongly between templates, the above al-
lowed me to clearly identify template stacks that performed better than others. In
line with the subjective nature of the ranking, I manually identified 6 templates that
performed well based on my experience in visual inspection of all the stacks. These
template’s scores had high averages and good consistency (low variance). I tested
these templates further with the highest scoring parameters using the detailed evalu-
ation metric explained below.
3.4.2 Detailed Evaluation Score
This more thorough, objective and numerical test involved registering 134 image
stacks. These stacks contained subgroups of single stained neurons that were indis-
tinguishable across multiple stacks (from different specimens) and thus believed to
be the same type of cell based on homologous morphology. The individual cells were
segmented from the rest of the signal prior to registration using the segmentation
method discussed later in section 3.6 to create stacks that contained no or very little
(estimated at less than 1% by volume) staining signal from other cells. After warping
into the template space, stacks for each given neuron type subgroup (of which there
were 18) should ideally contain signal expression in the same locations. Due to bio-
logical variability, however, this will not be exact, particularly in arborisation regions,
but better registrations will have more overlap of the labelled cells.
I developed a pairwise overlap score, O, similar to that used in Klein et al. (2009)
to evaluate registration of manually labelled brain regions. As the neurons include
many thin tubular parts where a slight misalignment will cause no overlap (see ex-
amples in figure 3.7), I modified the overlap score of Klein et al. (2009) to include a
tolerance in distance. Hence the overlap score between a specified query neuron, a,
and other neurons, b, within the same subgroup established how much of the signal
of the query neuron was within 2µm of the signal of the same type of neuron from
another stack. Hence the higher the proportion within 2µm, the better the registra-
tion.
This was easily calculated by dilating the "other" neuron signal by 2µm in all di-
rection so that the overlap score was the volume occupied by the query neuron and
the expanded other neuron volume as a fraction of the total volume of the query
neuron. The binary neuron volume occupied was found by thresholding the signal
to take all above zero. The dilation was performed by convolving the positive binary
neuron volume with a positive sphere and again thresholding at zero. This allowed




Figure 3.6: Illustration of the overlap score calculation method
a) Single, coronal slices of two cells of the same subgroup (same type) where the
green cell is the query neuron and the magenta cell the other. Overlap is shown for
a) raw signal, b) thresholded signal and c) following the magenta cell expansion. The
overlap score in this 2D slice only is 61.3%.
me to utilise efficient python library routines. As I am only interested in registration
quality in the more consistent neuropil, for all neurons, only the volume within the
neuropil mask, M, was considered, with the rest removed before dilation.
O(a,b) =
((Sa > 0)∩M)∩ (((Sb ∩M)~C) > 0)
(Sa > 0)∩M)
(3.5)
Where Sa is the query neuron signal channel and Sb other neuron signal. The method
is illustrated in figure 3.6 with examples of scores in figure 3.7.
The neurons for this second evaluation set were chosen prior to registration to
be from across the CNS and represent a range of typical neuron morphologies with
a minimum of 4 neurons per cell type, maximum 11 (mean 7.4). I desired a single
overall overlap score for each template / parameter combination with which to make
comparisons. The number of neurons per type varied and I wanted to give equal
weight to each neuron type rather than each registration as this would give equal
weight to the included morphologies and regions of the CNS. To do this I used a
two-step averaging approach: I calculated a mean score for each neuron type from all
possible pair-wise combinations of all examples of that cell type. The overall score for
a template and parameter combination was then given as the mean average across all
neuron types of these individual cell type mean scores.
I used this overlap score to make some of the parameter choices (specifically the
energy weighting and the similarity metric, the latter of which is discussed below in
more detail). I also used the overlap score to quantify the effect of some of the other
parameter choices from the initial screening with respect to my chosen template,
namely the contrast normalisation and smoothing (also discussed in more detail be-
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A green, query cell from the SOG which appears to have registered well is compared
with three other, magenta registered cells of the same type. The severe stretching
evident in c) is typical of very bad registrations. Mean overlap scores are displayed as
percentages. The overlap in a) was considered acceptable by myself and colleagues,
whereas b) and c) were not.
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Table 3.1: Registration Parameter Overlap Scores
50µm 50µm 50µm
Example Cell A Example Cell B Example Cell C
Cells Example Example Example All 18 Cell Types
A B C
Overlap Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean
mean std. dev.
My Solution 72.7 72.9 42.2 53.9 20.3
Non-rotated template 73.2 52.9 0.23 49.8 22.4
Without Contrast Normalisa-
tion
68.2 70.1 0.0 31.0 19.0
Without Smoothing 72.5 71.6 23.3 52.1 20.5
MI instead of CR 71.6 60.7 42.2 52.5 22.4
NMI instead of CR 64.0 57.2 38.1 44.6 22.4
std. dev. = Standard Deviation. Overlap scores are expressed as percentages. Here
the registration parameters are kept the same as those used in the pipeline unless
changed as stated in the left-hand column. It is important to note that when the mean
overlap scores for each cell type were compared between my solution and those of
any one of the other combinations above, it outperformed them for the majority of
cell types. MI = Mutual Information, NMI = Normalised Mutual Information, CR =
Correlation Ratio (see section 3.4.6).
low). The results are summarised in table 3.1.
As a result of these tests I chose to register the data set with a grid spacing of
80 voxel widths (giving 1 950 CB and 1 188 VNC initial control points) with a single
refinement to grid spacing to 40 voxel widths. The initial optimization step size was
30 voxel widths and the regularisation bending energy weight was 0.1. A full list of
parameters and commands used for CMTK is available in appendix A.4.
3.4.3 Template Choosing
In this project I decided with the VFB team to see if I could find a template that was
a single individual brain that performed good registrations. This was in contrast to
using an average brain, i.e. one calculated by registering a set of CNS template stacks
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Figure 3.8: Illustration of some unsuitable features in a template
Maximum coronal projections of a) 10 z-slices, b) 35 z-slices. Note in a) that the
mushroom bodies are not present at the same coronal level, the VNC is bent and the
top of the left MB is at the very edge of the image. The overall length of the CNS is
also small in comparison with b) which is more typical of the image stacks. Any one
of these imperfections would make this stack unsuitable. b) demonstrates an obtuse
angle (red arrows) between MB dorsal and medial lobes that are also bent. In fact,
the lobes in many specimens were not perpendicular due to being pulled in various
directions during dissection.
Table 3.2: Relationship between biological and template axis




All are indicated in the increasing direction (top left corner in figure 3.9).
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to each other and finding a space that minimises the total amount of deformation
required to reach it by each of the template set members Joshi et al. (2004). Using
an individual brain has the advantages of being in common with the adult VFB ap-
proach and using the original textures and smaller details in the template that are
not available in an average (the intensity of which appears as in figure 3.10) and may
be helpful to the similarity metric. Despite this, the average brain approach has been
shown to enable better registrations in published work on bee brain images Rohlfing
et al. (2004) - significantly better than some individual brains, though only modestly
better than the best performing individual brains. An average brain does not repre-
sent a specimen that existed and therefore may not be representative of any of the
actual brain specimens Lancaster et al. (2007). For example, if the template set con-
tained two types of stacks with opposing features, they may cancel out in an average
template, producing one that is not optimised for either set.
Since I was able to find individual template candidates that registered a large pro-
portion of the data well and I needed to make progress with other aspects of the
project, I did not explore the average template further. My work will, however, enable
a future study to compare performance of an average template with a well annotated
single larval brain, as has occurred recently for the adult Drosophila brain Arganda-
Carreras et al. (2018).
To create candidate whole-CNS template image stacks, I searched for VNC and CB
image stacks from the same specimen that had considerable overlap between the two
imaged CNS zones and were also considered aesthetically of good quality. I had to
match VNC and CB stacks from within the same GAL4 line, though not both portions
of most specimens were imaged. I decided to perform this search manually as I could
use the signal and reference channel coronal projections to do this relatively quicker
than automating it using a registration algorithm on the boundary and I had no
other motivation to match the images. In addition, I could exclude some stacks when
manually searching. In finding a suitable template, particular attention was paid to
only choosing images that satisfied the following priorities:
• Contain the entire CNS and as much surrounding cortex as possible (nearly all
images miss some cortex around the SOG).
• High contrast ratio to add to visibility of structures and more information for
registration.
• Good stitching between tiles within the image stacks (no offsets).
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• Similar intensities across the entire image (especially between VNC and CB com-
ponent stacks) to enable whole-image contrast adjustment.
• Specimens oriented such that the rostral-caudal axis of the VNC and the dorso-
ventral axis of the CB were parallel to the Y-axis and medio-lateral axis parallel
to the X such that the left and right sides of Z-slices were anatomically corre-
spondent to one-another. These requirements enable easy left-right comparisons
in eventual use by researchers.
• Mushroom body lobes approximately perpendicular.
Figure 3.8 gives some bad examples of templates based on the above criteria.
The most restrictive constraint was finding specimens with both CB and VNC re-
gions imaged that also overlapped to enable the two components to be combined
into a whole-CNS template. After manually searching over 10 000 stacks I found 128
potential templates, used in the initial screen detailed above. The best performing of
the six used in the detailed evaluation had a mean overlap score of 53.9%.
Although I took care to only test template images that were oriented such that
the medio-lateral axis was approximately parallel to the x-axis, in my chosen stack
the MB ML were not quite parallel to the y-axis. I decided to attempt to improve the
visual appeal of this template by rotating it by just 0.9 degrees along the central CB
to VNC directed y axis such that the left side moved towards the viewer in a coro-
nal slice. This was performed by TransformJ in FIJI Is Just ImageJ (FIJI) Schindelin
et al. (2012) and the intensity values were recalculated using nearest neighbour in-
terpolation to maintain most of the original intensity values. The rotation actually
improved the overlap score by almost 4 percentage points and reduced the variance.
It is not clear why this was the case, since the initial CMTK registration transformation
is expected to ensure the registration is independent of rotation. There was also little
loss to image resolution and accuracy due to the small angle of rotation. I estimated
this at less than 0.9% of non-background voxels (and hence information). I calculated
this figure by reverse rotating the rotated template by 0.9 degrees and noting the pro-
portion of voxels different from their original value out of all non-background voxels.
The template is shown in figure 3.9 and figure 3.10 shows an average reference
intensity pattern from registered stacks. I also hand drew a mask of the neuropil
with TrackEM (and smoothed it by applying a Gaussian filter and thresholding) in
order to identify signal inside and outside the neuropil. This gave a neuropil volume
of 1.8×106(µm)3. As a guide to the reader, and especially due to the previously









Figure 3.9: The template
z-slices through the template (a) and b) did not contain VNC neuropil). Note that
the caudal end of the VNC just fits inside the imaged volume, so some extra empty
volume was added in order to keep any extra signal here in the registered image
(as CMTK will restrict registered images to the size of the template space). Note the
lateral limits of the imaged VNC stack given by the black regions in the cortex either
side of the thoracic region.









Figure 3.10: Average of registered image stacks
z-slices of average intensity of 1000 registrations in the template space. Registrations
had an average neural volume registration accuracy score (see section 3.7) over 0.6.
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mentioned distortion of the CNS in vitro, the relationships between the biological
axes and those of the template image space are summarised in table 3.2. The total
template size was (982× 1760× 365) voxels. I split the template into CB and VNC with
the following parameters:
• CB template bounding box: [0 : 977, 0 : 801, 5 : 341], size: (977× 801× 336) voxels.
• VNC template bounding box: [170 : 830, 480 : 1760, 193 : 351], size: (660× 1280×
158) voxels.
This enabled quicker registrations as the template image space was reduced and also
improved the initial alignments along the principal axis, particularly for stacks of the
CB as this would otherwise be rotated 90 degrees out of place.
3.4.4 Contrast Adjustment
Image contrast was highly variable among the source images and, since it has
been reported that contrast normalisation can improve the quality of the registra-
tions when this is the case Foley et al. (2016), I adjusted the contrast of the whole
image reference channel. To do this I implemented histogram equalisation by creat-
ing a monotonic function to map the intensity values in the reference channels of an
image to new values such that the resulting cumulative intensity histogram would be
close to linear. More precisely, this function was the normalised cumulative histogram
of the image background above zero, linearly scaled to range from zero to 255 (see
figure 3.11). This relied on the background being the lowest intensity value which
was almost always the case. The signal intensities were not adjusted. The contrast
normalisation was found to improve the overlap score by a very significant 22.9%.
I also explored a gamma-correction Jähne (2004) but this did not improve on these
results.
3.4.5 Smoothing
It has been reported that smoothing of the reference channel can also improve the
registration Court (2017), as it reduces the local minima effect of fine-grain but high
intensity perturbations found at high image resolutions. I therefore smoothed the
reference (see figure 3.12). I found that using a float-precision Gaussian filter with
standard deviation of one voxel width in each dimension and rounding the result to
the nearest 8-bit value, improved the overlap score over non-smoothing by 1.8%.













   
   
   
   
   












   
   
   
   
   














































Figure 3.11: Illustration of contrast normalisation including image intensity his-
tograms
Intensity histogram a) prior to and b) following normalisation. c) Mapping function
from old to new values (red curve in d) multiplied by 255). d) normalised cumulative
intensity frequency graphs pre (red) and post (blue) normalisation. Coronal CB slice
of template e) pre- and f) post-normalisation.









Figure 3.12: Gaussian smoothing of image pre-registration
Demonstration of the effect of applying the Gaussian kernel in the centre to the left
section of coronal slice of CB, to produce that on the right. The grid on the Gaussian
represents individual voxels.
3.4.6 CMTK Similarity Metric
The similarity metrics in CMTK do not rely on absolute differences in intensities at
corresponding points x in the template image (X) and y in the float image (Y). Instead
the metrics calculate how determinable the intensity at y is given its value at x. This
is in order to match up the same image pattern and features, despite global shifts in
intensity values.
I varied the metric of the two images that was optimised with CMTK using the
options available in the software. Firstly I evaluated Mutual Information (MI), I(X, Y).
This is the information about intensity values of one image that can be inferred from











The probabilities above are calculated empirically by taking the histograms of the in-
tensity values and dividing them by the total number of points, with a 2D histogram
for p(x,y). Considering the logarithm, MI is thus higher if there is more variation
of the 2D histogram from what would be expected from the individual histograms -
those that give p(x) and p(y) - were they completely independent (and not similar).
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Hence CMTK aims to maximise the MI.
Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) Studholme et al. (1998) is similar to MI ex-
cept for that it divides the MI by the Joint Entropy, H(X, Y), or the total amount of









Maximising NMI has been shown to be better than MI in cases where partial image
overlap is the case (such as in my project), since it reduces the tendency to increase
the total mutual information by simply increasing the size of the overlap Studholme
et al. (1999). This was not the result for my study, however, where the overlap score
for MNI was 7.9% worse than for MI.
Finally, the Correlation Ratio (CR) Roche et al. (1998) works by minimizing the total,
over all x intensity values in X, of the dispersion among the values in image Y for
all voxels with the corresponding x intensity value. This is achieved by minimising
the variance of y− ȳx across all y and x where ȳx is the mean (or expected value) of
intensity in Y of voxels with corresponding intensities x in X. This is equivalent to
maximising the correlation ratio, η, such that the sum across all x intensity values of
the variances (with respect to the mean intensity in Y) of the expected intensity of Y
given an intensity in X:
η2 =
∑




where nx is the number of values of intensity x in image X and σ2y is the overall
variance of intensity values in Y.
This technique contrasts to MI and NMI in that they do not consider dispersion ex-
plicitly, instead just pairwise correspondence between intensity values in each image.
The division by the variance in Y prevents a solution that minimizes the variance by
reducing the overlap region. Note that the value is different depending on direction,
i.e. which image (template or float) is assigned to which letter (X or Y). CMTK appears
to implement the CR by summing the two directions as there is no reason one should
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Orientation Dorsal>Ventral
Orientation Ventral>Dorsal
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Figure 3.13: VNC dorso-ventral orientation determination
Left: Example maximum sagittal projections of VNC stacks for the two orientations
and plots of their axial intensity sums as a function of z-axis position. Right: His-
tograms of the test statistic for the training set.
predominate in image registration.
As shown in table 3.1, the correlation ratio performed the best of these metrics in
the detailed evaluation and was used in the registration pipeline. This was consistent
with what I expected from my visual inspection of overlays of the registered reference
channels to the template in the initial tests.
3.5 vnc dorso-ventral orientation
The orientation of the ventral-dorsal (z) axis in many VNC image stacks in the
dataset (approximately 25%) was inverted with respect to the template. These stacks
required inverting to enable registration since the principal axis alignment would not
be able to rotate the image through 180 degrees, leading to failed registrations. In any
case, rotation rather than inversion would be incorrect since this would invert the left
and right sides of the brain, but the stacks were consistently imaged with the ventral
side of the CNS on the base of the microscope slide without x-axis inversion.
To automate this process, I developed a simple algorithm to attempt to separate
the two sets, utilising a training set of VNCs with 40 oriented such that increasing z
moved from the dorsal side towards the ventral side (denoted Dorsal>Ventral) and 40
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with the converse (Ventral>Dorsal). The algorithm calculated the sum of intensity for
each z-slice. The mean z-position, weighted by these intensity sums, was normalised










where I(x,y,z) is the intensity at point (x,y, z) and nz is the number of z-slices. Those
stacks with values of t below 0.52 were inverted in the z-axis (not rotated) to ensure
all were consistently Dorsal>Ventral in the z direction. Figure 3.13 shows that for
the training set it was possible to completely separate the two groups. I validated
my method using a test set of stacks randomly selected from the remainder of the
data set (n=30,Ventral>Dorsal:4,Dorsal>Ventral:26), with 28/30 orientations correctly
identified, with one false positive for required inversion and one false negative.
A much smaller number of CB stacks were not consistent (approximately 5%) and,
as no similar simple algorithm was forthcoming and it was observed that the resul-
tant registrations were usually easily identifiable as very bad, I decided to identify
these abnormally oriented stacks following registration and re-run them through the
pipeline inverted.
3.6 neural volume segmentation
The signal channels commonly contained clearly separate neurons and multiple
neurons that were intertwined with one another where it was difficult to determine
visually which signal belonged to which cell, especially in regions of high arborisa-
tion. For the database I required images to be available containing just a single cell
of a specified type so I needed to extract these from the registered images. A single
threshold was able to create a binary image of components that represented each
neuron or intertwined group of cells. Due to differences in image contrast, additional
dim regions in the signal and dim neuropil background that was often not zero, it was
necessary to vary between image stacks the intensity threshold deployed to separate
the signal from background. To automate this process I found, based on experiments
with the test group of stacks, a method to calculate the threshold as follows (bearing
in mind the sparse nature of the signal):
Signal Segmentation Threshold: The highest intensity value at or above 10, such that
higher would leave less than 0.1% of the total registered image stack voxels.
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a) b) c)
Figure 3.14: Voxel connectivity
Illustration of connectivity based on neighbours of the central, red voxel: a) 18-nearest
neighbours, b) 4 immediate neighbours in x-y plane only, c) 6 immediate nearest
neighbours.
A binary image was thus created with all values at or above the threshold set to 1
and all below 0. Next, an initial cleaning step was applied: All binary signal voxels
were assigned to a connected component where a voxel is in the same component as
all of its 18 nearest neighbours that also contain signal ("18-connected" - the 3× 3× 3
cube surrounding a signal voxel minus the corner voxels, see figure 3.14a). Small
components, 100 voxels or less, were removed as they mostly represented speckles
of signal not part of the stained cells. The remaining binary signal was then dilated
such that if one of a voxel’s 4-nearest neighbours in x-y is signal (figure 3.14b), it
becomes signal. This was followed by a dilation based on the 6-nearest neighbours in
all dimensions (figure 3.14c). These two dilations were iterated over three times, with
the discrepancy designed to account for the approximate difference in voxel sizes in
each dimension without the high computational costs of a Gaussian filter for each
connected component. This was done to include any nearby low intensity neural sig-
nal as well as fill in small holes and connect signal across small gaps that might have
occurred due to weak staining - especially in thin neuronal fibres.
Finally, neural volumes were identified: separate volumes in the image stack that
contained part of or an entire cell or combinations of instances of these. The signal
was split into these neural volumes by finding connected components as above but
for the expanded binary image (see figure 3.15). Only components of 50 000 voxels
or over were designated as neural volumes in order to remove cells only partially in
the CNS or image space, extraneous material or other small artefacts such as those in
figure 3.16.
The average size of these neural volumes over 50 000 voxels was 317 000 voxels
(see histogram in figure 3.18a) and the average number of neural volumes per image







Figure 3.15: Successful segmentation and neural volume examples
Maximum z-projections of contrast-enhanced signal stacks identifying neural vol-
umes imposed on signal that were either kept (green, over 50 000 voxels) or not
kept (red, here over 20 000 voxels but under 50 000). Note that in c) the left neural
volume includes two cells with the lower side truncated by the original image (the
range of which is noticeable by the speckled background), and in b) the top cell is cut
off by the template. The remaining green volumes are whole, single cells.




Figure 3.16: Examples of removed small signal volumes
Maximum z-projections of contrast-enhanced neural volumes: a) partial track cut off
by image edge b) partial staining of cell body (these often occur in cells outside the






Figure 3.17: Limitations of segmentation process
Maximum z-projections of contrast-enhanced signal stacks identifying neural vol-
umes with different colours imposed on signal to differentiate volumes. a) this CB
segmentation fails due to the missing signal in the commissure splitting a single cell
into two components. b) This VNC segmentation is typical of VNC failures due to the
large amount of signal meaning that this stack is not suitable for segmenting into
single cell volumes (the threshold intensity was 81).
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a) Neural Volume Size Histogram
















b) Registration Accuracy Score Histogram
Figure 3.18: Histograms of number of voxels and accuracy scores per neural volume
Only neural volumes over 50 000 are shown. Note the logarithmic y axis for a). The
accuracy score is detailed in section 3.7.1.
stack was 3.56. The segmentation did not always work well, for example weak or
missing staining meant cells could sometimes become split, as in figure 3.17. Some
stacks were very busy and meant that the threshold was calculated to be far too high
meaning many parts of cells were missing. As a result, and because I am mostly
interested in sparse, single-cell neural volumes, all neural volumes in stack channels
with thresholds over 75 were excluded from subsequent analysis (1500 stack channels
or 3.4%, over 90% of these VNC).
3.7 registration accuracy evaluation
I have already demonstrated how I assessed the success of individual registrations
by comparing the float and template reference stacks by visual inspection. Due to the
large number of stacks and subjective nature of this method, I aimed to automate the
selection of well registered cells for inclusion in the database. CMTK does not output
an estimate of the degree of error in the registration result so I thus needed to imple-
ment and evaluate my own metric to do this.
As the registration quality often varied across image stacks, and neural volumes
usually only inhabit a small subregion of the stack, it was desirable to calculate a
registration accuracy score for each neural volume rather than the whole signal vol-
ume. It was also desirable that each neural volume would receive an easy to interpret
map that indicated how well it was registered at each point, in case researchers using
the registered neural volumes wanted to judge accuracy of their own deductions that
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relied on the quality of the registration of certain parts of the cells.
I evaluated different scoring methods by comparing the different registration accu-
racy scores to accuracy estimates for neurons from the test set used in section 3.4.2
(for which I calculated the overlap scores). The accuracy estimate for a single cell was
the mean pair-wise overlap score (in both directions, denoted by Ōi) between this
cell (i) and all other cells of the same type (j):
Ōi =
∑
j6=i (O(i, j) +O(j, i))
2(n− 1)
(3.11)
where n is the size of this cell type’s subgroup. I judged the accuracy scores by plot-
ting them against the mean overlap score for each neuron and correlation strength
was measured using the Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient, r (see fig-
ure 3.19). I did this for all cells together and also individually for each cell type sub-
group. Three cells were excluded from the analysis, each from different subgroups, as
they registered so badly that no signal was present within the neuropil mask which
meant that it was not possible to calculate an accuracy score for them.
As an initial baseline and for simplicity, I first calculated the magnitude of the
difference between each registered float reference voxel intensity, IF, and its corre-
sponding voxel intensity in the template, IT . For each cell, the accuracy score was the
average across all the voxels in the binary neural volume (nv) that were also in the
binary neuropil mask, M:∑
x,y,z nv(x,y, z)M(x,y, z) |IT (x,y, z) − IF(x,y, z)|∑
x,y,z nv(x,y, z)M(x,y, z)
(3.12)
There was a weak negative correlation in the overall data (r = −0.43) and the mean
of the within-subgroup correlations was -0.59 (figure 3.19a).
Next I calculated a Correlation Ratio for each cell using the voxels within the neu-
ral volume and the neuropil mask, taking the sum of the individual ratios in each
direction (template > float, float > template). There was no correlation between the
two scores, which implies that this measure has already been maximised to a similar
degree across the image stacks (figure 3.19b). This is not clear from the design of
CMTK, which should optimise metrics to local minima, whatever they are. It is per-
haps a reality of including a bending energy.
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d) Normalised Mutual Information















Figure 3.19: Correlations between overlap and unsatisfactory accuracy scores
Right: Scatter graph of mean overlap score with similar cells (Ōi, equation 3.11) vs.
specified accuracy score. The Correlation Coefficients, r are as follows: a) -0.43, b)
-0.12, c) 0.35 and d) 0.36. Colours and shapes represent cells of the same type (sub-
group). Stars represent VNC cell types, circles CB cell types. Left: Histograms of indi-
vidual sub-group Correlation Coefficients (n=18).
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Following this, I investigated the other CMTK metrics, mutual information and the
normalised mutual information (see figures 3.19c and 3.19d). Here I calculated the
probability distributions from only the voxels in the neural volume in the neuropil. I
then took as the metric the mean values across these voxels to normalise the volumes
by size. This improved the number of cell subgroups with strong correlations over
the CR, (mean of subgroup correlations 0.53 and 0.55 for MI and NMI respectively),
but many lines of best fit were very steep and thus very dependent on the cell type
under investigation. This meant a universal cut-off could not be applied easily and
indeed this was reflected in that the overall correlation was weak, at 0.40 for both MI
and MNI respectively. I also experimented with using the probability distributions for
CR, MI and NMI created from voxels across the entire image but the results were no
better. These results therefore serve as a starting point for further research.
3.7.1 A New Accuracy Score
I attempted to devise a new metric that I could apply to the problem of determining
the accuracy of the registrations. Inspired by the good performance of the intensity
differences above, I investigated looking at the differences in normalised intensity be-
tween two blocks of voxels centred on a single voxel (see figure 3.20b). Rather than
include all voxels in the block however, I sampled regularly from a 3D grid within the
block (see figure 3.20d). The normalisation of the samples was carried out by subtract-
ing the mean and dividing by the standard deviation. I then found the total squared
difference in normalised intensity between voxels at corresponding positions in the
identically sized block grids surrounding the specified central voxels in the float and
template. As such the pairwise block similarity metric, SB, between two voxels at po-










IT (xT + dxi,yT + dyj, zT + dzk) − µT
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where dx,dy,dz ∈ Z represent the sampling intervals of the grid and cx, cy, cz ∈ Z,
the multiples of grid samples the block extends out from the central, given point in
each direction. σT and µT represent the mean and standard deviation of the inten-
sities in the template block respectively (σF and µF likewise for the registered float
block). Lower scores indicate better matching and hence registration. To test this met-


























































































Figure 3.20: Explanation of implemented registration accuracy scoring method
a)-c) to-scale representations showing a) a single voxel, b) and c) the red surrounding
block of voxels used for pair-wise comparisons and c) the green exploration region in
the template space for optimum pair-wise comparison score. d) and e) to-scale repre-
sentations of the grids of voxels sampled for d) the pair-wise block comparison score
between two voxel points - the red cuboid in b) and c) - and e) the neighbourhood
exploration in template used in finding the shift from float voxel position - the green
cuboid in c).
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ric I calculated it between corresponding voxels (i.e. xT = xF, yT = tF and zT = zF)
in the neuropil mask of the registered neuron volume and found the mean average
score. These results appeared promising and are summarised later in figure 3.22a for
comparison to the final implemented method.
This work also further inspired the eventual method I employed, where it is impor-
tant to recall that I also ideally wanted a clear way to judge the degree of inaccuracy
that was informative to researchers. The previously discussed metrics may be able
to give a relative, most likely non-linear indication of the degree of error (e.g. the
magnitude of the intensity difference) but this is not clear and the values not easy
to interpret. I decided, therefore, to investigate another method, detailed below, that
estimates the distance required to shift each point to its optimum, independent of
smoothness constraints or other regularisation, based on the block similarity metric
SB. This is predicated on the idea that the broad surroundings of matching voxels
should still be more similar than non-corresponding ones even despite deformations
in the surrounding structure.
Rather than just calculating the SB score between each float voxel and its position-
ally corresponding template voxel, I calculated the SB score between a float voxel
and all template voxels in a surrounding, sparse 3D grid around the corresponding
template voxel (similar to the block grid - see figure 3.20d). The final shift score for a
single point in the registered float image is then given as the square of the Euclidean
distance (in the original template space) from the current corresponding template
voxel’s position to that in the surrounding grid that has the lowest SB score.
The downside of using the shift score is that this makes the computation much
more expensive. As a result, I decided to only calculate scores themselves for vox-
els in this sparse grid, with Gaussian smoothing used to interpolate between these
points. Setting the sparse grids applied to both the surrounding block and the search
space to be equal can speed up calculations as it makes intermediate calculations
reusable. This effectively replaced the template xT ,yT , zT with a varying position of
the form xF + sxdx,yF + sydy, zF + szdz where sx, sy, sz ∈ Z
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By employing the dynamic programming ethos of re-using as many sub-calculations
as possible, I was able to heavily speed up the calculation as follows: Firstly, formula































with nc the number of points in the block. For each comparison block around each
grid point in the template I could pre-calculate the mean, standard deviation, and
mean squared intensity. This left the sum of the multiple of the two intensities at
each point (the −2σFσT IT IF term) as the only one that would vary for each float-
block and template-block combination and was hence the main time consuming item
in the calculation. I was, nevertheless, still able to speed this up by calculating all
shift scores in a cuboidal Region Of Interest (ROI) for each offset direction at a time. I
performed a running calculation that I modified by adding the values for new points
in the block and subtracting the old ones as the centre of the block was moved along
the x and y axes. The cost of calculating scores for more points (a whole cuboidal
ROI) rather than just the points in the neural volume was more than offset by reusing
calculations in the spirit of dynamic programming.
Finally, the calculation was sped up by a factor of over 100 when I implemented
the above in the C programming language over python, due to python being an in-
terpreted language and the many loop levels required in the above algorithm which
slows python down significantly. Although the code was written such that it was
easily parallelisable by splitting the ROI into subsections, it was not in practice run
in parallel since I was able to run the calculation on many different registered image
stacks in parallel.
The grid spacing and sizes were optimized using a training set of artificially warped
template image stacks. This was created by using a known warp field to map each
voxel in the new float space to a voxel in the template space to take that voxel’s in-
tensity value. The warp field was generated by summing various sizes of random
Gaussian shifts centred across the template space (see figure 3.21) with the highest
shifts being around 20µm. This gave me artificial float images that looked similar to
the registered stacks that I used to optimise the dx,dy,dz spacing parameters, block
size cx, cy, cz parameters and exploration shift parameters (sx, sy, sz ranges). For each
float image, I calculated the shift score vector to optimum location for each voxel in
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Figure 3.21: Random, known warp applied to template
a) Shows a coronal z-slice through the CB of overlapping positions of the template
(green) and artificially warped template image (magenta). In b) the arrows indicate
the direction and magnitude of the field in the X-Y directions applied to float posi-
tions from which to extract template intensity values to create the artificially warped
image above. The colour of the arrows corresponds to the shift in the Z-direction. c)
is the re-calculated field using the shift scores for each point. Note the strong similar-
ities between b) and c) except in the low-varying intensity region of the foramen.
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the neuropil mask and then the magnitude of the distance between this shift score
vector and the actual shift vector. I averaged this distance over all within-neuropil
voxels and then calculated the mean and standard deviation for all 7 artificial floats
to produce final test statistics for choosing parameters. I chose the x : y ratio 1 : 1
for all parameters and the grid spacing x : z ratio roughly 1.707 : 1, in line with the
spatial ratios. This effectively reduced the number of parameters to 5.
I chose the parameters with both the lowest mean and standard deviation that
also completed in a reasonable amount of time (about 1 hour for each stack). These
parameters were to work on a grid of voxels with spacing of [dx,dy,dz] = [6, 6, 3] in
each dimension, where blocks of half-width [cx, cy, cz] = [4, 4, 2] (on this grid) were
compared in a local cuboidal range about the central, correspondingly positioned
template voxel of −6 to 6 grid points on the x− y grid and −5 to 5 on the z. This
effectively gave an exploration space of [73,73,31] voxels.
The shift accuracy score for each neural volume was calculated as the proportion of
voxels it contained that had a square rooted shift score below 2.5µm. I chose this
measure and value as it gave a broad distribution of accuracy scores and the results
correlated well with the mean overlap scores (see below). It thought to be reasonable
to require a set percentage of the registration to be within this tolerance to enable
the cells to be identified by type. Ultimately, however, this had to be verified by a
successful search system (the subject of chapter 4). Figure 3.18a shows the range of
the neural volume accuracy scores, for which the mean was 0.70.
The results demonstrated an overall, strong correlation of 0.52 with the overlap
score (figure 3.22b), with the average correlation for each cell 0.56. 12/18 were over 0.6
i.e. strong or very strong correlations. The outlier with a negative correlation (-0.78)
contained only badly registered cells with low accuracy and low overlap scores mean-
ing the overlap scores were probably not relatively representative, giving a meaning-
less trend line. Figure 3.23 gives further examples of the strong trends within subsets.
The shift map for some cells in an example type subgroup is illustrated and visually
inspected in figure 3.24 whereas figure 3.25 investigates two of the outliers in the gen-
eral trend curve. This relatively strong performing accuracy metric, coupled with a
meaningful error signal map was what caused me to use it to automate the selection
of registrations for inclusion in the database of cells.
Based on the distribution of the scores seen in figure 3.22b and analysing the refer-
ence channel overlap by eye, I decided in conjunction with collaborators (JT, RC) that
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Figure 3.22: Correlations between overlap and implemented accuracy score
Right: Scatter graph of mean overlap score with similar cells (Ōi, equation 3.11) vs.
specified accuracy score. The Correlation Coefficients, r are as follows: a) -0.53 and b)
0.52. Colours and shapes represent cells of the same type (subgroup). Stars represent
VNC cell types, circles CB cell types. Left: Histograms of individual sub-group Corre-
lation Coefficients (n=18). In a) the parameters for the grid sampling for the blocks
are as in b) i.e. (dx = 6,dy = 6,dz = 3 and cx = 4, cy = 4, cz = 2). Outliers shown in
figure 3.25 are circled in b).
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a)  Cell AVM001b
overlap: 0.85   accuracy:0.67
overlap: 0.77   accuracy:0.39
overlap: 0.74   accuracy:0.22





















b)  Cell A02l_A7
overlap: 0.49   accuracy:0.60
overlap: 0.54   accuracy:0.49
overlap: 0.32   accuracy:0.19





















c)  Cell PVL004h
overlap: 0.47   accuracy:0.72
overlap: 0.44   accuracy:0.58
overlap: 0.19   accuracy:0.11
Figure 3.23: Examples of correlations in the subgroups
For three subgroups, plots of correlation between overlap and shift accuracy score,
with three examples of cells (magenta) compared with the cell scoring the best overlap
score in the subgroup (green), above: maximum z-projection, below: maximum y-
projection. Correlation coefficients were a) 0.78, b) 0.79 and c) 0.93.
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Figure 3.24: Example accuracy score maps within a neural volume
a): Overlap of two cells of the same type registered into the template space. The green
cell is identical in both with a good alignment score (cell I, score 0.86), with the left
frame containing a good alignment of another, magenta cell (cell II, score 0.80) and
right frame containing a worse alignment (cell III, score 0.37). b)-d) Left: correspond-
ing coronal slices through the registered reference image stack at the level of the
signal in the right of the CB. Right: The coronal maximum (by image signal) projec-
tion of the warp field at points in the cells according to the evaluation metric, with
arrows indicating the direction of the shift score and colours indicating magnitude of
shift in microns (both confined to x-y direction only). The worse registration of cell III
compared to the other cells is clear from the bad overlap - note the missing neuropil
on the left of the reference channel and the high inaccuracy scores in d). Note also
that the direction of the correction arrows mostly matches those required to further
warp the signal to the correct locations.









Figure 3.25: Outliers of overlap and accuracy scores
a) and b) refer to outlier 1 (false negative) in the scatter graph of figure 3.22b, and c)
and d) outlier 2 (false positive). a) and c) show maximum z- (upper) and maximum y-
(lower) projections demonstrating the overlap between the outlier cell (magenta) and
the cell in the same subgroup that has the best overlap score (green), for outlier 1 and
2 respectively. b) and d) show z-slices through the image stack with the red boxes
representing the volume used in the projections in a) and c). It is clear here that there
is some mismatch of the tracts in b) at the ventral side of the CB (which is one of the
most common regions displaying bad registration). Thus the accuracy score appears
to be performing well here. d) demonstrates a cause of bad registration that is harder
to detect: an uneven stretch in the anterior-posterior direction of the VNC, such that
the shift at the location of the neural volume is approximately an entire segment. The
similarity between two segments of the local segment intensity map makes this so
difficult to spot with this method.
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Figure 3.26: Density map of successfully registered neural volumes
Maximum a) z- b) y-projections of the 3D density map of neural volumes. Each voxel
was an integer representing the number of neural volumes in the successfully regis-
tered dataset that occupied that point (n =35 715). Note the logarithmic scale.
registrations with an overlap score above 0.49 would be good enough for inclusion in
the database of registered cells to enable precise enough inferences whilst the accu-
racy was not too high to exclude so much data as to significantly restrict inferences.
From the line of best fit, the accuracy score threshold was thus 0.576, giving a low
amount (15, 11%) of volumes with good accuracy scores but bad overlap (false pos-
itives), although excluding slightly more (25, 19%) false negatives. This meant that
47.7% of neural volumes (35 715) were kept, determined as satisfactorily registered
for further analysis. A density map of the kept neural volumes showed little bias
to particular regions (see figure 3.26), although there appeared to be less coverage
towards the caudal end of the VNC. There was still, however, a good number of cells
imaged in this region (as in all), suggesting there is good coverage of the cells ex-
pressed in the dataset.
The shift score predicted a correction that could be applied to the final image, and
I attempted to do this, though the results were found to often be of poor quality. Due
to this warp being from the float to template space, it meant some template voxels
were missing assigned float voxels and thus required interpolation. The lack of rigid-
ity constraint meant some regions were greatly expanded or disappeared altogether.
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As a result I did not pursue this further.
3.8 mirroring
As discussed in section 1.3, the larval brain is highly symmetrical about the medial
axis. Asymmetry in individual cells is rare in the adult Drosophila Jenett et al. (2012)
and also in the larva Schneider-Mizell et al. (2016). In fact, this fact is used in the larva
to compare and validate EM reconstructions Eichler et al. (2017). The multi-coloured
flip-out technique more commonly than not stains just one of the two correspond-
ing cells on either side of the CNS, despite the GMR lines from which they originate
containing both in the vast majority of cases (Li et al. (2014) and JT, personal commu-
nication). Therefore it is justified to "mirror" all cells to their contra-lateral side to see
where a contra-lateral cell of the same type would be and use this representation to
identify cells of the same type on the contra-lateral side. This effectively allows the
database to cover cells of which there are not isolated, satisfactorily registered exam-
ples or which do not appear in the original data. This will allow researchers to find
more lines for their experiments, however, it must be clearly indicated to researchers
when they are viewing mirrored cells.
I simply inverted the y-axis of the template and registered it to the template using
the same parameters as above. I could then apply this registration to y-inverted signal
(see figure 3.27). Although this does allow error compounding due to two successive
registrations, the bridging registration between the inverted and template brains was
checked thoroughly by eye and was of very high quality throughout. I therefore did
not consider it a significant issue.
3.9 skeletonisation
In order to perform fast computational comparisons between cells, I needed to ex-
tract the morphology of each neural volume into a simple, low-memory graph-like
representation. Semi-automated methods, such as available with the Vaa3D software
Peng et al. (2010), are still time consuming, requiring some key points to be input
manually. It is still difficult for a human operator to identify these points in images
of the resolution I have. There are, however, a number of fully automated algorithms
used for tracing neurons to produce a skeleton representation of the neurons in con-
focal microscopy images, including adult Drosophila (see Acciai et al. (2016) for a full








Figure 3.27: Example of mirrored stack
a) Overlap of the (very good) registration of the mirrored template (magenta) to the
original template (green). Maximum z-projection of b) original registered stack on
template and c) following application of the registration for mirrored template to the
inverted b) stack.
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space that are either end or branch points where several branches meet. The lines rep-
resenting branches may be defined by other spatial parameters such as intermediate
points or curve control points.
To find the skeleton, most algorithms first identify specific points in the cell that
relate to the skeleton. These may be end / branch points or seed points that repre-
sent good starting points for tracing. This is performed in a number of ways, such as
fitting template cylinders to the data to find the most cylindrical parts of branches
Zhao et al. (2011), calculating the gradient vector field of the intensity to identify key
saddle and attracting points Yuan et al. (2009) or employing a sliding volume filter to
find key points in curves Sui et al. (2014).
If the identified points are expected end / branch points, then some algorithms
build tubular paths between them using a weighted shortest path algorithm (e.g. Di-
jkstra or minimum spanning tree). Weighting might be simply via intensity Xiao and
Peng (2013) or a more complex function e.g. of closeness to a branch-point Lee et al.
(2012) or local tubeness score Turetken et al. (2012) (see section 4.4). Alternatively,
tubular branch traces can be built up by starting tracing individual branches from
the seed points and connecting branches when they meet. Traces can follow gradient
field eigenvectors Yuan et al. (2009), centre lines of active contours Chothani et al.
(2011) or minimum energy snakes Sui et al. (2014) among others.
In order to skeletonise the neuron morphologies, I began with a relatively simple
approach. This was essentially a minimalistic implementation of the successful algo-
rithm of Chothani et al. (2011). I took a binary threshold, as is common with other
skeletonisation techniques Lee et al. (2012), and found the centre lines of the binary
structures. In contrast to Chothani et al. (2011), that uses the voxel coding algorithm,
I employed the more established FIJI plugin "Skeletonize" that applies the algorithm
of Lee et al. (1994). I chose this since it was readily available and recommended as
working well with the matching techniques discussed in chapter 4 by the author of
one of these key methods (Greg Jefferis (GJ), personal communication).
Therefore the segmented neural volume was skeletonised by reducing it to its me-
dial axis. This thins objects represented in digital topology iteratively by identifying
voxels to remove that satisfy the following criteria: Voxels that, if removed, do not
change the Euler characteristic for the signal, S:
E(S) = O(S) −H(S) +C(S) (3.15)
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where O represents the number of connected neural volume objects, H the number
of torus-like holes in the neural volume and C the number of cavities (background
objects entirely surrounded by neural volume. Here a "connected" signal object con-
tains points that are connected to each other such that each point has a neighbour in
the same object within its nearest 26 neighbours. The algorithm considers each direc-
tion at a time to erode the neural volume to its medial axis. Voxels are not removed
if doing so would reduce the remaining voxels’ connectivity (number of connected
neighbours) to less than 2, thus preserving points of connectivity equal to 1 as end
points once they are identified. The use of the Euler characteristic, which can be
summed from components, enables a fast, dynamic memory approach to be applied.
Upon testing this with the registration test set, using the binary neural volumes
extracted above, I decided to proceed with this method. See the example in figure
3.28. This choice was based on reviewing image stacks, such as in figure 3.29, where
it appeared to extract most of the morphological structures that were common in
cells of the same type. Indeed, I only require a morphology for the type and for the
variation in the high arborisation regions that I am not interested in I would prefer a
simplified representation. In the spirit of an Agile approach, I could complicate the
method further and assess performance impact on the end goal once I had imple-
mented the whole system.
The disadvantage of the Lee et al. (1994) method, however, is that sometimes there
are many loops in the resulting skeleton, which I suspect is due to the Euler char-
acteristic requiring the object to preserve the number of holes and cavities in the
segmented volume, which seem to occur frequently in arborisation zones. Also, there
were many short branches that were not consistent between cells of the same type. To
address these concerns, and in order to ensure that I had the most important sections
of the skeleton, I pruned these skeleton representations (see section 4.3).
3.10 computational facilities and technical considerations
I implemented the above pipeline using the open source programming language
Python with packages numpy Oliphant (2006) and scipy Jones et al. (2001) with some
extra custom scripts written myself in C and for the Linux Shell.
The CMTK algorithm requires significant amounts of compute time with the param-
eters that I specified (see figure 3.30), and the skeletonisation and scoring components
also non-trivial amounts (see figure 3.31). As part of the University of Edinburgh Neu-
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Figure 3.28: Skeletonisation example
z-projections of a) signal of neural volume, c) FIJI Skeletonisation output and b) over-
lap of a) and c). d) Partial 3D representation of skeleton with e) zoomed to centre to
demonstrate the connectivity. Axes units are in voxel widths / heights.













Figure 3.29: Skeletonisation and biological cell variation
Illustration of cell biological variation for well-registered cells of the same cell type.
Maximum intensity projections of: registered signal (magenta), medium axis skeleton
(green). Note, in particular, the high degree of variation in the position of the left
dendrite, the presence or lack of lower protruding branch in the z-projections and
apparent difference in size of the arborisation region. This highly arborised region
on the right demonstrates how difficult the problem of tracing becomes in these
regions with the small larval neuron dendrites. The skeleton trace is able to identify
the broad structure clearly, outside the arborisation region, for example picking up
the consistent upper projection from the arborisation region. The green globules in
the skeleton are artefacts of enclosed cavities in the binary representation and will be
removed in chapter 4. Clearly there are also some limitations to the tracing such as in
a) and d) two parallel branches are merged. This will also need to be taken account
of when choosing the comparison algorithm.
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Figure 3.30: Time taken to run CMTK registration for the test data set
Times are for performance using 3-CPUs at 2.4 GHz. n=134.
































Figure 3.31: Time taken to run scoring and skeletonisation for all stacks
Performance using a single core at 2.4 GHz. n=22 308.
roinformatics Doctoral Training Centre, I was able to utilise the Edinburgh Compute
and Data Facility’s Compute Cluster (Eddie) effectively without budget constraints,
although with a limited quota. The large size of the raw data meant that I was re-
quired to both move the data from my local network hard disk array to the compute
cluster and execute it in batches. I automated this process by writing a server script
that I ran on my University desktop computer that also checked the completeness
of the registration pipeline for each image stack. The returned data had a mean size
of 31.8MB per stack (excluding the registered reference channel). In order to utilise
compute time effectively, the CMTK part was separated from that of the scoring as the
former utilised multi-core processing (I used 3-cores) and the latter did not.
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3.11 chapter summary
In this chapter I have outlined my successful method of registration of a large
amount of 3D image data to a common template. I have detailed how I identified a
suitable template from a limited data set, made the raw data more consistent and
tuned registration parameters using my own test set of image stacks. I explained
how I extracted neural volumes from the registered image stacks and assessed their
registration accuracy by developing and validating an effective scoring algorithm.
This is the first fundamental step in allowing researchers to make inferences across
many larval CNS specimens.
3.12 chapter discussion
Although more accurate registration is always desirable, it is also clear that bad
registrations were the major cause in data being cut from the atlas (52.3% of neural
volumes lost). This performance, however, was considered better than expected and
sufficient by collaborators. Registration of the Drosophila third instar larval CNS is
more difficult than that of the adult brain partly due to the larva being a developing
system, so that the precise time of dissection will result in noticeably different brain
structures and sizes (such as the short VNC example in figure 3.8). The dissection
procedure itself also results in significantly variable angles of rotation of the CB lobes
with respect to one another. The region of the join between the CB and VNC (anterior
SOG) was often noted to have issues in registration, and this is likely due to two rea-
sons: Firstly, due to the CB rotating forwards when taken in vitro, this might distort
this region. Secondly, this region was often near the boundary of the raw data stacks
I registered, thus the automated registration sometimes attempted to stretch or com-
press the image to fit the excess or reduced neuropil volume of the partial template
to which it was registered (this might explain figure 3.25d). Nevertheless almost half
of the registered neural volumes were determined to be registered well enough for
a public database. In addition the system I have implemented gives additional feed-
back to the researcher in the form of a map of accuracy of registration (something
novel in the field).
The rotated template stack produced significantly better results than I expected
without much variation in intensity and despite the principal axes alignment of
CMTK. Having analysed the source code of CMTK, I suggest that the reason for this
could be the increased empty background region that this stack gained in the x- and
z-directions. These blank regions increase the region used in the similarity metric,
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especially in the z-direction, and as a result might discourage signal in these regions.
This is opposed to when no template information was available for them, meaning
that CMTK did not assess the similarity metric here and therefore erroneous float ref-
erence channel signal here was not penalised. In addition, in retrospect and for future
usage, I would test a VNC portion of the template that was increased in the y-direction
towards the CB as I noticed on visual inspection that many VNC registrations were cut
off by this edge.
The small gender differences in the Drosophila larva CNS are one possible source
of error that should be noted but I do not think it contributed significantly in this
case. This is principally because these differences are so small, specifically relating to
a small group of neurons in the terminal abdominal lineages Li et al. (2014). Ideally,
one would produce a separate template for each gender and larval stage with enough
data from each type to create a complete map of cells in each so that researchers could
analyse the differences and work to their desired stage. This was not possible with
the data set I used as the gender of the larvae was not known.
It was particularly noticeable that, for registration similarity metric, NMI (CMTK’s
default) performed considerably worse than MI despite both having similar results
for scoring metric. As NMI is designed to reduce the effect of MI increasing due to
increasing the amount of signal overlap, it was interesting to see that, in general,
stacks registered using MI were warped more than those of NMI, particularly along
the edges of the float that were within the CNS and not background. It is not clear to
me, however, why this might be the case.
There has also been successful registration reported (several years after I finalised
my registration parameters) in the whole-CNS, lower resolution larval registrations
of Muenzing et al. (2018) that utilised the B-Spline registrations of the elastix toolkit
Klein et al. (2010). The main interesting aspect of this work in relation to my research
is that the registrations were performed in the range of tens of minutes as opposed
to the hours that CMTK employed (although the size of the data was a few factors
smaller). This was mostly due to utilisation of random sampling of the image inten-
sities to calculate the similarity indices. In addition, a median average template was
used due to the availability of many whole-CNS stacks and demonstrating that this
could also be a valid approach.
The overall accuracy was reported using a "gold standard" method of measuring
distance between landmarks in the registered and template image stacks. The aver-
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age error was 5.4µm, which suggests that it performs worse than my method, where
the registration accuracy score gave the median shift of all voxels within the neuropil
for the registration test set of neural volumes as 1.55µm. In any case this is a good
validation of my overall approach; it was especially reassuring to note that Muenz-
ing et al. (2018) showed that the ANTs SyN method performed similarly to the elastix
B-Spline method. Clearly it would be worth investigating elastix if registration dura-
tion became an issue. The use of high-information landmarks, however, could bias
the results quoted in Muenzing et al. (2018) as these could be easier to match up due
to their higher local information. There were also very few landmarks in the central
section of the VNC meaning that registration accuracy was not measured here.
Now that I have a working system, I would also investigate creating a statisti-
cal template (similar to Muenzing et al. (2018)). This aesthetically pleasing template
would look similar to the average intensity CNS in figure 3.10, removing many tex-
tures but emphasising the tracts. Ideally this would be produced from a series of
high quality, very carefully dissected whole CNS stacks. Arranging to produce these
in time for this project was however not something I pursued, unfortunately, as I ex-
pected it would delay my project significantly.
The neural volume segmentation method took advantage of the stacks being sparse
and was therefore very simple. For stacks where there was a large amount of neuron
staining (especially in the VNC) or very weak staining, the segmentation threshold
was often estimated as too high, removing large amounts of signal. In this project
this was not a large problem since I am mainly interested in clearly separate cells,
generally found in sparse stacks. However, it would be worth investigating not only
a more intelligent method of determining a threshold, but also methods to separate
cells or their skeletons that are within the same neural volume. Some tracing meth-
ods already consider this by using trained algorithms to separate cells. Chothani et al.
(2011) uses a trained cost function based on angles of crossing branches and average
intensities and Gala et al. (2014) a Support Vector Machine (SVM) on a large number
of features.
The accuracy scoring method works well despite the registered stack voxels in
theory being at local minima. I suggest that the reason there are still shifts suggest-
ing better minima is due to the smoothing regularisation and smoothness of the
B-Splines This is since applying the calculated shifts to the float images produced
highly warped images with notable points of attraction and repulsion. There are still,
in theory, better overall registrations for the low accuracy scoring stacks, but produc-
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ing them in reasonable time with current methods remains to be discovered. Despite
being mostly successful, the scoring method clearly fails in some instances - such
as the false positive in figure 3.25. Possibly combining the neural volume accuracy
score with a whole-image score could help address issues such as a unit segmental
shift in the VNC. The accuracy score as defined - being a proportion of the volume
under a threshold - would also, in theory, allow a minority of the cell to be very badly
registered. In practice this was very rarely the case, but does illustrate the need for
accuracy maps. A more complex accuracy score could take into account the distribu-
tion in space of the accuracy scores to ensure that there are not very badly registered
regions.
Whilst the total time taken to run the registration pipeline was significant, I kept
in mind the resources I, and my collaborators, had available as I adjusted parameters
to ensure that I had the best performance for what I defined as reasonable run-times
(i.e. of the order 10 hours per stack). As I was able to run the pipeline on many (over
50) stacks at a time, this enabled registration for all data to be performed over the
course of several weeks.
Throughout this chapter I have emphasised the agile approach to development that
I attempted to apply. I kept in mind my end goal of creating a database of registered
cells that can be searched quickly for similar cells rather than producing the best
possible performance at all stages. This was in order to ensure I reached this goal
in good time. Now that I have a working pipeline for a good proportion of the data,
there are a few areas I would pay attention to developing further in the future in
order to increase the percentage of usable data. In particular I would investigate cre-
ating a statistical, average template and evaluate the effect of this on the registration
performance in the context of the registration accuracy scores. I also would improve
the combined segmentation and skeletonisation method (this is discussed further in
section 6.0.1 in light of the requirements and developments of the rest of the project).
4
S I N G L E N E U R O N A N A LY S I S A N D C O M PA R I S O N S
4.1 introduction to stereotyping and comparing neurons
As mentioned in chapter 3, I desired identification of cells of similar morphology
(and hence same type) across different GMR lines. Therefore, I needed to identify
properties and/or representations of the cells that allowed classification by type or
at least the ranking of cells by a probability of being from the same type as a query
cell. I needed to extract and store this information since the registered images them-
selves were very large and searching them would have required a large amount of
computer memory and time. In this way I could build up a similarity metric to judge
how similar two cells are.
Indeed, cell-type classification is not well defined and requires expert visual inspec-
tion of the raw image stacks. Hence I expected that it would not be possible to fully
automate the classification. Therefore, I decided to prioritise producing a system that
would allow real-time searching of the database of neural volumes by researchers
looking for similar cell morphologies to a query cell, with candidates returned listed
in order of similarity.
I worked with both the registered stained signal channel and skeleton trace of neu-
ral volumes to produce key identifying features of the cell types and condense their
representations into a low memory, cell-type dependent representation. Key features
that I attempted to identify are discussed towards the beginning of this chapter: cell
bodies in the images and tubular regions in the skeleton. I also simplified the skele-
ton trace by pruning it. Following this I detail how I implemented an established
cell-cell similarity metric algorithm on these simplified skeletons. I also developed
other metrics by judging them against the performance of classified cells, including a
Machine Learning (M/L) representation. Finally, I produce an algorithm for creating
an average representation of many neurons of the same type.
Once again, I stress here that the focus was to produce a usable (i.e. fast) system
that was accurate enough for its intended use, as opposed to the most accurate system.
It is also important to keep in mind that, while registered cells of the same type will
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Figure 4.1: Examples of the Cell Body Detection ROIs
Z-projection windows of the 3D ROIs, with a) Non-cell body containing labels and b)
Cell body containing.
have a similar global morphology, their will be biological variations as well as those
that arise from any deficient registration. As a result there is often less overlap than
might be initially expected: For example, a small, radial shift of a thin, tubular neurite
could mean this neural section no longer overlaps with a cell of the same type (see the
central column of figure 3.23). Alternatively, if this tubular neurite passed through a
region of high arborisation of another cell type there would be a false positive raw
signal overlap, though the local morphology is very different.
4.2 cell body detection
There were two key motivations for finding the cell bodies of the neurons - firstly
the location of the cell body is a key identifier in the cell type and is often used as
the root node of neural traces that are represented as trees Li et al. (2017b). Secondly
it would help - ideally automate - the process of determining if a neural volume
contains just one cell such that it can be used as a clean example of a single cell volume
in the database. I started my approach by first taking a random sample of 388 image
stack signal channels from the whole registered data set and split them into a training
set (305 stacks) and test set (83 stacks).
4.2.1 Data Preparation
I wrote a simple plug-in for the FIJI Schindelin et al. (2012) software, that enabled
me to quickly manually iterate through maximum z-projections of signal channels for
each set of the images and use the paintbrush tool to mark (generally circular) ROI
overlays on top of the image such that they contained the cell bodies and little else.
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Table 4.1: Cell Body Detection Training And Test Set Statistics
Numbers of Training Set Test Set
Image stacks 305 83
Cell body markers 330 89
Cell body ROIs 7482 825
Non-cell body ROIs 26570 3189
Table 4.2: Cell Body Detection Method Results (Test Set)
Method Correct Correct Mean
CBs (%) Non-CBs (%) Correct (%)
One Gaussian 85.6 73.8 79.7
Difference of Gaussians 88.6 73.3 81.0
Linear Model 87.5 83.1 85.3
CNN 86.5 99.2 92.9
CNN (with rotations) 91.2 99.3 95.2
Points in the skeletons of each image were then classified as being part of cell bodies
if their x-y position was within an overlay region and also within 10 voxel widths
of the centre of mass (in the x-y direction) of the overlay. All cell body points and a
random sample of approximately 5% of the non-cell body points from the remaining
skeleton were selected for further analysis. A 3D ROI from the signal channel of the
image stack around each selected point was copied to a four dimensional (4D) data
array for each set with a corresponding one dimensional (1D) label array along the
extra dimension. The cuboidal ROI size was: 31× 31× 19 voxels centred on each point.
The label was binary: "containing cell body at centre" or "containing no cell-bodies"
(see figure 4.1 for examples). The labels were checked and corrected if required by
manually reviewing Z-projections of the ROIs myself. Boundary cases, e.g. cell bodies
near edges, were removed. Statistics on the training and test sets are given in table 4.1.
4.2.2 Gaussian Convolutions
A common method to detect cell bodies is to convolve the image with Gaussian
filters and find a threshold to determine each image voxel as being part of a cell
body Shuvaev et al. (2017). I convolved each ROI with a normalised 3D Gaussian dis-
tribution (figure 4.2a) to produce a test statistic. I iteratively searched for a Gaussian
standard deviation that optimised the the separation of cell body and non-cell body
ROI test statistics. I settled on 6 x-y voxel widths (1.76µm), and applied a threshold of
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Difference of 2 Gaussians Filter
Cell Body
Non Cell Body
Figure 4.2: Cell Body Results for Gaussian Filters
a), c) The median x-y slice in the z direction of the filter. b), d) Histograms of separa-
tion of the scores of the test set. The dashed line represents the threshold at or above
which the ROI was classified as a cell body.
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d) Linear Model Filter
Cell Body
Non Cell Body
Figure 4.3: Cell Body Results for Linear Model Filter
a) Test set accuracy during training showing saturation around 85%. b) Sigmoid func-
tion illustration. c) The median x-y slice in the z direction of the filter. d) Histogram
of separation of the scores of the test set. The dashed line represents the threshold at
or above which the ROI was classified as a cell body.
30 on the test statistic at and above which ROIs were classed as containing cell bodies.
This was reasonably effective, achieving an accuracy of 85.6% for actual Cell Bodies
and 73.8% for Non Cell Bodies on the test set, giving a "mean score" (i.e. the average
of these two numbers) of 79.7% (see table 4.2). I aimed to improve this mean accuracy
figure.
To reflect the fact that the intensity values in the centre of cells was usually less
than the borders, I successfully improved the accuracy of this method by changing
the convolution filter above by subtracting a narrow central normalised 3D Gaussian
(standard deviation 0.59µm, figure 4.2b). For this "Difference of Gaussians" method
the threshold was set at 27 and this increased the mean accuracy score by 1.3%.
4.2.3 Linear Model
I decided to use the training set to optimize the applied filter. This is equivalent
to a linear model, whereby at each position in the 3D ROI surrounding the point of
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calculation, (i, j,k), the intensity value, I, is multiplied by its corresponding filter
value, W, and the results summed together for the whole ROI:







I(i, j,k)W(i, j,k) (4.1)
where ~I and ~W are the 1D vector representations of the intensity for the whole ROI
and filter respectively. The result of this sum was passed into a sigmoid function, S, a
differentiable function that converts an infinite range monotonically into one between
zero and one, with extreme values being mapped to a value very close to zero or one
(see also figure 4.3b):
S(~I · ~W) = 1
1+ exp−~I· ~W
(4.2)
By designating labels, L(x), for a cell x with cell body ROIs having value 1 and the
non-cell body values being 0, it was possible to calculate an error function, E, as being
the squared difference between label values and sigmoid output i.e.:
E =
(
L(x) − S( ~I(x) · ~W)
)2
(4.3)
This function is differentiable with respect to the values of W and as a result this
error could be minimised with respect to ~W. I did this by using batches of exam-
ples from the training set to evaluate the sum of the error terms for each batch and
applied back propagation Nielsen (2015) to adjust the weights using gradient descent.
I implemented this using the TensorFlow Python package Abadi et al. (2015) and
trained over 400 iterations with a batch size of 200. The test set showed that this
improved results by a further 4.3% to 85.3%. Note how the filter (shown in figure
4.3c) resembles somewhat the 2 Gaussians, but note also the more steady reduction
towards the edges, perhaps to encompass a wide variety of cell body sizes.
4.2.4 Convolutional Neural Network
I attempted to improve these results using a more complex model, namely that of
a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). CNNs have been reported to have been used
successfully to detect cell bodies Sanborn (2015). CNNs are highly useful in image
processing, although can take long durations to train and require much data to do so,
especially those working on three dimensional input data. I therefore decided to work
with only the z-projection "windows" of ROIs. Using CNNs on 2D input data mimics
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human-brain processing methods of images LeCun et al. (1998) - those that I used to
inspect the ROIs to create the training and test sets earlier - and thus I expected them
to be successful.
Figure 4.4 shows the structure of the CNN that I implemented following trials of
different sized networks trained on the training set and evaluated with the test set. I
specified the output activities, a, to be 2 dimensions which I converted to probabili-







I was then able to apply the cross entropy as an error function, L, as this has been
shown to perform better than the mean squared error with neural networks Golik
et al. (2013). Since this scales errors by the logarithm function to compensate for the
exponentials in equation 4.4 it reduces the effect of large differences being hidden in













where N is the number of samples (ROIs) in a batch and y(n) is a 1D vector for each
ROI specifying the label (as a one-hot representation) such that here [0, 1] contains a
cell body and [1, 0] does not. To reduce over-fitting, I used the drop-out method Sri-
vastava et al. (2014) (rate of 0.5) and optimised the weights using gradient descent.
Equal numbers of Cell Body and Non-Cell Body ROIs were presented in each batch.
To speed up the calculations this was run on a Graphics Processing Unit (GPU). The
results were significantly better than with the linear model, with a 92.9% mean accu-
racy score. See figure 4.5.
Finally, during training, I applied a random rotation to ROI projection windows
(which had been created slightly wider and cut to appropriate size after rotation
to prevent missing signal) before adding them to each training batch. This was in
order to artificially increase the training set size and I thought would be valid as the
detection should be independent of rotation. This indeed added over 2% to mean
accuracy or, more importantly, reduced the error by almost a third.

























































Figure 4.4: Layer Diagram of Convolutional Neural Network For Cell Body Detection
Example of processing a projection window containing a cell body following training.
The neuron weights and outputs are represented by the different shades of grey
and intermediate images shown following the convolutions respectfully (scale varies
between images). The red line graph represents the rectifier linear neurons used and
the arrows the flow of information between components. There were 32 convolutional
dimensions in the first layer and 64 in the second, with each layer taking the max. pool
of a 2x2 grid, giving 7 744 inputs to the fully connected layer that reduced to 100
output neurons and, through the final linear layer, 2 values for a soft max. approach
(see text). Note that familiar edge detection convolutions appear to be involved for
the first layer.
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Figure 4.5: Convolutional Neural Network Results
a) Histograms of separation of the scores of the test set (note the logarithmic y-axis).
b) Test set accuracy during training. The training rate was reduced by a factor of 2.5
between A and B, and 4 between B and C.
0.414 0.144 0.119 0.003 0.085 0.000
0.756 0.568 0.864 0.541 0.816 0.789
Figure 4.6: Errors Of Convolutional Neural Network
Examples of incorrect predictions from the CNN. Top row: false negatives (cell body
ROI classed as not containing cell bodies by the classifier). Bottom row: false positives
(vice versa). The predicted probability of containing a cell body is shown below each
image. Note the double cell bodies and the very large cell bodies in the false negatives
and the large high intensity regions in the false positives.
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Table 4.3: Cell Body Detection Validation Results
Prediction
Actual
0 1 2 >=3 Total
0 27 5 0 0 32
1 3 28 3 3 37
2 3 6 8 2 19
>=3 2 0 3 7 12
Total 35 39 14 12 100
4.2.5 Validation
It is important to use a "hold-out", validation set to report the accuracy of a method
to account for any over-fitting to the test data set since the test set was used to judge
the performance of varied hyper parameters (e.g. the model used). I decided to do
this by applying the CNN as part of the process I required it for, i.e. detecting cell
bodies in entire images rather than ROIs. Therefore, I created a further set of ROIs
from a validation set of image stacks. For the neural volumes in these stacks ROIs
centred on all points in the entire skeleton that were not more than 10µm inside
the neuropil were fed into the CNN (as cell bodies should not be inside the neuropil
unless the registration is very bad). As there were still many false positives, I decided
to increase the threshold at which to class voxels as cell body voxels from 0.5 to 0.9.
I expected to lose some of a particular cell body’s ROIs but maintain enough higher
scoring ROIs. A single cell body was then classed as a collection of 4 or more predicted
cell body ROIs that were all centred on voxels that, if cubes of width 6 voxels (in each
dimension) were centred on them, the cubes would all be touching or overlapping as
a single object. The centre of mass of these points in a collection was given as a cell
body centre.
The validation results show this technique is not especially accurate at predicting
the number of cell bodies in a neural volume, at 70%, although it can give a rough
estimate that corresponds approximately with the actual distribution. See figure 4.6
for error examples. I did not judge this accuracy to be high enough for complete
automation of detection of number of cell bodies in a neural volume. Given that cells
sometimes include a cell body that is cut off the scan (and hence neural volume) or the
segmentation algorithm may miss a cell body, even if this method was 100% accurate
it would make some mistakes. For these reasons I did not explore this method further
and I determined that the tool would be best used to bring human attention to parts
of the scan where there were likely to be cell bodies, such as in the image in figure 4.7a.
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Figure 4.7: Validation of Cell Body Detection
a) Example of successful cell body detection on a VNC neural volume image, labelled
in red. b) Histogram of number of cell bodies detected for all satisfactorily registered
neural volumes over 50 000 voxels (n=74 655.)
This was indeed the case when manually reviewing neural volumes in the following
chapter. Estimates for the entire data set are nevertheless given in figure 4.7b.
4.3 pruning
As noted in the previous chapter, inspecting neuron morphology reveals that many
of the smaller non-arborising branches are not consistent among neurons of the same
cell type. Much of the highly arborising (and highly branching) dendritic regions
also posses greatly variable local morphologies (and hence traces) among specimens
of the same cell type. These are also the regions where the skeletonisation tracing
was most oversimplified and smaller branches were often unrepresentative (see fig-
ure 3.29). As a result of these considerations, I decided to simplify the skeletons. I did
this with the aim of creating more consistent traces among cells of the same type as
well as reducing the overall size in computer memory of the skeletons by removing
many short (and hence low information) branches. This branch removing process is
known as pruning.
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A form of pruning is employed by some published tracing methods to deal with
over-representative skeletons of neurons Acciai et al. (2016). Neural morphologies
tend to be less stereotyped (i.e. less similar to others of the same type) the more
branch points one traverses along the arbours away from the cell body. This idea
has been used in applications which have simplified skeleton representations of cells
based on Horton-Strahler number Horton (1945) where points are ignored after a
specified number of branch points away from the cell body. I experimented briefly
with this method but, due to the lack of inclusion of some important sections follow-
ing regions of high branching and also difficulty identifying a unique cell body for a
neural volume, I decided to implement an alternative pruning algorithm.
My chosen method would keep more information about the structure, specifically
skeleton paths that represented the overall structure across all regions the skeleton
was present in, although not necessarily local structure. I desired enough informa-
tion about the variation across the image stack of the overall structure of a cell to be
able to differentiate between stereotyped cell type rather than information about local
variations. I therefore intended the algorithm to preserve long paths and branches to
distant end points but remove shorter ones emanating from them. As I believe I had
calculated whole cell skeleton representations for most of the approximately 5 000
different cell type pairs in the larval CNS and these features appeared to vary signifi-
cantly between them, I was confident that this would be a good way to separate them.
Despite satisfactorily-appearing and fast 2D skeleton pruning algorithms, e.g. Solís
Montero and Lang (2012), I was not able to come by a satisfactory similar, indepen-
dent 3D implementation. For example, the pruning method of FIJI’s Analyze Skeleton
plug-in Arganda-Carreras et al. (2010), removed long branches to end points which I
wanted to maintain. I hence devised the following method to identify skeleton voxels
to keep in the pruned skeleton, which relates strongly to some of the tracing method
pruning algorithms such as Xiao and Peng (2013) and Lee et al. (2012). I implemented
the below algorithm by writing it in the Python language myself, giving myself more
control over tuning the algorithm for my purposes.
First, in order to speed up the pruning calculations, I represented the skeleton as
a graph with nodes and weighted edges. The nodes were any voxel in the skeleton
that had exactly one or more than two skeleton voxels in their 26-nearest neighbour
voxels (3× 3× 3 cube). An edge represented any direct path between these nodes
along only skeleton voxels with exactly two 26-nearest neighbour skeleton voxels.
The weights were sums of the Euclidean distances from voxel-centre to voxel-centre
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travelled along these paths.
Next, I attempted to find one of the (potentially many) cell bodies in the neural
volume - a good predictor of a cell body location was the node in the cortex part
of the skeleton furthest in straight-line distance (in voxel widths) from the neuropil-
cortex boundary. In the validation set above for cell bodies, out of 65 neural volumes
containing cell bodies, only 4 of these predicted cell bodies were not either in or very
close to - and on the same axonal tube as - a cell body. I considered this sufficient
to identify an "origin" point from which, for cells of the same type, a skeleton path
would emanate that entered the neuropil at a reasonably consistent point across spec-
imens. Using a detected cell body from the previous section did not improve these
results. For skeletons without a point outside the neuropil, the point closest to the
neuropil boundary was designated the origin.
I used the edge weights as the distances between nodes in order to find the shortest
path from the origin node to every other node in the skeleton graph (using Dijkstra’s
algorithm). This enabled me to rank all nodes by length of shortest path from the
origin. I then identified which node was furthest from the origin in this ranking and
all voxels and nodes in the "longest shortest" path, to this furthest node, were then
designated to be kept as part of the pruned skeleton. Next, these voxels marked to
keep were removed from all remaining shortest paths and their path lengths updated
in order to give the shortest paths from the kept skeleton to the remaining unkept
nodes. The new longest shortest path was kept and the process of updating the paths
and finding the next longest iterated until there were no paths remaining over length
28.3µm (100 x-y voxel widths). This value was chosen after careful visual compar-
isons of the pruned representations for cells of the same type and comparisons of the
pruned skeletons to the raw staining such that the vast majority of the pruned skele-
ton accurately traced the centre of neural arbours that were responsible for the broad
structure of the neural volumes. The level of pruning, however, will be discussed later
in relation to the end goal of enabling the discovery of groups of cells from the same
type.
The above algorithm enforced a tree structure without any loops (i.e paths in the
skeleton that connected back to previously visited nodes), which for most neurons
is appropriate (See figure 4.8). Indeed, the algorithm successfully removed the many
small loops in the structure as well the small cavities that were represented as glob-
ules in the maximum projections of the input skeletons (see figure 3.29). Cell arbours
becoming very close again after a period of separation, however, created larger holes
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a) b)
Figure 4.8: Skeleton Pruning Examples
Maximum z-projections of: a) CB neuron b) VNC neuron. The red and yellow skeleton
is the original, the red removed and yellow kept. The green point is at the origin.
The blue channel is the raw, registered signal. Note in a) there are some blotched red
zones of the skeleton (representing enclosed holes from the original volume) that are
removed upon pruning.
in the thresholded neural volumes and this resulted in the skeletonisation algorithm
preserving them as larger loops. I therefore decided to include any large loops made
by keeping long edges (over 14.15µm) that were not yet kept but whose two end
nodes had been kept. This was to preserve more information about the cell morphol-
ogy in a situation where it was not clear which end of the loop was a branch point
and which an adjacent passage.
4.4 tubeness
As mentioned in the introduction, I wanted to classify parts of the skeleton as ar-
borisation or non-arborisation, tubular regions. Partly this was since the accuracy of
the skeleton tracing appeared much better in the tubular regions and also since the
tubular regions demonstrate more consistent skeleton path direction vectors between
specimens of the same cell type. Hence I could perhaps use these distinct regions in
different ways when determining the similarity between two cells, such as requiring
similar direction vectors in the tubular regions and focusing more on domain overlap
for arborisation regions. In the following work, however, this was mostly useful in
creating an average representation of a cell type.
I performed this using the "tubeness" metric Sato et al. (1998) that has also been
used successfully for adult Drosophila neural data in Longair (2009) and Masse et al.
(2012). One convolves a representative volume around each skeleton voxel with the
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Figure 4.9: Tubeness Example
a) Gaussian functions, at scale used (standard deviation 1.5µm). b) Maximum z-
projections of neural volume signal (green) with overlay of skeleton points (enlarged)
shaded to tubeness score.
I, (similar to the Hessian matrix) that contains the values of all partial 2nd derivatives
















where i, j are matrix indices and d the set of dimensions x,y, z and where a higher σ,
the Gaussian standard deviation, detects thicker tubes. The tube is directed along the
least Gaussian-shaped direction, i.e. the direction of the highest second derivative,
which is the eigenvector of the highest eigenvalue, λ1, of the matrix. A tubular voxel
will have highly negative second derivatives in these two perpendicular eigenvector
directions and hence negative eigenvalues, λ2 and λ3. Therefore the tubeness score,




Non-tubular voxels received a score of zero.
I implemented the tubeness score in python myself, using scipy library functions.
This was in order to account for the non isotropic voxel dimensions. As input I used
the thresholded neural volume after smoothing it by a Gaussian of standard deviation
1µm to reduce the size of the Gaussians required in the algorithm (1.5µm) and hence
also significantly the time required. These values were adjusted to optimise a visual
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inspection of examples such as in figure 4.9b. This figure illustrates a typical example
showing that this method ran very satisfactorily on the numerous examples that I
checked prior to applying it to all neural volumes.
4.5 matching neurons
A range of neuron-neuron matching methods have been developed, mostly based
on analysing skeletons to match them to one another entirely as one or in constituent
parts: The skeletons can be condensed into a low dimensional representation for di-
rect comparison, for example by creating vectors of global morphological features
(e.g maximum path length, number of branches, etc.) Scorcioni et al. (2008) Wan et al.
(2015) which does not use positional data (and hence does not even require registra-
tion). Alternatively, a condensed representation string can be trained on a sample set
such that the binary distance between two cells represents their similarity Mesbah
et al. (2015). These quick approaches can often act as an initial stage in the process of
finding more cells as it is fast but often less accurate.
More detailed comparisons rely on optimising the pairing up of specific parts of
the skeleton (e.g. curves in Path2Path Basu et al. (2011)) by calculating local morpho-
logical similarity metrics. The method of neuron BLAST (nBLAST) Costa et al. (2016)
disregards optimising pairings and simply calculates positional and directional met-
rics for points in the query skeleton and their nearest neighbours in the comparison
skeleton. Then robust statistical methods are applied to sum these up to a cell-cell
similarity metric. More involved methods attempt to match the whole skeleton struc-
tures consistently, usually treating the skeletons as a tree graph, for example Tree
Edit Distance (TED) Heumann and Wittum (2009). Other methods Gillette et al. (2015)
look purely at tree branch matching (without taking account of positions and direc-
tions). Some methods combine tree and positional data such as BlastNeuron Wan et al.
(2015) which performs a global search and then treats segments as tree branches that
are matched using nearest-neighbour distance between segments to build up a near-
optimal global tree matching. This is a similar strategy to Mottini et al. (2015) which
uses a different similarity metric.
In order to assess the quality of the matching algorithms that I investigated, I
created an evaluation set from the dataset of retained, satisfactorily high enough
accuracy-scoring neural volumes from chapter 3. This set contained some mirrored
neurons (as these should be returned as well) and was grouped into 13 subsets by
neuron type such that each subset contained the majority of (though not necessarily













Figure 4.10: Fixed Point Boolean Comparison Example
a), b) Maximum z-projections of query neuron (subject of search, green) and candi-
date neuron (magenta). c), d) 20µm width maximum z-slice projections about the
slices for points shown in e), f). e), f) Single z-slices of values of points in the fixed
point boolean comparison method. The dark grey background indicates the interior
of the neuropil mask (black is outside). The volume covered by each image is a darker
green (query) or magenta (candidate) (when covered by both this becomes a light
grey). The lighter green and magenta are the points containing signal for the query
and candidate neurons respectively with overlap white. Pair-wise scores are shown
in white text.
all) the cells of a type where the subset’s members are indistinguishable in gross mor-
phology in LM. Each neural type subset contained at least 3 examples. Each subset
was further split into two: neural volumes containing single neurons and multiple
neurons (with up to 10 single neuron cells per subset). Finally, in addition, some sets
contained a related group of neurons - dubbed "unsure" - for which complete mor-
phological indistinguishably was debatable.
The following methods were judged on their ability to take as input one single
neuron volume within a type subset and find other neurons from within the entire
retained dataset (16 339 CB and 19 376 VNC cells). Each pair-wise comparison for a
query neural volume to all candidate neural volumes produces a single score that
enables ranking of all candidate cells in the dataset.
4.5.1 Fixed Point Boolean Comparison Matching
I first developed a quick and simple similarity method by condensing the 3D vol-
ume of the template space into a smaller 1D array, in the spirit of Mesbah et al. (2015).
Rather than train a representation on the overall morphology, however, due to the
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limited training data I had, I decided to create a simple condensed representation
as follows: For each neural volume, I aimed to reduce the number of dimensions to
approximately 800 and so selected points on a regular grid (of spacing 50× 40 voxels)
within the neuropil mask and the following values at each grid point were calculated
as:
0 for points outside the bounding box of the float image in the template space
1 for within the bounding box but not within the neuron volume
2 for exclusively within the neuron volume (in the case of expansion of neural signal on the
edge of the bounding box)
3 for within both the neuron volume and the bounding box
See figure 4.10. For each volume, these values were stored in a row of one large
2D array for each of the CB and VNC separately with 834 and 739 points (columns)
respectively.
The pairwise comparison score of a query neuron against each data-set neuron
calculated the amount of corresponding 1D array entries that were 3 in both cells as a
proportion of those that were 3 in the query neuron only. Hence higher comparison
scores meant more similar neural volumes. This simple, fixed point comparison was
fast as the positions in space that each array entry represented were the same for
all of the neurons so no searching for matching positions was required. Thus each
pair-wise comparison involved less than 850 comparisons and so over 30 000 of these
comparisons took less than 0.15 seconds of CPU time on a single thread of a typical
desktop computer.
For each query cell in the test set I thus had a ranking of all cells in the dataset by
this similarity metric. Prior to selection of grid points, the binary neural volumes were
twice dilated using a 3D Gaussian filter of standard deviation 0.88µm and a threshold
of 1E-6 was applied following this. This equated to an approximate perpendicular
expansion of the volume surfaces by 6µm. This was to ensure that thin and small
regions of the volumes were more likely to be picked up by the grid points. I tuned
the Gaussian smoothing width using the similarity measure test set, optimising the
amount of the (same region) data set that I could exclude by setting a universal
threshold in the similarity metric that would also not exclude many of the same cell
matches for any of the query cells (excluded matching cells were weighted 10 times
more important an error than included non-matching ones). Hence I was able to
quickly exclude, on average over each query neuron, just over 91.5% of the volumes
in the dataset as not containing a matching cell (see figure 4.11). This was achieved
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Figure 4.11: Fixed Point Boolean Comparison Matching Results
Averaged across each query neuron in the evaluation dataset, plots for the proportion
of cell-cell pairwise comparisons for a group of candidate neurons that score above a
specific threshold (x axis). The threshold at 0.25 represents the proportion of points
occupied by the desired, query cell that must also be occupied by the candidate. Note
that some query neurons match completely with candidates and receive scores of 1.0,
which leads to the steep jump in the single and multiple neuron match lines at 1.0.
by applying a comparison score threshold of 0.25, above which, all of the single and
multiple matching cells were kept for the more detailed analysis that follows.
4.5.2 Matching Neurons with BLAST Scores
At this stage, due to the large amount of neurons still remaining (of the order of
thousands) and considering that it was desirable to have a system that could be run
with new data in real-time, the requirement for a fast system outweighed the de-
sire for coherently paired points across the whole of the skeletons. This meant I did
not consider consensus skeletons produced by tree matching algorithms that take of
the order minutes to compare two skeletons to one another Costa et al. (2016). These
tree-matching algorithms are also generally designed for higher quality (usually EM),
single-cell tree graphs rather than coarser skeletons and multiple-cell neural volumes
that potentially contained loops and have been heavily pruned. I therefore opted in-
stead to investigate further a method based on the work of Costa et al. (2016), namely
nBLAST, that was itself inspired by the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST)
method of gene sequence alignment Altschul et al. (1990). The BLAST methods, as
will be explained, can easily be trained with a small test set to suit the dataset I have.
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Figure 4.12: BLAST Score Examples
a), b) Maximum z-projections of query neuron (subject of search, green) and candi-
date neuron (magenta). c) - f) Maximum projection heatmaps of c), d) pBLAST scores
and e), f) nBLAST scores with final comparison scores shown in white.
For my BLAST method investigations, I looked at several local comparison metric
BLAST scores between two points in the query and candidate neural volumes. I av-
eraged these scores over all the points I calculated this metric for in the query cell
to give a total skeleton-skeleton score to judge the similarity of two skeletons, and
hence that of two neural volumes. First I randomly selected a specified number, n,
of points from each pruned skeleton. For each of these selected points from a given
query skeleton, I found the nearest selected point in each candidate skeleton and cal-
culated metrics based on these two points. Restricting the number of points for each
skeleton to a limited number (n) of randomly selected points enabled more efficient
data storage and quicker skeleton-skeleton calculations as there were less point-point
calculations performed.
I quantified the success of the BLAST methods by, for each query neuron entered
into the search method, first ranking the remaining candidate cells by BLAST score.
Then I recorded the proportion of other neurons within the subset that were found
in the top Q number of results. Q was varied but I focussed on the value of 50 as
I believed a researcher could explore 50 maximum-projection results in a reasonable
amount of time.
The first metric I investigated was the distance between the two points (one from
the query volume and its nearest neighbour from the candidate) in the registered,
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template space. For any point-point pairwise metric, however, it was required to con-
vert them to a score that I could then use to find the average across all points. This
was so that each point-point score would represent the significance of whether the
points were from similar or non-similar cells rather than just the actual metric value.
For example, for the distance metric a separation of 100µm is probably as useful an
indicator of bad similarity as 150µm, but 0µm suggests much better similarity than
50µm, despite the same difference. Following the method of BLAST, each metric was
converted to a point-point BLAST similarity score, B, from probabilities, p, as follows:
B = log2
(
p(points from same cell type)
p(points from different cell types)
)
(4.8)
The only way to calculate these probabilities was to do so empirically based on
the data I had. For this I created a training set that was taken from the test set for
registration accuracy in chapter 3 where, for 15 of the cell types, there were from 3
to 5 single-neuron skeletons which matched well. For the matching cells, I produced
a histogram of the point-point metric of interest for pair-wise comparisons within
the subset, and similarly a histogram for non-matching cells was made for the same
metric when these skeletons were queried against all other skeletons in the data set
with a fixed point boolean comparison score above 0.25. Normalising the histograms
gives estimates of the probability distributions in equation 4.8.
Considering the distance, D, between the query skeleton point and the nearest
available candidate skeleton point, I constructed a 1D histogram (see figure 4.13) and
fit a 4-degree polynomial on the separation distance to this histogram for finding a
suitable cut-off point and limit for the curve in high distance separations where little
data had produced a highly varying histogram. The fit was performed using ridge
regression (minimising ordinary least squares with L2 regularisation). The resulting




−1.7× 10−3(µm)−3D3 + 1.7× 10−5(µm)−4D4 if D < 25µm
−3.25 otherwise
(4.9)
I decided to use polynomial approximations such as above for calculating this and
other BLAST scores in my future implementations due to similar performance to ac-
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Out of Fitted Range
Figure 4.13: pBLAST Functional Mappings
Histogram of distance of nearest neighbour separations and approximating polyno-
mial function used. Histogram bins were 0.5µm width and ranged to a separation of
40µm.
tual histograms, the ease of interpretation in the final calculations and the better
interpolation in low density regions.
With the test set I experimented with a range of different values for the number
of points, n, (see table 4.4) and found that my best average scores for finding match-
ing cells in both multiple and singular neural volumes was 150. I also found using
the function in equation 4.9 and the histogram value very slightly improved the re-
sults. Using 4.9 and ranking all candidates by average point-point Bp score in each
pair-wise skeleton comparison successfully found, on average, 85.7% of the other sin-
gle cells from the subset in the top 50 ranked candidates and 78.1% of the cells in
multiple-neuron volumes. See figure 4.12 for an example of the scores between cells
of the same and different types.
The single-cell performance could be improved by also calculating a reversed Bp
score from candidate to query neural volume (i.e finding points in the query volume
nearest to the candidate volume’s points and calculating the average Bp score for
these point-point combinations). Ranking was then performed on the sum of these
average Bp scores from both "directions". This improved the average proportion in
the top 50 by 6.8% to 92.5%. To explain this, some branches of skeletons in some of
the query cell were not present or as long as those in a matching candidate, whereas
a higher proportion of these candidate points would be represented in the query
skeleton giving a reverse average Bp score that would be higher than the standard
score. There was an opposite effect on finding the matching cells in larger, multiple
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Fixed Points Position BLAST nBlast 
Finding Similar Neurons To Query Neuron
Figure 4.14: Percentage of Matching Cells Found Above Threshold for BLAST Meth-
ods
Top row: Single neuron volumes of same-type neurons, Bottom Row: Matching neu-
ral volumes contain multiple neurons, one of which is the cell of the same type as
the query. Left column: Similarity scores are from query to candidate. Right Column:
BLAST-like final ranking scores are the sum of scores in both directions. Fixed points
scores are the multiple of both directions. Both BLAST scores use the fitted interpo-
lation equations (equations 4.9 and 4.10). Note the marginal improvement of nBLAST
over pBLAST but the significant improvement over the fixed points method of section
4.5.1. Also note the different y-scales between top and bottom graphs.
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a) b)
Figure 4.15: nBLAST Functional Mappings
a) Smoothed 2D Histogram for nBLAST score from distance of separation and direc-
tion dot-product of nearest neighbour points in the BLAST training set. b) Approxi-
mation of histogram as explained by formula 4.10.
neuron skeletons for the same, reversed reason (the query cell was missing much of
the candidate).
I next supplemented the distance metric with the dot product of the local skeleton
direction calculated in a similar way to that of Costa et al. (2016): I first tabulated
a matrix, M, of the 3D positions of the η other points in the pruned skeleton that
were within 3 point traversals from the point of interest. The mean position was then
subtracted from each of the 3 dimensions of this 3×η sized matrix. The local direction
was then calculated by finding the right singular vector with the largest singular value
in the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) ofMMasse et al. (2012). This is equivalent
to finding the principal axis of the moment of inertia about the centre of mass of the
selected points, i.e. finding the eigenvector with the largest eigenvalue of the 3× 3
matrix MTM (which I implemented to perform the calculation).
Now I calculated from the training set normalised 2D histograms combining the
distributions of both the separation distances and dot products of the local direc-
tions, one with matching and one with non-matching point-point comparisons (see
figure 4.15). Dividing the matching histogram by the non-matching one produced
the 2D nBLAST histogram with estimated probabilities. I used bins of separation 0.01
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Table 4.4: Blast Neural Matching Results
Average percentage of known matching neural volumes ranked in top 50 candidates:
Metric
Volume Number of points (n) and function type
Type 50 100 150 300 1000 150P 150F
pBLAST QC
Single 86.4 86.9 85.6 84.8 81.5 78.1 85.7
Multiple 62.0 71.1 78.1 78.3 81.1 64.8 78.1
pBLAST QC+CQ
Single 92.4 93.3 92.3 92.1 92.3 86.8 92.5
Multiple 37.4 45.5 50.3 52.9 54.1 42.0 50.3
nBLAST QC
Single 87.4 86.8 86.5 84.9 82.5 78.1 86.1
Multiple 67.5 76.6 79.3 79.9 77.9 65.5 78.8
nBLAST QC+CQ
Single 92.6 94.8 94.9 94.6 94.9 88.2 94.8
Multiple 37.9 46.8 51.2 52.2 53.5 40.2 51.3
Average median position in candidate ranking of known matching neural volumes:
Metric
Volume Number of points (n) and function type
Type 50 100 150 300 1000 150P 150F
pBLAST QC
Single 24.6 22.4 24.8 30.8 36.4 53.2 24.7
Multiple 63.8 57.2 48.7 47.1 40.9 111.2 50.1
pBLAST QC+CQ
Single 24.1 23.9 23.0 23.0 22.4 33.1 23.0
Multiple 166.3 126.8 111.3 109.8 95.8 141.4 112.4
nBLAST QC
Single 23.2 21.7 23.8 28.2 33.0 49.9 24.1
Multiple 55.9 48.9 42.7 43.2 38.1 102.6 41.8
nBLAST QC+CQ
Single 22.7 22.7 21.4 20.8 20.9 30.5 22.0
Multiple 163.1 122.8 111.4 109.1 99.7 126.0 112.3
Median position refers to the rank position of the medianly ranked of the (single or
multiple) candidate neural volumes that contain the same type cell as the query. For
example, in a group of 5 single-cell neural volumes where for one query cell the 4
others have ranks 5,6,9,30, the median position is 7.5. The median position is averaged
over all query cells. Here QC refers to only Query-Candidate average BLAST scores
whereas QC-CQ refers to adding the reversed Candidate-Query average BLAST score
for ranking. The distance histograms and smoothed 2D histograms were used directly
(with varying thresholds on distance and values for the highly variable regions) other
than for 150F, where the function described in equations 4.9 and 4.10 have been used
for 150 points. For 150P I used skeletons that were pruned further with branches less
than 70.75µm removed.
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in direction dot product, V , and 0.5µm in distance, ranging up to 50 µm. This bal-
anced accuracy with the need to reduce the number of empty cells in the histograms.
Nevertheless, both the matching and non-matching histograms were smoothed by a
Gaussian with standard deviation 5 bin-widths to fill in gaps in the sparse regions,
and hence avoiding a division by zero. The approximating polynomial formula, fitted
by the ridge regression method, was then given for 150 points as:
Bn =

1.20− 0.34(µm)−1D+ 2.61V + 0.0011(µm)−2D2
−0.36(µm)−1DV + 0.82V2 − 1.7× 10−4(µm)−3D3
+4.1× 10−3(µm)−2D2V + 0.23(µm)−1DV2 − 1.81V3 if D < 25µm
−3.25 otherwise
(4.10)
Replacing the polynomial part with the values from the histogram bins gave near-
identical results (see table 4.4). In general, there was a very modest improvement in
using nBLAST over pBLAST, as shown in the table and figure 4.14. Specifically, for the
150 points implementation, on average only 0.4% more single and 0.7% more multiple
matching cells were found in the top 50 using only query-candidate scores, which I
did not consider a significant amount. When adding the reverse scores, however, 2.3%
more were found, giving a total success percentage here of 94.8% and demonstrating
a clear, albeit small, improvement.
Table 4.4 also demonstrates the effect of varying the numbers of points used, with
150 shown to be near-optimum for this data. It also records the average position of
the median ranked cells from the same type as the query. These results are in line
with those of the percentage in the top 50.
I also investigated using a mixture of the two BLAST scores for 150 points. For those
points in the query neuron with tubeness scores over 0.005 I used an nBLAST score
(as tubes have well defined directions), and those below I used a pBLAST score (with
new functions recalculated as such from the training set to reflect this). The average
point-point score was then calculated for each comparison, giving an average propor-
tion of 80.1% (median position 30.9) for matching single and 65.6% (median position
50.4) for matching multiple cell volumes in the top 50 for the test set (without revers-
ing). As this was less than with using nBLAST alone, I did not pursue this further but
instead searched for a different approach to attempt to improve the scores, especially




















Figure 4.16: nBLAST Example Ranking
Maximum projections of a) The query cell and b) - i) the candidates in order of
ranking by nBLAST QC. i) contains a multiple neuron volume.
for the mono-directional query-candidate search (see the next subsection).
I also investigated further pruning (and hence further simplification) of the skele-
tons but this did not help. Setting the minimum path length to 70.75µm in the prun-
ing algorithm decreased substantially the percentage of matching cells in the top 50
query-candidate results when using 150 points - by 7.5% or more for both nBLAST
and pBLAST (see table 4.4). Therefore, again, I did not focus my time further here but
explored further similarity metrics.
Each skeleton-skeleton average BLAST-score calculation took approximately 1ms,
with the bulk of the calculation time spent finding the nearest neighbours. I imple-
mented this in a C-function and ordered the candidate volume points in the x di-
rection so that only points within 25µm in the x-direction could easily be selected
and considered, reducing the required number of point-point distance calculations
without affecting the results. This ran at over ten times the speed of my simpler
python implementation. I containerised the BLAST searches into a REpresentational
State Transfer (REST) Application Programming Interface (API) (the Software as a Ser-
vice model) and made it accessible to collaborators through a password protected
web server. The results of queries were similar to those shown in figure 4.16, with
additional information about the GMR line the neural volume was produced from.
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4.5.3 Matching Neurons with Machine Learning
I attempted to improve the rankings of the previous subsection by replacing the
directional metric component of the point-point BLAST score with a comparison of
the condensed representation of the actual signal around each skeleton point. My
aim was to create a low dimensional representation that would also take account of
skeleton points in regions of high variation or branching where there are less consis-
tent directions between samples (see figure 4.20k for example). This could be done by
learning to represent points in these regions as separate classes of point. I employed
several M/L methods for this.
I created a further, larger training set especially for training this metric consisting
of 52 single cell type subgroups (184 single cells in total) without including any neu-
ral volumes from the test set used in 4.5.2 (and used later here as a validation set
for the M/L model). As there are now several sets of neural volumes, Appendix A.5
summarises them for the reader.
Next, up to 1 000 random skeleton points from within each cell were selected.
Around each of these points in the registered signal image stack a cube ROI of size
301 × 301 × 101 with slices every 4 × 4 × 2 voxels was taken giving cubes of size
76× 76× 51. (Prior to this any values below a threshold were set to zero to remove
the background, with the threshold calculated as in section 3.6 with 0.15% instead of
0.1%, max 25, min 5). The maximum z-projections of these sliced cubes were taken
to give "projection windows", similar to those used in 4.2.4, and a histogram equal-
isation was applied to each of these windows (using the OpenCV Library Bradski
(2000)). Finally, they were normalised by subtracting their individual means and di-
viding by their standard deviations. I chose these parameters in order to balance the
requirements for low memory usage and maintaining reasonable coverage of local
surroundings as well as to attempt to counter for variations in image contrast. The
projections appeared to give most of the required information to identify a class a
point as detailed above (more detailed and larger windows did not appear to aid the
M/L accuracy in tests).
Firstly, I reduced dimensionality in the projections by converting them to a 10-
dimensional Principal Components Analysis (PCA) representation, c, calculated on
the above described training set. I created a M/L test set where I took from the BLAST
training set 21 016 triplets of 3 windows where, compared to the first window’s cen-
tre point in the triplet, the second is "matching" and third is not. Here a matching
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Percentage in top 50 Median position
Non
ML
ML Blast ML Fixed Non
ML
ML Blast ML Fixed
PCA CNN PCA CNN PCA CNN PCA CNN
QC
Sing. 86.1 86.7 89.0 81.4 91.6 24.1 39.2 20.2 905.2 20.2
Mult. 78.8 52.3 79.9 30.1 47.7 41.8 179.6 32.3 5680.4 208.4
QC
+CQ
Sing. 94.8 88.6 91.3 81.6 92.7 22.0 29.9 18.4 808.3 19.6
Mult. 51.3 44.1 68.0 33.1 42.7 112.3 210.6 48.8 5666.1 240.0
Average percentage of known matching neural volumes ranked in the top 50 candi-
dates and median position of matches (using 150 points). Non-M/L nBLAST results
used in production from table 4.4 (150F) are shown for convenience of comparison.
As above, QC refers to ranking via only Query-Candidate average scores whereas
QC-CQ refers to adding the reversed Candidate-Query average score for ranking.
point is one of a selection of up to 20 nearest points to the original example point
that are from the registered skeletons of other cells of the same subgroup (with up to
4 top nearest points per other neural volume). They are also constrained to be within
a normalised squared voxel grid distance of 1000. A non-matching point is a random
point from any neural volume in the dataset.
The point-point (p1-p2) metric, MML, was then the sum of the squared differences
between each point’s PCA representation in each of the 10 dimensional components
of c, i.e. simply:
MML(p1,p2) = |c1 − c2|
2 (4.11)
In the test set, the PCA representations of their projection windows correctly gave
lower scores to comparisons between the two matching windows over the two differ-
ent ones in 94.1% of the triplets.
I then created projection windows for 150 points in the BLAST training and test sets
from section 4.5.2 in order to calculate the PCA representations at these points. The
BLAST training set produced a 2D histogram to convert the similarity metric, MML, to
a BLAST score for the BLAST test set to enable ranking of query-candidate skeletons as
in the previous subsection. Unfortunately, these results were mostly notably worse or
very similar to nBLAST (See M/L BLAST PCA in table 4.5 and figure 4.17).
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Finding Similar Neurons To Query Neuron
Figure 4.17: Percentage of Matching Cells Found Above Threshold for Machine Learn-
ing Methods
The percentage of cells found above the varied threshold for the machine learning
methods compared to those for nBLAST. Top row: Single neuron volumes of same-
type neurons, Bottom Row: Matching neural volumes contain multiple neurons, one
of which is the cell of the same type as the query. Left column: Similarity scores are
from query to candidate. Right Column: Ranking scores are the sum of scores in both
directions. BLAST score use fitted equations. Note the different y-scales between top
and bottom graphs.
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Soft Max. 0.00 1.00
Expected Value 0 1
Figure 4.18: Training Convolutional Neural Network For Matching Neurons
Triplet network training paradigm involving simultaneously running the network
over three inputs. Grey scales consistent between images within layers.
I improved on these results by training a CNN with the structure shown in figure
A.9 to convert the projection windows into a 10-dimensional representation. I hoped
that a CNN would extract features that represented common neural shapes, e.g. tubes
in specific directions or compact dendritic arborisation, as they do in object recogni-
tion LeCun and Bengio (1995). The training was performed using a triplet network
Hoffer and Ailon (2015) (see figure 4.18) which, for a single training set example
input, calculates the reduced representations additionally for a matching point’s pro-
jection window and a non-matching point’s window, as was the case with the M/L test










where M+ is the difference squared metric with the matching point and M− with
the non-matching point and p probabilities for these accordingly. The exponentials
ensure positive values. The system then attempts to increase the separation between
the two 10-dimensional representations by using the Adam optimizer Kingma and
Ba (2014) (variation on stochastic gradient descent) to reduce the mean squared error,
ems, from the expected values:
ems = (p+)
2 + (1− p−)
2 (4.13)




















2-Dimensional PCA Representation of CNN Feature Vectors
Figure 4.19: Convolutional Neural Network Clusters For Neural Projection Windows
Left: Plot of the CNN 10-dimensional vectors for the point windows in the M/L test set
mapped to a 2D space using PCA (i.e. further condensation) to illustrate distributions.
Right: Example projection windows corresponding to coloured points in various re-
gions of the plot. Note the similarities between the local projections of cells from the
same region. All projection windows of the same type (colour) are from different
specimens. Note also that some specimens show multiple times but are centred on
different points.
This training function was averaged over batches of size 50 with the model im-
plemented using the TensorFlow library Abadi et al. (2015) and drop-out Srivastava
et al. (2014) to protect against over-fitting. The input was the central square (54× 54
voxels) to allow for some data augmentation, namely random rotation and small x-y
shifts to apply to each input in order to artificially increase the size of the training set.
Appendix A.6 gives the full parameters of the CNN.
After adjusting parameters, the chosen, best performing CNN model’s 10 dimen-
sional representation squared difference sums (MML) were lower for the matching
pair than the non-matching pair in 98.5% of cases for the test set, more than halving
the error of the PCA representation on this set. Figure 4.19 demonstrates the separa-
tion of the different projection windows in the test set when the CNN representation
distribution is projected into a 2D space, verifying the principles of the triplet network
for sorting data.
I used the BLAST training set to create the 2D histogram to determine a mapping
from the squared difference sums of the CNN representations (MML values) and sep-
aration distances to a BLAST score (figure 4.20m). This verified the M/L representation
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Figure 4.20: Convolutional Neural Network Projection Window Representation
a)-l) Maximum projection input windows. a), e) and i) are compared to their follow-
ing three windows, producing their corresponding results shown. m) 2D histogram
converting distance of separation and sum of differences squared for two points to a
BLAST score (smoothed with Gaussian standard deviation 5 bin widths).
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with notably higher BLAST scores for lower MML values, as expected. Using this his-
togram to extract the scores, the BLAST test set was able to act as a validation set for the
chosen best-performing model. The results (table 4.5, figure 4.17) demonstrate that
this method is slightly better than nBLAST for finding matching cells without includ-
ing the reverse comparison, especially for single cells (an improvement of 2.9% for
the top 50). Interestingly, when the reverse comparison is added, this method greatly
improves in finding multiple volumes over using the reverse in nBLAST (by 28.6% for
top 50), however this is still no better than without including it and therefore not
particularly useful.
Finally, inspired by the above results, I applied the PCA and neural network conden-
sation techniques to projection windows taken as above but centred about the fixed
points in section 4.5.1. Instead of comparing the nearest neighbours to produce the
squared difference MML score, the corresponding position points were compared,
removing the hefty requirement to find nearest neighbours. I recalculated the PCA
transforms and trained the CNN using as input projection windows at the fixed points
in the registered image stacks used for the M/L training set above. For the CNN, point
pairs from corresponding positions in space in the same cell type were designated
as matching and random pairs designated as not. Again, the BLAST training set was
then used to calculate the mapping of the metric MML to another BLAST score, with
the query-volume to candidate-volume score the average value found across all fixed
point-point pairs for which the query cell’s 10-dimensional representation was not
that for an empty projection window.
Whilst the performance of PCA in this case was very bad, that of the CNN was
impressive, performing the best of all above methods (without involving reversed
comparisons) for finding single cell matching volumes (91.6% in the top 50, median
position 20.2). The performance with reverse comparisons was only slightly worse
than that of nBLAST (92.7% vs. 94.8% found). However, it was no better for finding
multiple cell volumes (only 47.7% in the top 50, median position 208.4). The main
advantage of this method, however, is that, as the points are fixed, no point pairing
is required and thus each cell-cell comparison takes approximately 30µs, or less than
a 30th the time of the nBLAST method. This is a significant improvement since, as
databases become ever larger, the fixed point M/L method will allow rapid identi-
fication of similar neurons in a very large database of exclusively single cell neural
volume confocal microscope images.
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Table 4.6: Lineage Classification Results
Rank Position 1 2 3 4 ... 7 ... 17 ... 21
Frequency 6 3 1 1 2 1 1
Ranked position using nBLAST of correct lineage for test set of cells.
4.6 lineage classification
As I had labelled the pipes of lineages in my template image stack using TrackEM,
I was able to write scripts to extract, for each lineage, up to 150 points from the
centre lines of these pipes with directions as I did for the neuron skeletons. I then
used the trained nBLAST method from section 4.5.2 to find lineage pipes that matched
to skeletons in a test set of 15 single-cell neural volumes from the well-registered
set for which I manually assigned a lineage based on inspection of the morphology
and the literature. The ranked position of the correct lineage out of all annotated 228
measured the success of assignment, with 6 cell lineages being ranked first and 3
second (see table 4.6). It was disappointing that some were badly ranked. I explored
weighting the matching score by closeness to skeleton origin point (usually cell body),
but unfortunately this did not help. I therefore concluded that the BLAST methods
were not suitable for automating assignment of lineages to cells.
4.7 matching to the em dataset
As discussed in section 1.4, Drosophila larval neurons have been traced manually to
high-resolution in an EM image stack. These traces consist of a list of [x,y, z] points
and it was desirable for my collaborators to be able to upload a file of these points
and return a list of image stacks containing neurons of similar morphologies in the
LM data. As my collaborators were continually producing skeletons it was important
this look-up was performed in "real time", for which the nBLAST system is highly
suited (the M/L methods were not relevant since these relied on having confocal data,
not EM skeleton points). I therefore needed to create a bridging registration to convert
points in the EM space to that of my LM template. The EM representation I was given
consisted of co-ordinates of points that had been marked in the centre of neurites
of the cell but without connections to each other, meaning I also required a method
to extract 150 points that represented as best as possible a random selection from a
pruned skeleton.
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Figure 4.21: Landmarks and EM to LM Test Set Results
a) Maximum projection of landmark locations (red) on BP104 staining of template
(blue). b) Histograms of the ranking positions of LM cells containing the query EM
cell for the validation set.
Working in collaboration with an expert on the EM dataset, Michael Winding (MW),
we matched up the 88 lineage neuropil entry points that had been annotated in both
stacks and in addition identified 21 landmarks at locations inside the neuropil. Us-
ing these landmarks I evaluated 3 methods of creating a bridging registration, with
parameters decided based on fit of the EM neuropil mask to the LM mask.
• Polynomial Function: Each dimension in the LM is a 3rd order polynomial of
the EM dimensions. I fit the polynomial using ridge regression.
• Radial Basis Functions (RBF): Each point is interpolated by summing weighted
contributions from a specified function of the distance to each landmark. The
weights are adjusted such that the sum passes through each landmark Lazzaro
and Montefusco (2002). I used linear basis functions.
• Moving Least Squares (MLS): Each point is mapped from the EM space to the LM
space using an individual affine transformation that minimises the weighted to-
tal of the distance errors were this affine transformation applied to all landmark
mappings Schaefer et al. (2006). Each weight is of an inversely proportional na-
ture (to the distance from the corresponding landmark) allowing matrix algebra
to be applied to find the transformations. Infinite weights at landmark points
ensure the mapping passes through them.
As I was not able to use my pruning algorithm (reconstructing the skeleton would
have taken too much time and required guessing connections), I instead approxi-
mated it as follows: I randomly sorted the points and then added each point pro-
gressively to a new list to use if each point was not within 10 voxel widths (in any
dimension) of n points already added. I began with n as zero and if I reached the
end of the list of candidate points to use, I incremented n and ran through the shorter
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Table 4.7: EM to LM Matching Results
Mapping For Test Set Matching Method Top 50 Median
Polynomial Function
pBLAST QC 11/14 16.5
pBLAST QC+CQ 11/14 18
nBLAST QC 11/14 16.5
nBLAST QC+CQ 12/14 14.5
Radial Basis Functions
pBLAST QC 11/14 13.5
pBLAST QC+CQ 10/14 19.5
nBLAST QC 11/14 18
nBLAST QC+CQ 12/14 17.5
Moving Least Squares (MLS)
pBLAST QC 11/14 13.5
pBLAST QC+CQ 9/14 9.5
nBLAST QC 11/14 13
nBLAST QC+CQ 11/14 8
Validation Set (MLS)
pBLAST QC 6/18 97
pBLAST QC+CQ 9/18 47.5
nBLAST QC 7/18 100.5
nBLAST QC+CQ 9/18 42.5
"Top 50" refers to the proportion of ranks for the matching LM cell for each EM trace
that were in the top 50 ranked cells. "Median" refers to the median value of all the
matching ranks.
list of all still unused candidate points until I had 150 points. Figures 4.22c and 4.22d
demonstrate the results of this method and show that it was successful in spreading
points out with a similar distribution to those selected following pruning (personal
visual inspection). I calculated the nBLAST directions for each of these points using the
original set of points to find nearest neighbours for the matrix of positions. I then ran
the searches through the neural volume data set using the same models for nBLAST
and pBLAST as in the productionised system outlined in section 4.5.2, producing a
ranking of all cells in the data set.
The test set consisted of 7 LM cells and their mirrors, that were matched by collab-
orators to both left and right cells of four types of EM cells (with up to 2 LM cells for
each EM cell). A validation set was as the test set but contained 18 LM cells for six
other EM cell types. I judged the success of each mapping on both of the BLAST score
ranking positions of the LM cells given the EM input (see table 4.4).









Figure 4.22: Examples of EM to LM Mapping
Maximum projections of examples of mapping two neurons (green) from the valida-
tion set from a) EM space to b) LM space. The red outline is that of the CNS cortex-
air boundary from the EM specimen. b) demonstrates a reasonable mapping of this
boundary and cells. c), d) Green: 150 points to represent each cell for the BLAST com-
parisons, Red: Overlay of example of cell of same type in the LM dataset. c) ranked
35th using nBLAST QC-CQ and d) ranked 11th.
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I chose to implement the MLS method due to the better median rankings for the test
set. Despite the good test set performance, the validation set (which mostly consisted
of commisural cells) did not perform quite as well, perhaps suggesting some over
fitting. Nevertheless, as more training data was not easy to come by, I created a
simple, password protected web-based interface to allow my collaborators to upload
a file of EM points and return a ranked list of candidate LM cells with their maximum
projections and original image stack file names (and hence genetic lines from which
they were produced). Figure 4.22 demonstrates this ability to find target cells.
4.8 averaging neurons
A cell type could be defined by recording the common morphological features of
known examples of the type. I therefore was motivated to develop a system that
extracted these common features, namely common principal tubular neurites and re-
gions that contain many neurites but are highly variable and are usually regions of
high arborisation.
Most research into matching neural skeletons to one another has been conducted
in order to determine the degree of similarity between just two cells, rather than with
the aim of creating a single average cell from a population. Progress has been made
on building generalised consensus skeletons from more than two examples Zheng
et al. (2010) and, more recently, consensus neural trees (not taking account of posi-
tion) Gillette et al. (2015). My method is similar to (though not actually inspired by)
elements of Mottini et al. (2015), in that I build common tubes and add branches to
them, but rather than building the average skeleton following whole-tree matching,
I perform the skeleton building alongside point-point matching. These established
methods were not sufficient since I decided to represent an average neuron as a com-
bination of averaged skeleton tubes and averaged regions of arborisation where the
tubes were highly variable among neurons of the same type (and also difficult to
segment from one another).
I was able to easily average the boolean signal expressed in the arborisation regions,
but this was less successful for tubular regions as overlap was often not exact due to
small variances in tracts and limits in registration accuracy. I therefore decided to
write an algorithm that would first match parts of the tubular components to each
other. This is summarised below and explained in detail in appendix A.7.
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Figure 4.23: Example of average neuron skeleton matching
a) - f) maximum projections for cell of type "A31c" in the VNC Abdominal segment 1.
a) - d) The four input neurons with the raw registered signal in blue and the pruned
skeleton overlaid in green and red. Green points are the matched, "good" tubeness
scoring points that are removed from signal images prior to averaging arborisation
regions. The red are the "bad" tubeness and unmatched, arborisation points. Note
that c) might be contaminated with a small part of another cell, but this is ignored
in the average neuron. Most neurites match with corresponding neurites throughout
the skeletons with the exception of the cell body axon in b). It is common in the VNC
for cells of the same type to have somewhat varying lengths of projecting neurites,
as seen here. e) shows overlays for the parts of the original skeletons matched up to
an average tube with a different colour for each skeleton. f) is the projection for the
number of remaining, non-tubed arborisation signal regions at each point.
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Figure 4.24: Average neuron 3D Representations
3D representations of a) the average cell from figure 4.23 and b) another, larger, aver-
aged cell also from the VNC.
All possible emanating paths of length up to 100 voxels were constructed starting
from each point in each skeleton of the matching cells to be averaged. An initial group
of well matching paths, one from each skeleton, was found. First the path with the
best average nBLAST score from its constituent points to those of the other skeletons
was identified. This was then paired with the best matching path in each other skele-
ton (calculated using the average nBLAST score for points in the constituent path pairs
only). The starting voxels of these paths were grouped as the first points in tubes
in each skeleton. These tubes were extended with further corresponding points by
using the approximate string matching algorithm Skiena (2008) to align the paths to
one-another, with the average insertion/deletions required to match each path to the
next voxels in the other paths used as the amount of incrementation for each path.
This path-path matching is similar to the algorithm used in Cardona et al. (2010)
(though that uses "the subtraction of two vectors" as the cost function). The group of
best matching, unused, paths starting at this new group of points from each skeleton
was then found using the same nBLAST method above and the tube extension process
was iterated until there wasn’t a satisfactory group of paths found.
Further tubes were added by finding well matching groups of paths connected
to the tubes already found (using the above methods) and then the whole process
repeated to find further regions of high consistency. The tubes enforce consistent
morphology up to the point of being in the same direction but not necessarily same
branching order, which is an important consideration if two different branches from
a central spine are near to each other but their branch order is not conserved.
The average tubes were constructed with average positions and tubeness scores of
their constituent points and, following some tubeness score smoothing, signal in the
original stacks surrounding points matched to average points with high average tube-
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ness scores was removed. The remaining signal above the threshold used in section
3.6 was dilated slightly using a Gaussian and those voxels that appeared in all signal
examples kept as average arborisation regions to add to the average tubes (see figure
4.23f).
I adjusted the parameters and inspected the results visually on a range of cell
types so that they appeared to extract the average representation, although further
validation would require the input of experts in cell type (such as JT) for which there
was not time in this project. The method ran quick enough to enable the average of
4 typically sized cells to be found in less than 10 minutes without parallelisation. I
judged the results to be mostly satisfactory based on trials with the training and test
sets for the BLAST methods.
4.9 chapter summary
I have characterised cells using a range of condensed positional and directional
representations to enable fast identification of similar neural volumes to a query
cell. I added state-of-the-art machine learning methods to this process that demon-
strated potential improvements in terms of speed and accuracy over the former. I
have made several of the techniques accessible to collaborators and these methods
have since been actively employed by them to quickly identify cells of the same type
from their own dataset. In addition, I detected cell bodies of the cells mostly suc-
cessfully which will help me classify the neural volumes as single or multiple cells.
I also demonstrated techniques to identify regions of arborisation vs. regions that
are highly tubular. Finally, I have provided a proof-of-concept to quickly produce an
average representation of cells of the same type.
4.10 chapter discussion
The detection of cell bodies was not accurate enough to permit full automation,
mainly due to the large number of false positives. Even though this was a low per-
centage of all projection windows, the vastly higher number of non-cell body points
meant this was a problem. Notable examples of failure were classifying highly spher-
ical axonal arborisations as cell bodies but missing two adjacent cell bodies. Nev-
ertheless, I demonstrated that the machine-learning method of CNNs improved the
task and the low-level of undetected cell bodies were later found to be very useful
in assisting in creating a highly-accurate and - compared to purely manual annota-
tion - fast semi-automatic classification of cell bodies. Improving the accuracy further
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would have likely required a much larger training set, which would have required a
large amount of time to create as well as further data for testing and verification.
Measuring the similarity between two cells for clustering neurons by type (recall
section 2.1 regarding the meaning of type) requires a system as accurate as can be
found, whereas ranking the neurons by similarity aids researchers by limiting the
time spent searching databases, and does not therefore require this high level of accu-
racy. Researchers can always check accuracy by inspecting the original pre-registered
CNS stacks. It was clear to me during my analysis that different methods were some-
what suited for different cells, and it would be advisable that a researcher looking
for cells of a particular type should work through the various methods I have made
available until they have found enough similar cells.
Although I demonstrated that Machine Learning can help with the similarity pro-
cess I was impressed by the performance of the simple pBLAST matching. This is
likely due to the high accuracy of the registrations, the limited number of cell type
morphologies in the larval brain, and the success of the pruning algorithm in mak-
ing sure shared morphological features are kept in the skeletons. The limitations in
possible improvements of the other BLAST methods may be attributed to the axonal
tracts of cells forming stereotyped bundles (tracts and fascicles) in the larval CNS. As
these tracts often connect disparate regions of arborisation (particularly across the
commissures) they are almost always included in pruned skeletons. This can mean
that a large proportion of the skeleton points are part of these fascicles, leading to a
potential problem illustrated in figure 4.25 and explained below:
Suppose a tubular axon representing a large proportion of two candidate cells is
matched to a query cell and for one candidate, that is of a different type, the matching
of this axon is very good but for the other candidate, that is of the same type, it is
just satisfactory. For this region the average BLAST score will be higher for the cell of
a different type. A bad matching of points in the remaining parts of the query cell for
the cell of a different type and a satisfactory (but not great) matching to that of the
same type will mean a higher BLAST score for the cell of the same type, but this may
not be enough outweigh the difference in matching scores for the large number of
points in the axonal tube. This is a result of the way the BLAST scores were calculated:
from a histogram of all individual point-point pairs rather than looking at whole
skeleton scores (which, unfortunately, I do not have enough training data for at this
time).
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Figure 4.25: Explanation For Limited Search Result Perfomance
Illustration of potential problem in matching: The top row is for a candidate cell of
the same type, the bottom row for one of a different type. The same cells match satis-
factory overall, but the differing cells match very well in the commissural fascicle. As
a result the differing cells receive better (higher) BLAST-like scores. Maximum coro-
nal projections of a), b) Green cell query, magenta candidate. c), d) pBLAST (distance
only) scores, e), f) nBLAST scores. g), h) Further illustration of how BLAST matching
scores from green query to magenta candidate could result in a higher score for a
g) non-matching cell pair over an h) matching pair. The 8 points are given estimated
scores with the white score the overall average for these 8 points.
Figure 4.26: Explanation For More Than 150 Points Not Being Beneficial
Estimated BLAST scores for points in cells that are a), c) non-matching but close in
this region and b), d) matching but not close in this region. Although both cells in
a) and b) have the same score in this region at a lower number of points, c) (non-
matching) has a much higher score than d) (matching) when more points are used,
due to the axonal separation. This effect could outweigh the contribution of mediocre
matching vs. non-matching in other parts of the cell.
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This artefact might also help explain why adding more points over 150 for the
BLAST scores does not improve the results - more points along highly matched fas-
cicles of two non-matching cells will further reduce the average nearest neighbour
distance between pairs in this region, as the point density increases, and increase
the BLAST score here (see figure 4.26). This effect might outweigh the contribution
of adding more only satisfactory matched points over the whole of a matching cell
(whose average nearest neighbour distance must be at least the minimum physical
neurite separation in template space). Since this effect will not apply to the fixed-
point machine learning method, it might also explain some of its success.
Given this observation it might be interesting in future to measure cell similarity
based on their proximity to fascicles, percentage of innervation of each neuropil do-
main etc. such that all skeleton points classed as part of an anatomical structure are
grouped and then each structural contribution weighted by importance for the com-
parison metrics. That stated, determining the importance of each of the contributions
of these, depending on size and position etc., is likely to require much tuning. This
method would most likely be very well suited to determining cell type classification
once these types are better defined. The average neuron representation could also
specify the anatomical structures to consider for each cell type, for example. In addi-
tion, a larger known classification of cells by type would provide more training data
to improve the Machine Learning methods, potentially allowing work on the full 3D
window around points rather than projections.
As I demonstrated, the results of the nBLAST matching depend upon the degree
of pruning (the shortest kept branches) such that further pruning gave worse results.
These results are also affected by the tracing algorithm used in section 3.9 as well
as the registration parameters. Given more time, I would have investigated together
alternative tracing algorithms and keeping shorter pruned branches, since I believe
that shorter pruned skeletons than I used would be less representative of the cells.
This is relevant here as, ultimately, the results of pruning have to be assessed by the
nBLAST matching performance. As I discovered a similarly accurate method to com-
pare single cells, however, the effects of pruning were not relevant in the remainder
of my project.
As emphasised previously, I set out to solve the problem of researches struggling
to find cells of the same type from different genetic lines. I followed the AGILE ap-
proach and produced a baseline implementation where personal communications
from researchers confirm that they are very happy with the results. As my dataset
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is broadly representative of cells in the larval nervous system my search methods
are unlikely to degrade much in accuracy as more stacks are added (although search
times will increase). Following achieving this, I chose to spend time investigating the
application of M/L to improving the accuracy of matching methods without adjusting
the tracing methods. This did not deliver a significant improvement in the accuracy,
however it did improve the speed of a method that did not depend on tracing or
pruning and is a novel contribution to the field.
The poor performance of the lineage classification for some cells could be attributed
to some not being particularly close to lineage tracts, some of which were very short.
Nevertheless, the Virtual Fly Brain will allow a search for nearby lineage tracts using
nBLAST so that the researcher can display these on the viewer and then make any
classification manually (see section 5.5). As with the rest of the Virtual Fly Brain site,
it is important to keep in mind that I do not see anatomists as the foremost audience,
instead I expect this to be of great use for the much larger group of researchers for
whom the larval Drosophila is a neuroscience tool and the anatomy instead a frame-
work for using it.
The mapping of the EM to the LM dataset is highly beneficial for researchers who
have found cells in the EM dataset for which they need to find genetic lines that al-
low the study of their function. Although the bridging registrations showed some
problems, such as bulges in the neuropil mask upon mapping across, and the prun-
ing systems were different, it performed satisfactorily enough to enable researchers
(MW and others) to find cells of interest substantially quicker than using the original
dataset or having to consult its creator (JT). One should bear in mind that there is
some structural difference between the 1st and 3rd instar of the larva, partly limiting
registration performance. Once one cell has been found in the larval data set, how-
ever, it can then be used to find more using the better larval matching system.
The average neuron algorithm demonstrates a possible way to define cell type mor-
phologies in the future by using the common features between examples classed as
the same type. In my tests, visual inspection suggests this would work well most
of the time though if further development of the algorithm is investigated it would
require comparison with a human expert-produced set of average representations of
some cell types (traced tubular skeletons and approximated arborisation volumes).
As I encountered reluctance from most in the field to define cell types I did not pur-
sue this here, though suggest the methods I produced would be complimentary to
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anatomists as they attempt to define cell types.
One instance where the average representation algorithm I used might struggle is
if cells of the same type form subsets with alternative tubular paths. It is not clear if
this is the case in the larva, but should be kept in mind (though the algorithm would
still work within subtypes). Since the average neurons are produced from whole, sin-
gle cell images for which cell bodies can be identified, they should lend themselves
to averaging using the tree-matching methods detailed in Gillette et al. (2015) and
Mottini et al. (2015), especially when combined with more advanced tracing tech-
niques. In my case it was not practical to implement more than one system since the
motivational reason at this point was not strong enough, however, with more data
(particularly that of the EM variety) this will, I believe, likely become much more
important.
5
B R A I N M A P P I N G A N D C L U S T E R I N G
5.1 manual selection of neural volumes
In order to ensure that I would only use the highest quality data throughout this
chapter, I applied rigorous selection criteria on the 35 775 neural volumes that I had
prepared in chapter 3. As previously mentioned, neural volumes are segments of
gene expression patterns and could contain one or more entire cells. They may al-
ternatively or in addition contain parts of cells where some of the non-visible cell
expression pattern is:
1. outside the registered template stack VNC or CB ROI.
2. outside the original imaged ROI of the microscope.
3. not inside the neural volume due to at least some of that part of the cell being
below the dynamic neural volume intensity threshold (see section 3.6).
These deficiency classes will be referred to throughout this chapter.
Volumes may contain any number of components from above combined when
these constituents were not physically separated enough for separate segmentation.
Volumes containing only entire, single cells are ideal, particularly of interest being
those containing just one cell. Volumes also, or exclusively, containing cells with defi-
ciencies 1 or 2 are useful within their respective regions, although type 2 will require
consideration that regions outside the imaged volume cannot be reasonably utilised
in processing to determine cell similarities, innervation regions etc. Volumes contain-
ing cells with the partial cell expression of deficiency 3 were considered not "useful"
for the remainder of this chapter due to their partial nature and the contaminating
effect of the additional expression in volumes that contained cells without this defi-
ciency. This was especially since many of the badly segmented cells did not include
their cell bodies in the neural volume meaning it might be difficult for a researcher
viewing only the neural volume (without the signal from the rest of the registered
stack) to notice that there was expression data present from another cell.
To clean the data set, I manually labelled each neural volume to indicate if it was
a useful segmentation or not (i.e. possessed a type 3 deficiency or not). For those
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Figure 5.1: Example of Labelling Web App
Two example screen-shots for labelling two different neural volumes in the labelling
web-app. Maximum z-projections of the registered image stacks where green signal
is outside the volume, the yellow inside. The registered boundaries of the original
stack are in dark blue. The right projection in each browser window is identical to
the left except that it contains red marker boxes at the predicted cell body positions.
Contrast could be adjusted and the label was simply typed below the image and
saved on moving to the next. The left browser window exhibits a failed segmentation,
since the stack is very busy with merging cells and has variable expression pattern
intensity. Only parts of some cells are segmented (this is particularly noticeable near
the centre). The right browser window demonstrates a successful segmentation of a
single cell.
that did not, and for which there was a significant amount of neural volume in the
template ROI, I indicated the number of cells present (as "1","2" or "more than 2")
and whether or not the volume touched and passed out of the image or template
ROI boundary. There were a large number (13.5% CB, 1.6% VNC) of small incursions
into the ROI by cells mostly outside of it. This usually consisted of a single unbranch-
ing axon or, particularly in the VNC part of the template CB ROI, arborisation from
a cell that was fully imaged elsewhere in a VNC stack of the same specimen. I re-
moved these incursions from the data set. There were many more neural volumes
that were excluded as they contained at least some expression of type 3 (41.2% CB,
69.0% VNC). There were also some neural volumes (5.0% CB, 0.2% VNC) that did not
actually contain cell expression data, but instead other anatomy (e.g. ventricles). I
manually applied the labelling myself by creating the private web-app shown in fig-
ure 5.1 in order to ensure my recordings were paired with the correct neural volumes
as I iterated through viewing their maximum projections. The inclusion of predicted
cell bodies from section 4.2 heavily speeded the task of identifying the number of
cells, often bringing to attention locations that were not immediately obvious.
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Table 5.1: Neural Volume Labelling Statistics.
Neural Volume Type ROI
Number of cells present
1 2 > 2 Total
All component cells entirely visible
CB 3 090 513 445 4 048
VNC 3 440 449 142 4 031
At least one component cell with type
1 and/or 2 deficiencies
CB 1 036 268 1 228 2 532
VNC 1 073 196 361 1 630
The table does not include mirrored volumes.
5.2 clustering of cell types
As the dataset contains similar cells I would like to identify cells of the same mor-
phological type (as grouped earlier) to aid classification and also display only the
best samples for each type to ease initially finding a cell of interest. As such it is
necessary to use a similarity metric distance to cluster nearby cells such that each
cluster contains just one cell type and a new distance similarity metric is given for
this cluster to other cell type clusters. These clusters can then be usefully visualised
using a dendogram tree where similar cell types are contained on branches that are
near to each other in the tree space (ideally on the minimum sized sub-tree). This is
frequently achieved using hierarchical clustering, for example Wan et al. (2015) and
Costa et al. (2016) where it also serves as a method to validate the similarity metrics
used in those studies. With this in mind, I will perform clustering using my new,
fast fixed points M/L similarity method in order to further verify it and, since it is
independent of pruning and tracing methods, is closer to the original data. I will
use the dataset of single cell neural volumes as shown in table 5.1 (including with
deficiencies 1 and 2). I will also include mirrored versions of these cells.
5.2.1 Hierarchical Clustering Technique
I used the standard agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm (implemented
as part of the Scipy python package Jones et al. (2001)) that begins with each cell
as its own individual cluster and iteratively combines the two clusters that have the
lowest distance between them until one single cluster is left containing all cells in the
dataset. For the cell A-cell B distance I used the sum of the squared differences of
the 10-dimensional M/L representations of fixed-points from 4.5.3, averaged over all
points with projection windows containing signal in cell A (query cell). The distances
between two cells for the clustering algorithm must be the same in both directions in
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these algorithms, so I simply calculated these as the sum of both directions (query-
candidate + candidate-query), an effective average.
The distance metrics, d, between subsequent clusters can be defined in a number
of ways. I will detail and evaluate the effectiveness of four popular methods for this
below. The distance between two clusters, s and t, can be defined as:
• Single: the shortest distance between all possible pairs of cells where one cell is
from each cluster.
• Complete: the longest distance between all possible pairs of cells where one cell
is from each cluster.
• Average (UPGMA): the mean of the distance between possible pairs of cells
where one cell is from each cluster. (UPGMA refers to Unweighted Pair Group
Method with Arithmetic mean).
• Ward: when squared, the difference between the total variance (see below) if
the two clusters are combined and the sum of each cluster’s individual total
variances.
Concerning Ward’s variance minimisation technique, the total variance is the average
difference of each cell’s "position" (in Euclidean space) from the mean cluster position.
As I only have pair-wise distances and the space is non-Euclidean I must calculate
what would be the Euclidean total variance from the total within-cluster pair-wise
distances, D. Since, in Euclidean space, D(x) = n2xσ2(x):










where σ2 is the standard statistical variance and n the number of cells in the cluster.
Thus the ward metric still minimises a measure of the compactness of the clusters.
These distances are calculated in practice by the efficient recursive Lance-Williams
algorithm Lance and Williams (1967).
5.2.2 Clustering Evaluation
Starting with the neurons used in the M/L and BLAST training sets I created 23
comprehensive subsets (15 CB and 8 VNC) containing all neurons of the same mor-
phological type that are present in the data set. This was defined as above, such that
the cells appeared to be indistinguishable in gross morphology in the LM data. As a
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result I had a validation set that I could use to evaluate the different clustering meth-
ods. Firstly, as an indication of the error rate, I looked for methods that minimised
the False Discovery Rate (FDR) for the smallest clusters that contained all cells of a subtype,
averaged over all subtypes in the CB or VNC:
False Discovery Rate (FDR) = 1− Precision =
| {cells in cluster}∩ {cells of different type} |
| {cells in cluster} |
=
nfalse positives
ntrue positives +nfalse positives
(5.2)
Whilst FDR is useful for seeing how well individual clusters form, it would be of
use to find a threshold in the distance metric at which to stop merging clusters and
consider each cluster, ideally, to be a different cell type. To attempt to find this value,
I first also calculated the Recall (defined below) to see how well known similar cells
are grouped together:
Recall = Sensitivity =
| {cells in cluster}∩ {cells of same type} |
| {cells of same type} |
=
ntrue positives
ntrue positives +nfalse negatives
(5.3)
I have, for each ROI and for each method and a range of thresholds, calculated the
average FDR and Recall scores. These averages are means over all subsets of the mean
within-subset scores for each of the subset’s constituent cells and their correspond-
ingly occupied cluster at the given trial threshold.
Figure 5.2a and 5.2b demonstrate how the two measures can be plotted against one
another. To determine the optimum threshold I have combined both the Precision (to
represent FDR) and Recall and maximised both using the F1 score. It is defined to give
equal weight to each quantity by calculating the harmonic mean as follows:




I maximised the F1 score by varying the cluster distance threshold.
Table 5.2 shows that all clustering metrics perform reasonably well, but single is
clearly worse. Despite a good VNC F1 score for complete, the remaining measures are
bad, particularly the FDR for the minimum complete subsets. The average and ward
methods performed strongly in both measures. Figure 5.2 demonstrates they both
have similarly low areas under their FDR-Recall curves for both CB and VNC. For
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c) Brain Threshold Plot (Ward)
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d) Ventral Nerve Cord Threshold Plot (Ward)
FDR
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Figure 5.2: False Discovery Rate vs. Recall Graphs For Hierachical Clustering
As I want to maximise recall whilst minimising the False Discovery Rate (FDR), I
wanted the graphs in a) and b) to stay low in FDR whilst recall increases prior to a
rapid increase in FDR as close to 100% recall as possible. This is similar to the popular
Receiver Operating Characteristic curve technique, except I have replaced the false
positive rate with FDR as the number of true negatives would be very large and less
meaningful. c) and d) give an example of FDR and Recall for different cut-offs used
to generate lines in a) and b).
Table 5.2: Hierachical Clustering Results
Method
False Discovery Rate (FDR) Optimum F1 Score
CB VNC Average CB VNC Average
Single 0.229 0.124 0.176 0.876 0.876 0.876
Complete 0.290 0.184 0.237 0.868 0.928 0.898
Average 0.168 0.111 0.139 0.893 0.924 0.908
Ward 0.205 0.111 0.158 0.901 0.913 0.907
The F1 score is that for the threshold that gave the highest value.







Figure 5.3: Hierachical Clustering of Brain Neurons
For ward’s method: a) Whole single-cell data-set clustered with example maximum
projections at approximate corresponding points. b) A close-up of a region with all
leaf cell projections shown, colours correspond to given clusters at used threshold
which is indicated by the thick vertical grey line.
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d a) Central Brain Elbow Plot























d b) Ventral Nerve Cord Elbow Plot
Figure 5.4: Elbow Plots for Hierachical Clustering
The elbow plots for a) CB and b) VNC with the thresholds that maximise F1 indicated
(blue: average, orange: ward) These are approximately at the points where the pro-
portion of total data set variance explained by the clusters starts to increase rapidly.
If clusters contain the same cells, the variance per cell within the clusters will not be
very much, but will increase substantially if they contain different cells.
the average method, the best F1 score gave 2 109 CB and 3 916 VNC cell-type clusters,
whereas for ward the numbers were 1 044 and 2 832 respectively. I have plotted the
clusters from the CB for the ward method in figure 5.3, which demonstrates a high
degree of success of clustering similar cells together. An elbow plot of the sum of
the total variance for each cluster as a proportion of the total variance of the whole
dataset as the threshold - and total number of clusters - is varied can be used to vali-
date these positions (see figure 5.4).
I also investigated clustering using affinity propagation Frey and Dueck (2007), as
this was also employed by Costa et al. (2016). The F1 scores were no better than with
hierarchical clustering, achieving similar maximums of 0.880 and 0.862 for the CB
and VNC respectively. I thus concluded that although it was clear I had of the order
thousands of cells and that I could group them well with the M/L metric, I was not
able to use it to obtain a clear estimate on the number of types of cells.
Having specified a distinct clusters using the above methods, it is also important to
estimate the stability of these clusters, i.e. how robust they are to small perturbations.
This is in order to determine my level of confidence in them and demonstrate that
they are not simply artefactual, but do exist. I performed a bootstrap analysis of
the clusters from the ward hierarchical method, as I will use this in section 5.4. As I
clustered based on an nBlast metric distance, as opposed to one calculated from many
Euclidean dimensions, I was not able to resample the distance dimensions. Instead,
following Hennig (2007), applied a bootstrap procedure and resampled the cells with
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replacement to create an equally sized dataset (which contained repeated cells and
omitted others). I clustered the resampled cells with the same hierarchical clustering
method. Then for each cluster, C, in the original set of clusters I evaluated the degree
of coherence with each and every cluster, D, in the resampled data, using the Jaccard





Only cells that were present in both data sets were used to calculate the indices, and
if this meant no cells in C were present in the resampled data set, then the index
was not evaluated with this resampled set. The highest index returned for a specific
cluster C over all D clusters in a resampled set is the most coherent resampled cluster
for C and therefore the value that is given for the coherence of each original cluster
C. An estimate of the robustness of each original cluster C can be given by taking the
mean of the Jaccard index across many resampled cell clusterings (I performed 50).
A score over 0.75 is widely regarded as "good" Hennig (2007).
For the CB I found that, for the 1 044 ward clusters I identified at the optimal
F1 score, the average Jaccard index was over 0.75 for 89.1% of the clusters, with an
average mean of 0.91. In fact, 35.1% of these clusters had, in over 95% of the resamples,
Jaccard indices of 1.0, i.e. were fully coherent with a 95% confidence. The figures for
the 2 832 VNC clusters were 99.1% over 0.75 (mean 0.98) and 75.3% had a score of
1.0 within 5% confidence. Hence this evidence suggests that the clustering is justified
and performs classification well for the vast majority of the data. I am now also able
to identify clusters that are less clear and could prioritise investigation of these in the
future.
5.3 arborisation region representation
To investigate the validity of the annotated synaptic neuropil domains from sec-
tions 2.2 and A.1, I first extracted from the well registered neural volumes the re-
gions of synaptic neuropil innervation, i.e. the arborisation regions as opposed to the
tubular non-arborising neurites, many of which were in fascicles. This was to remove
contaminating non-arborising tubular portions of cells passing through other regions
of the neuropil and leave only the regions of arborisation. I utilised the tubeness score
from section 4.4 to select pruned skeleton points about which to remove signal (those
with a score over 0.009). Around these tubular skeleton points signal voxels were
removed within surrounding tubes with radius 4µm and directions as determined
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for nBLAST (see section 4.5.2). Following this, 26-connected components of voxels of
count less than 20 000 were also set to zero to remove any remaining small tubu-
lar amounts or contamination. Finally, I dilated the remaining signal to ensure that
gaps in the dendritic arborisation patterns were filled in. I implemented this on the
remaining binary non-zero signal of the neural volume. I applied a float-precision
smoothing using a normalised Gaussian convolution filter with standard deviation
3.5µm. This smoothed image represented a probability-like distribution of where the
arborisation regions of the cells were (see figure 5.5b).
To speed-up computation time in the following calculations and to fit within mem-
ory limitations on the compute servers I was using for this process, I took subsets of
voxels from these full resolution images. Voxels were sampled from a sparse, regular
grid at points within the neuropil mask. For both the PCA results and domain overlap
calculations below, the sample grids were taken at [5, 5, 2] in the [x,y, z] dimensions.
In the work that follows in this section I used only the single cell neural volumes and
their mirrors (those I used for clustering in section 5.2 above).
Evaluating the degree that the neural arborisation regions support the annotated
synaptic domains is not straight forward due to the cells often innervating several
different regions of the CNS. Nevertheless, I performed some simple calculations to
begin initial investigations. To reduce overlap between ROIs, I investigated a truncated
part of the CB region that removed most of the VNC in the CB ROI. I did this by cutting
the CB ROI at 550 voxels in the y direction. Within this region, I looked at cells with
arborisation volumes over 100 (µm)3 across all these domains. I first found, for each
cell, the percentage of each domain that was occupied by the cell’s high arborisation
volume. These high arborisation volumes were all parts of the arborisation represen-
tations that were over 0.1. The results are shown in figure 5.5c over all combinations
of cell and domain and indicate that arborisation patterns in general do not occupy
entire domains, but partially fill them. This does not necessarily suggest the domains
are not valid, however, as the individual arborisation regions could still be contained
within neuropil domains rather than across several neighbouring domains. This did
indeed appear to be the case during manual visual inspection.
To also investigate the question of how many domains an average cell innervates, I
calculated, for each cell, how many domains are at least 10% occupied by arborisation
(see figure 5.5d). I chose this threshold in order to exclude small amounts of bleeding
into neighbouring domains. The results suggest that most neurons innervate a small
number of domains, if any (mean 2.01). It is not particularly encouraging for the
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Figure 5.5: Arborisation Region Representation
Maximum z-projections of a) raw neuron signal b) arborisation region representation.
Histograms for non-type 3 CB single cell neural volumes indicating c) the percent-
age of manually annotated domains occupied by the cell if over 10%, d) the number
of manually annotated domains with which over 10% is occupied by the cell’s ar-
borisation signal, e) the percentage of cell neuron occupied by a manually annotated
domain if over 10% and f) the number of manually annotated domains occupied by
over 10% of the cell’s arborisation signal. (The manually annotated domains were the
lowest resolution except for the LT and split along the mid-line, except for the prFB).
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parcellisation scheme, however, that there appear to be many neurons that do not
occupy a single domain by this measure. Calculating the number of domains that
contain over 10% of the arborisation volume of each neuron further demonstrates
that most cells appear to innervate either 1 or 2 domains (mean 2.18, see figure 5.5f).
That for these cells the arborisation regions are contained in a low number of domains
does, however, suggest that there is some evidence for the parcellation scheme. The
above results justify further investigating the suitability of the annotated synaptic
neuropil domains and I will do this by attempting to find a natural parcellation
scheme from the data itself.
5.4 voxel-based neuropil domain clustering
5.4.1 Introduction to Voxel-Based Clustering
The synaptic neuropil domains described in section 2.2 were delineated based on
years of experience by specialist anatomists who analysed many different gene and
cell expression patterns in different specimens of individual larval central nervous
systems and related them to the adult. More recently, however, computational ap-
proaches to neuroanatomy have been able to assist in adding evidence for these
compartment-like subdivisions.
Much of this work has analysed gene expression patterns in the mouse brain, based
on that of Bohland et al. (2010). Here it was shown that by treating the voxels as ob-
servations and their expression levels of each gene as a common feature across all
voxels, it was possible to apply clustering algorithms to the voxels using the fea-
tures to calculate a similarity metric between two voxels. These resultant clusters
somewhat resembled, in standard brain space, the parcellation of the standardised
and manually-devised Allen Mouse Brain Atlas Lein et al. (2007). More recently, a
study automatically segmenting the adult Drosophila brain was able to postulate the
existence of novel optic glomeruli domains Panser et al. (2016). Voxel clustering stud-
ies usually first employ a dimensionality reduction method in order to reduce the
number of features so as to reduce redundancy and enable algorithms to run more
efficiently, before employing a computationally intensive clustering technique. This
is the technique I will follow here with the larval Drosophila. I will, however, con-
sider only single cells rather than entire gene expression patterns. I believe that this
will give more robust results since gene expression may not be related to domains
whereas the neuropil volumes are delineated by the combinations of individual cell
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morphologies.
I will investigate the CB only in this study as the neuropil domains in this region
has been described in the literature far more than the VNC and have more complex
manually determined descriptions to supply a better comparison. First, I selected the
cell clusters remaining above 4.0 in the ward cell clustering (2 949 clusters), and chose
to represent each one with the cell with the lowest average distance to the other cells
in the same cluster. This was to reduce the effect of over-represented cell types in
the data set of single cells. I investigated voxel clustering using both the arborisation
region representation and the raw signal values inside the neural volume, sampled
at the same regular points as the arborisation region data. Again I used the reduced
CB ROI (cut at y = 550). Any points outside the ROI were labelled as zero.
I detail below the two different methods that I tested for the dimensionality reduc-
tion that I required due to the large number of cells, namely PCA and t-distributed
Stochastic Neighbour Embedding (tSNE). Following this I detail the clustering meth-
ods I applied, k-means and a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). Finally I will compare
the results of all combinations of the above by relating them to the anatomically la-
belled domains.
5.4.2 Principal Component Analysis
PCA applies a linear mapping from the data axes to new orthogonal axes that can
be ordered such that the variance of the data is maximised in each successive dimen-
sion following projections of the data onto the new axes Bishop (2006). This is usually
achieved by either finding the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix or through find-
ing the left singular vectors through SVD, and ordering the new dimensions by de-
creasing eigenvalue or singular value respectively. In the following I took the highest
500 singular vectors, which I found with the scikit-learn software package Pedregosa
et al. (2011), thus reducing the number of dimensions by 88% (see figure 5.6). Figure
5.7 reminds us that the voxel representations in these PCA dimensions, or modes, are
patterns in the voxels themselves - exhibiting spatial clusters - the weighted combi-
nations of which build up the cellular arborisation patterns input into the procedure.
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Figure 5.6: PCA Accounting for Variance in the Central Brain
a), b) Graph of the percentage of the total variance explained by each successive
dimension in the PCA representation a) raw signal, b) arborisation regions. Dotted
line at 500 components, where 35.4% of variance is explained for raw signal, 93.0%
for arborisation regions. Note the logarithmic left Y-axis. c), d) Graphs as a) and b)
respectively but for the cumulative variance explained.
a) b) c)
Figure 5.7: Central Brain PCA Mode Plots
Maximum projections of the a) first, b) second and c) third modes of PCA for the raw
signal. Top-left: z-projection, bottom-left: y-projection, bottom-right: x-projection.
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5.4.3 t-distributed Stochastic Neighbour Embedding
tSNE Maaten and Hinton (2008) is a reasonably recently developed technique used
for visualising clusters in data sets in low (usually 2 or 3) dimensions, now frequently
employed in data science. Ji (2013) and Mahfouz et al. (2015) have shown that this
technique can be applied as the dimensionality reduction step in order to produce
parcellation results more in line with the Allen Brain Atlases for human and mouse
brains than those of PCA. tSNE first defines a probability distribution for each point, i,
to all other points, that is as follows:
p (i, j) =
p (j|i) + p (i|j)
2N
(5.6)
where N is the total number of points. p (j|i) is the probability that a point i would
pick other point j as its only neighbour, with this probability being proportional to the
value at point j of a Gaussian in the original space centred on point i with a uniform
variance, σ2i , in all dimensions. p (i, j) is then mapped to the low dimensional space
so that the probability in this space, qi,j, is proportional to the Cauchy distribution
(heavy-tailed Student’s t-distribution) acting on the distance squared between the
two points:







This is achieved by minimising the Kullback Leibler (KL) divergence between the










The gradient of the KL divergence can be calculated analytically, enabling an iterating
algorithm to update the positions of the points in the low dimensionality space using
a given learning rate.
Converting the points between the two spaces with different probability distri-
butions using tSNE, when applied correctly, will produce meaningful clusters that
are clearly separated, although the distances between clusters (and variances within
them) are usually not meaningful. It goes some way to addressing the "crowding
problem" that occurs in low dimensional representations where the distances between
close points are expanded to be comparable to those of moderately separated points
and clear clusters do not form. The heavy tail of the Cauchy distribution adds a re-
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Figure 5.8: 2D Representation of Neuropil Domains Using t-SNE
The 2D t-SNE representations of points from the Central Brain neuropil domains
colour coded as they were labelled from anatomical experience in section 2.2. These
were the aesthetically best clustered I could find in 2D by varying perplexity a) is for
the raw signal with perplexity 200, b) is for the arborisation regions with perplexity
30. Notably, high learning rates were required to avoid local minimums.
pulsive force to mitigate this.
In using the Ulyanov (2016) parallel python library implementation of tSNE, I was
able to make use of the Barnes-Hut tree approximation for calculating the gradient
contributions for distantly separated points Barnes and Hut (1986). I tuned the param-
eters (most notably the learning rate and perplexity that controls σ2i ) so that distinct
clusters formed across most of the data. It was reassuring to observe that, for the
arborisation region data, these apparent clusters grouped together very well voxels
belonging to the same annotated domains (those based on the literature). See figure
5.8. The 2D map recreates the gross CB structure well as a flattened brain, including
regions such as the AL and VL. It is important to note that as the mapping is learnt
directly on the dataset, it is not possible to find the 2D representation of other extra
points from the model. As the algorithm required a large amount time and data, I
ran the tSNE on a grid of [10, 10, 6]. I interpolated this back to a [5, 5, 3] grid by finding
each point’s nearest neighbour in the original feature space when assigning voxels to
clusters.
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Figure 5.9: K-means Clustering
K-means clustering as applied to the 2D map from tSNE in section 5.4.3. The region
partitions are shown via a Voronoi diagram using the means of the clusters as centre
points (blue dots). The black lines demonstrate the boundaries that are equidistant
from two or more cluster centres.
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5.4.4 k-means Clustering
K-means is an iterative clustering algorithm that attempts to minimise the intra-
cluster variances of the points in the feature space (as noted previously, this also min-
imises the total intra-cluster point separations in Euclidean space). The constraint of
the model is that each point observation is assigned to the cluster whose mean posi-
tion is closest (see figure 5.9). Following an initial assignment of values as "means"
for a pre-determined number of clusters, each observation is assigned by the con-
straint, and the new means are calculated from the cluster’s constituent observations.
The process iterates until none of the observations’ cluster assignments change (or a
set limit is reached). It can be shown that the k-means algorithm is a special case of
this Expectation-Maximisation (E-M) procedure explained in the following sub-section
and in Dempster et al. (1977). I utilised the implementation of the scikit-learn python
toolbox Pedregosa et al. (2011), using the k-means++ algorithm for mean initialisa-
tions Arthur and Vassilvitskii (2007).
5.4.5 Gaussian Mixture Model
K-means tends to prefer clusters to be of similar spatial extents, and - in the PCA
space at least - it is not clear that some domains will be separated by similar amounts.
I attempted to mitigate this problem by also experimenting with using a GMM. This
model treats the class (or cluster) to which each voxel observation belongs as a latent









where there are K clusters and N observations. znk is the kth component of the zn
cluster determinant vector which is one for the observation’s assigned cluster and
zero for all others. N is the normalised multi-dimensional Gaussian distribution with
as many dimensions as the feature space, mean µk, variance Σk and mixing coefficients
π. One desires finding the parameters, θ, i.e. µ,Σ and π, of the model that give the
highest likelihood, p (X = x|θ), for the observed data, x. This cannot be analytically
maximised, but the log likelihood (and hence likelihood) can be iteratively increased
by changing the parameters via the two-step E-M process Dempster et al. (1977):
After first setting initial parameters (randomly or as the results of k-means) we




given the current parameters, θold, using
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the model in equation 5.9. Next, the remaining appearance of the parameters of the























lnp (X|θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Likelihood Part
(5.10)
This works towards a local maximum for the likelihood because any deviation from
θold in the first "KL part" of equation 5.10 will decrease the quantity due to KL diver-
gence, leaving the other, "Likelihood part" to be guaranteed to increase, and hence
increasing lnp (X|θ). Again I utilised the scikit-learn python toolbox for implemen-
tation, which allowed me to include regularisation in the form of adding a small
value to the diagonals of the covariance matrices and thus help preventing Gaussians
collapsing onto a single point.
5.4.6 Choosing the Best Model
The human-expert segmented brain from section 2.2 provides some domain bound-
aries that are very clear in the background staining and appear to be respected on
visual inspection of the cells. This is particularly true for the Mushroom Bodies and
the Antennal Lobe, and therefore I expect some similarity between the automated
and manual clustering systems. This also appears to be the case from figure 5.8. I
will investigate similarity between these using a measure of overlap. I will use the
S-Index, defined by Bohland et al. (2009), which does not penalise the case of sev-
eral sub-clusters contained within another domain. This is useful since I found that I
needed to increase the number of domains beyond the expected number in order to
delineate some of the smaller domains and would be able to combine some clusters
to better match the manually segmented domains. This also allows me to potentially
discover new sub-domains.
The S-Index first calculates a domain i to cluster j score, Xij - that is the proportion
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This ranges from 0 to 1, where r is the set of voxels in each domain/cluster. The
S-Index is then given by:








Where Wij is a weight, for each ij contribution, that is proportional to the size of the













Since Xij(1− Xij) has a maximum value of 0.25, S ranges from 0 for bad correspon-
dence to a maximum of 1 for complete matching. It penalises partial overlapping
most.
I calculated the S-Index for all lowest level domains except the Lower Toe (part of
the Medial Lobe) and split the CB domains into both left and right along the medial
line (except prFB). I also calculated an S-Index exclusively for the MB region as this is
a well defined volume that should be segmented clearly by the clustering. I decided
to evaluate the S-Index when allowing the clustering algorithms to use 80 clusters.
This corresponds to less than the number of domains in the same volume (95), but as
many were in the VNC region where there was little signal, I believed this was more
appropriate and would enable me to investigate more of the gross structure.
Table 5.3 demonstrates that taking as input the raw signal rather than the arborisa-
tion region gave results closer to expectations from the original template annotations
from section 2.2. In addition, the arborisation region method domains were visually
more appealing since they suffered a lot less from disparate, separated signal classed
as the same domain, most likely due to the removal of the tubes. As the results of
the tSNE were noisier than those of the PCA, I smoothed a binary representation of
each domain in the 3D space using a Gaussian filter and assigned the voxel to its
new highest valued domain at its point. This reduced the performance somewhat
(see table 5.3), especially for the raw signal. It was still generally better, however,
than the PCA results in terms of S-Index and greatly improved the visual appearance
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Table 5.3: Voxel Clustering Results (S-Index)
Input Type Arborisation Region Raw Signal
Method Type K-Means++ GMM K-Means++ GMM
PCA-500
S-Index 0.618 0.638 0.646 0.729
S-Index MB Only 0.580 0.575 0.582 0.446
TSNE-3D
S-Index 0.649 0.658 0.898 0.729
S-Index MB Only 0.619 0.669 0.839 0.686
TSNE-3D
Smoothed
S-Index 0.622 0.627 0.721 0.650
S-Index MB Only 0.605 0.649 0.742 0.687
Clustering results averaged over 10 runs each due to random initialisations, PCA
GMM initialised using K-Means++ to converge in a reasonable time, tSNE randomly.
The tSNE had perplexity 35 for raw signal and 40 for arborisation regions, optimised
for results here. The MB-only S-Index is calculated for the singular, MB compartment
only. Note that I used 3 dimensions for the tSNE as this significantly improved the
results over 2D (not shown). tSNE smoothing Gaussians had standard deviation 2.1
for raw signal and 1 for arborisation regions.
of the domains. The PCA stacks suffered from smaller domains being grouped into
one large domain that included many near-cortical regions and applying the GMM
method tended to produce overly large, merged domains for random initialisations.
As a result of the high S-Index scores and the above considerations, I have based
my following comparison analysis on the smoothed tSNE k-means clusters for raw
signal, although I also studied the other stacks in order to assist in identifying key
trends. I manually assigned each automatically segmented domain to what appeared
to be the most suitable template domain to produce the maps in figure 5.10. Note
that some of the resultant domains might be made up of more than one subdomains
from the above clustering.
5.4.7 Evaluation of Automated Domains
The reference point in figure 5.10 is shown in square brackets in the following.
On both sides, the MB is well segmented from the rest of the stack, with both the
VL [b1] and LT [b2] clearly separate subdomains. The MAML is also well segmented
into its own domain [a1].
On the right side both the SMPp [d2] and SMPa [b3] domains are very well seg-
mented apart from some bleeding of the SMPp into the template’s IPp [d1]. On the left
































Figure 5.10: Comparison of Automated to Manual Domains
Individual slices at various points in the Central Brain ROI to illustrate differences
between the original manual neuropil domains and those automatically produced
using 3D tSNE with K-Means++ and manually matched up. Note that there are some
subdivisions that are not visible in the automated domains as those domains have
been matched to the same original domain. The annotations are referred to in the
text.
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side, the posterior of the SMPp is similarly segmented [f1], but more anteriorly both
the SMPp and SMPa become merged with the Clamp [d3]. The IPp on the other hand
matches well on the left side but on the right is replaced in part (as mentioned) with
the SMPp [d1] and more posteriorly with the VMCp [e2]. The segmentation of the IPp
and SMPp were more within the bounds of the original annotations in PCA k-means,
suggesting that perhaps a higher resolution k-means tSNE of these zones may be able
to separate them.
The SLP is similarly shaped to as it is defined in the template, except the thin bor-
der with the VLP is more ventral in the tSNE plot [d4] and posteriorly it replaces the
Clamp to abut the Peduncle [f2]. There is happily evidence for the existence of a sep-
arate SIP domain [d5], though it extends much further posterior, also projecting into
the Clamp [e3].
In the ventral CB, the LAL boundaries match well within the CB except that it ex-
tends some way into the Tritocerebrum dorsal (TRd) on both sides [c1]. The VLP is
clearly defined and matches the original very well except for the aforementioned
thin border with the SLP and some dorsal replacement with the PLP more anterior
than expected [d6]. The template PLP domain is found in the tSNE stack but it appears
this is linked to a domain that descends through the dorso-medial part of the VLP to
meet the LAL [c2,d6]. The VMCa and VMCp are broadly occupying the same regions
as in the original, except that there is additional posterior bleeding over into the IPp
(especially right side [e2]) and the Clamp [e5,e6]. A notable mention for strong sim-
ilarity in the ventral region is that the virtual sagittal planes separating the domains
are shown to be broadly accurate [e4].
The Crepine surrounds the medial lobe as expected, which is pleasing given its
complex shape [b4]. The prFB are included in the Crepine in the automated stack,
however. The Clamp is perhaps the most problematic domain, although its anterior
is slightly better despite the bleeding into the SMPp [d3]. Much of the Clamp has been
replaced by either extensions of the surrounding domains inwards (the VMCp [e5,e6]
and more posteriorly, PLP [f3] and SLP [f2]) or antero-postero projections of them (no-
tably the already mentioned PLP [d6,c2] and SIP [e3]). This suggests the Clamp is a
heavily integrative zone of the neuropil.
Besides demonstrating possession of a clear ventral domain matching expectations,
the Tritocerebrum was difficult to interpret with conflicting information from each
side. Claim by the Tritocerebrum ventral (TRv) was made, however, for the former
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BCv compartment extension into the CB [not shown].
Another feature to note was that although some tSNE domains (notably the MB)
were present on both sides, most were of one side only. Where this dual listing oc-
curs, this suggests the presence of many cells that innervate the same domains on
both sides. The prAOTU was also separated clearly from surrounding domains and
took on the identity of the more distant VMCa (left, [b5]) or LAL (right, [b6]).
Some parts of the Clamp may be too thin to be realised by the segmentation
(though this would be surprising since the Crepine was successfully segmented). It
could also be the case that the Clamp is very varied in terms of its signal profile,
with many projections from other regions giving many varied voxel profiles. In this
regard, I will mention two specific automated domains that were difficult to match to
the original domains as they overlapped large portions of two domains (a one-many
relationship). First was one that encircled the right Clamp and also met the cortex
across where the VMCp was expected (assigned to the VMCp) [e6]. The other was an
tSNE domain that covered both the Clamp and the left SMPa (assigned to the Clamp)
[d3].
After the above analysis it is clear that there is somewhat support for the parcelli-
sation scheme, particularly in the MB and outer neuropil and ventral regions. There
was not time during my project, unfortunately, to investigate this in further detail or
for the VNC.
5.5 integration with the virtual fly brain website
The versatile VFB website has been designed to serve as an atlas of a range of
templates with linked annotations. Therefore it was easily expanded to integrate
my work by adding my template to the template repository and setting up the web
address larva.virtualflybrain.org to load it. The domains and lineage tracts /
fascicles were linked to the template and their FlyBase references. This data was
stored along with centre of mass in a table and binary image stacks and binary
volume 3D representations (see below) were also added to the repository. Finally, a
table of neural volumes was added with their meta data and individual signal image
stacks and cell 3D representations also calculated and deposited.
The binary representations of the domains were easily exported from TrackEM
using the built in area list exporter. There was not, unfortunately, a readily available
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Figure 5.11: Example of Slice Viewer in Larval Virtual Fly Brain.
A slice (in any 3 co-ordinate planes) can be viewed and navigated through using the
controls on the left of the Slice Viewer window pane (top left). The position of the
slice in the 3D model is displayed below in the main window. The right Information
Panel displays meta data concerning the presently selected domain, cell or - in this
instance - the template. The cell meta data includes the GMR lines from which it
has been expressed. There are also tools in the Information Panel allowing a user to
change an item’s display colour and visibility. See figure 1.5 for a further explanation
of the VFB interface.
method to extract pipes from TrackEM for the lineage tracts and fascicles. Therefore
I wrote a python script to extract these from the eXtensible Markup Language (XML)
TrackEM file in which they were recorded as Bezier curves and redrew them in the
same resolution as the template and domains using a self-written fast and specific
C program. I converted these binary representations to 3D surface meshes using the
Lewiner marching cube algorithm Lewiner et al. (2012) which is implemented in the
scipy library. These were simplified using the Clustering Decimation and Laplacian
Smoothing procedures of MeshLab Cignoni et al. (2008) in order to reduce memory
requirements.
I only took the good quality, non-type 3, neural volumes for inclusion as part of
the Larval Virtual Fly Brain. Some further processing was required for 3D views:
One method of 3D representation of cells on the virtual fly brain website, devised
by RC, is that of point clouds (see figure 5.12). All voxels above a threshold intensity
are included with the threshold adjusted to give a large number of points (of the
order 15 000 - 50 000) (RC, personal communication). In addition to performing this
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Figure 5.12: Example of 3D View in Larval Virtual Fly Brain.
Left: Interactive 3D view of the cells shown in figure 5.11. The two cells are in red
and green with the innervated VLP compartment displayed in blue. Right: A similar
situation but with different cells as viewed through the browser on a mid-range
smartphone.
processing, I also exported the skeletons as uniform-radius pipes for an alternate 3D
view that may be included in a future version of the website.
Neurons are named based on the GAL4 line for which they are subsets of and a
unique identifier. It is therefore now possible for a researcher to find neurons in the
larval brain either by directly searching for the cell’s name or GMR line or instead by
first finding a domain and running a query for all cells that innervate this domain. I
implemented this by simply calculating the overlap of the signal in the same method
as in 5.3 and storing this as a relationship in the global Drosophila ontology. If the do-
main name is not known, a point in the neuropile of the stack viewer can be selected
and the domain at that point identified and overlaid (see figure 5.11). Once a neuron
has been found, queries can be run from this, including interfacing to the BLAST query
API to find similar cells and those that overlap (indicating possible synaptic contact).
The genetic line for each neuron is displayed upon selection, allowing researchers to
compile lists of lines of interest for particular cell types.
5.6 chapter summary
I manually checked and curated a high quality dataset of a over 8 000 single cells
in the larval Drosophila CNS and integrated them with the world-leading resources for
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Drosophila neuroanatomy and gene expression, VFB and FlyBase. I further validated
the M/L comparison metric by clustering neurons of similar types together and I
created a robust tree of neurons based on this similarity metric. It was, however, not
possible to obtain a clear estimate of the number of cell types that were present in
the data set. I clustered the CB neuropil based on the individual cell signal expression
patterns and found strong evidence for most of the manually annotated domains and
noted some domains to investigate further, namely the Clamp and those of the centro-
and dorsal Tritocerebrum. This was the first data driven analysis of neuropil domains
in the Drosophila larva.
5.7 chapter discussion
The manual cell inspection made it clear that there were high failure rates for the
segmentation (41.2% for CB and 69.0% for VNC). Although this sometimes occurred
for very faintly labelled cells, it occurred much more often when stacks were very
"busy" (i.e. not very sparse) which was more often the case in the VNC. It was dis-
appointing to throw away so much data, but most were from clumps of many cells
which my project was not designed to target since it was not of great interest to the
VFB website where single cells were desired. Investing the time in reviewing all cells
was informative for familiarising myself with the general morphologies of the cells.
I also now have a large training set if I wanted to develop an automated procedure
to review the segmentation quality. The imaged ROI, however, often did not coincide
with the bounding boxes of the registered stacks, an artefact of the original image
production pipeline (and out of my control). This suggests that detecting type 2
deficiency (image ROI bordering) cells would be difficult to automate. A final point
to note here is that cells that do pass out of the imaged/template ROIs could have
their cell number labels compromised by the fact that some discretely interwoven
additional cell might have its cell body outside the ROI. One cannot simply count cell
bodies.
The large differences in number of cells for similarly performing cut-off measures
illustrates the difficulty in determining the number of cell types - not only with
these automated methods but also in general. The large variation in scales and
many partial similarities as well as biological variation make it difficult for my and
other comparison metrics to have a uniform cut-off point for number of cell types.
This task can also be difficult for human experts; for a few of the clustering test
sub-sets there were a small number of cases it was not clear if the cell was indeed
the same or not, and I conservatively did not mark them as the same. This has also
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been stated as a problem by JT (personal communication). When combining sparsely
expressed signal from different specimens, it is not possible to know what other
cells are present in the candidate cell’s stack that have not been expressed but might
be a better match to a query. To tackle this, one could inspect the EM data where
all neurons are traced to identify the number of cell types of this morphology that
actually exist in a single specimen. As multiple EM volumes are traced this should
allow cell types to be identified across specimens, where most types consist of just
one cell in each side of each specimen’s CNS.
It was interesting to observe that although plots of the tSNE 2D (and 3D) representa-
tions of the originally annotated domains appeared much better for the arborisation
region method, the raw signal gave higher S-Indices. I also found the process
of manually matching up the manually annotated domains to the automatically
segmented ones easier for the raw signal (since there were less one-many cases). The
choice of method based on S-Index appeared justified, and the chosen method was
a clear good performer, especially for the MB and confirmed the applicability of tSNE
to this problem. The S-Indices here compare favourably with those in Ji (2013), with
my results at the top of the range reported in that study.
The similarity of both sides of the brain following automated clustering should
be expected from inclusion of the mirrored cells. It is less clear why the raw signal
performed better than the arborisation regions. One consideration could be that the
arborisation regions were not precise enough due to the smoothing.
In the adult brain, the VLP and PLP border the Peduncle and this appears to in
fact be implied by the automated tSNE stack. There was also little evidence of a
lateral-medial split in the Clamp for either the tSNE or PCA stacks but instead a
suggestion of a dorsal-ventral split, again as in the adult. These observations and the
problems mentioned in the text regarding the Clamp suggest that this is a region of
neuropil that requires attention. It was notable that the manually specified Clamp
inhabited a region in the tSNE plots that was highly compact but with much noise
from other domains, consistent with the idea that it is a complex mixture of many
cells (which one might expect with it being in the centre of the CB).
Another region of interest is the Tritocerebrum, a region that it has been difficult to
define synaptic neuropil domains in (VH, personal communication). It is likely that
this under-studied region will receive updated domains in the future by anatomists,
and the results here might be helpful in defining them, as they will for reviewing
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all domain definitions. Of particular interest was the spreading out of some of
the proto- and deutocerebrum domains into the Tritocerebrum, suggesting these
regions are fused more than perhaps previously thought. Though it should also be
recalled that this is the region where registration performed worst and automated
domains varied somewhat from left to right, so results should be treated with caution.
Adding more clusters might resolve some of the one-many relationships between
the automated and manually segmented domains when matching them. Adding
more clusters, however, will eventually enable matching to any prior parcellation
scheme (by creating predominantly many-one relationships). I would only increase
the number of clusters having devised a model to determine the probability of the
automated segmentation indeed being from the manual prior rather than one that
is random. I briefly investigated hierarchical clustering with the dimensionality-
reduced data but the results were not satisfactory. Alternative clustering methods
could explicitly include the spatial relationships of the voxels so as to preserve do-
mains as connected components, which might help alleviate some of the disjointed
domains in the tSNE stack. This could be added as a constraint in the hierarchical
clustering when merging the clusters or as part of an alternative image segmentation
algorithm such as Fuzzy C-Means that was applied by Liu (2014) to human brain
images. Given more time I would explore these methods.
It should be noted that here I have attempted to improve and refine the neuropil
domains by analysing a clustering scheme that produced compatible (high S-Index)
clusters to those already manually annotated. This limits the discovery of an alternate
domain regime that might also be valid. It remains to be seen how important the
domains are in the function of the larval brain, and indeed there may be several valid
parcellation schemes depending on the function. The domains might also be fuzzy,
in which case a probability of membership of each domain could be given for each
voxel.
6
G E N E R A L D I S C U S S I O N
I successfully produced a searchable database of single-cell neurons for the larval
Drosophila CNS, integrating it with an online and interactive viewer in which they
can be displayed in both 2D and 3D and explored in relation to each other and the
surrounding anatomy. Researchers are actively using this tool in order to find GAL4
lines to use in their experiments to genetically target specific neurons. In the pro-
cess of developing the above, I devised novel methods to evaluate the registration
accuracy of images and employed recently developed Machine Learning methods to
enable much faster accurate identification of similar cells. I also demonstrated that
the manually annotated neuroanatomy has a mostly sound grounding in the data
and identified regions for further investigation. Although the EM reconstructions will
provide better resolution for determining potential cell connectivity, my database pro-
vides another route for this and one that can demonstrate what biological variance
exits as its samples are taken from thousands of individuals rather than a single CNS.
6.0.1 Deficiencies and Potential Improvements
In addition to those mentioned in the individual chapter discussions, there are a
few areas where I would allocate more effort were I attempting to improve the sys-
tem. Unfortunately, as with many of those potential improvements I have suggested
previously, due to the linear nature of the pipeline, they would impact heavily on
the following results and as such the feasibility of employing them for this project as
a whole is limited by the restrictive timeframe. I have created and well documented,
however, the baseline for a searchable database of single-cell Drosophila larva cells
with clear performance metrics that alternative methods can be tested against.
In particular, just over half the neural volumes were judged not usable due to poor
registration. Although the registration pipeline appears to perform comparably to
other recent studies, other methods should still be investigated. The improved speed
of the elastix toolkit used in Muenzing et al. (2018) might enable more accurate
registration by utilising longer time periods. In addition, a statistical template should
be compared to the one I have created.
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The other major part of the process causing neural volumes to not be added
to the final database was their failure to meet the standards of segmentation for
inclusion. This was mostly down to poor segmentation from the background - i.e.
missing sections in the cell. Whilst many of the neural volumes that failed are from
stacks containing a large amount of signal, and would thus likely not be single cells,
enough are not to warrant further investigation of this, particularly for the VNC.
Approaches that have been trialed elsewhere to segment the neural signal from the
background include utilising a limited watershed segmentation Russ (2011) and a
M/L algorithm with CNNs Li et al. (2017a). I would investigate both of these if I had
the time to not only evaluate them but re-evaluate the rest of the pipeline.
One of the reasons for the poor segmentation method being utilised was that I did
not initially evaluate it empirically or as thoroughly as in section 5.1 (i.e. manually).
Evaluating all methods as I did in 5.1 would be time consuming. It might therefore
be preferable to create a well segmented test set to evaluate against. At the very least
a set of image stacks with their optimal threshold (found manually) could be used
to evaluate threshold finding algorithms and perhaps increase the amount of signal
remaining at the threshold for VNC stacks. Indeed this is the first thing I would adjust
in the pipeline. Other methods might require comparisons of the shapes and sizes of
resultant neural volume voxel components, with a test set containing manually or
semi-automatically produced volumes for comparison.
Rather than improving segmentation directly, however, it might be preferable to
utilise an advanced tracing algorithm that works with the raw signal of the image
stack, such as several of those detailed in section 3.9. The segmentation could then
be inferred back from a good tracing by including surrounding neural volume. Since
the segmentation had a direct impact on the performance of the skeletonisation
method, it makes sense to address these problems together. This approach might also
be able to split some multiple neural volumes using techniques to separate cell traces.
An improved tracing algorithm might also better the results of the non-fixed
points matching algorithms. I am doubtful they will improve much, however, since
the pruning approach I applied utilised the main neurite branches in the traces.
Nevertheless, this should be tested. Although I considered the matching performance
my ultimate goal and could evaluate tracing accuracy against this, it would be more
convenient to evaluate the tracing accuracy directly. For this a test set is required
of manually traced cells. Accurate traces could be used for displaying the neurons
in 3D on the VFB website. The limited resources, particularly with respect to time
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and expert biological knowledge required to perform the manual tracing, limited
its use in this project, but having identified the problem I believe it would have
been worth acquiring. This tracing test set would also allow evaluation and bench-
marking of the pruning algorithm approach to test my theory that it is fairly accurate.
Possessing the ability to assign cells to lineages accurately would enable a data-
driven study of the cell morphologies of each lineage that would, when coupled with
knowledge of the genetics of the neuroblasts, be highly useful in determining how
these morphological features are encoded in the DNA and what proteins are involved
Hartenstein et al. (2015). The differences as mentioned in section 1.3 between PATs
that the cells follow and the SATs that I have annotated may explain some of the
problems, although when I attempted to weight the tracts by proximity to neuropil
entry point (and hence more conserved regions between PATs and SATs) this did not
improve the situation (results not shown). Therefore this might require an alternative
matching algorithm, such as curve fitting which, although it would take longer per
lineage, would be satisfactory as there are so few lineages.
6.0.2 Scope and Limitations
For the CB I believe I have a database of at least 1 000 unique morphological
single-cell types (including the mirrored cells as separate types), out of the 3 000 cells
that are present in the CB. This is based on the results of section 5.2 and noting that
some of the cell types in the CB region will originate in the VNC and some cell types
have multiple examples that are very difficult to distinguish from one another in the
LM (they are usually of the same lineage). I would estimate, from having viewed all
cells included in my database and JT’s original FileMaker database, the proportion of
cell types included is much higher, closer to 2 000 (the higher estimate from section
5.2). The VNC is much less well covered, since I have at least 2000 cell types out of
approximately 7000. Since the cell types are repeated, in many instances I do not
have an example of each type in a specific segment, but will have the type for other
segments. Hence it is possible to infer between segments (note that the GAL4 lines
often include the same cell in each segment).
One method to evaluate the coverage more concretely would be to match each cell
in the database to its entry in JT’s database. This way the names of that database
could also be applied to the cells. Unfortunately this requires the input of JT’s time to
be confirmed, which draws on a very limited resource. Nevertheless, the clustering
from section 5.2 should greatly assist in identifying similar sets of cells that can be
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tentatively matched to a small number of listed cell types in JT’s database. If this is
completed, the performance of the pipeline could then also be checked for any cell
type dependence. It would also be of great interest to see how many traced EM cells
are not matched to a cell type in my database, although for the CB, it appears very
few (MW, personal communication). Identified missing cells will help in the targeted
generation of further GAL4 lines.
As the pipeline for image integration is mostly fully automated, it will be straight-
forward to add more cells to the database and improve coverage. It is important to
note that as all imaged brains here followed the same preparation guidelines, it is not
given that my system will work as is if others are adopted, for instance at different
laboratories (although there are no clear impediments I can foresee). Regarding the
registration, in practice this may be achieved by registering the images from a new
dataset to a template for that dataset and then creating a single, high-quality bridging
registration between the two templates Manton et al. (2014). In this way the recently
registered gene expression patterns of lower resolution whole-CNS images Muenzing
et al. (2018) might be quickly integrated.
Considering that the VNC is segmentally repeated and I have examples of cell
types in some but not others, it might be of interest to create a typical segment
space into which all the segments can be registered. This could be achieved through
landmark registration between template segments, for example, and the registered
stacks further registered to the new space.
A further area of limitation is the difficulty in viewing the cells that have parts that
innervate both the CB and VNC. Unfortunately, records were not kept of where these
cells occur across stacks, however they will be from the same GAL4 lines and, due
to overlap in the images it is feasible to manually identify matching stacks. When
finding a CB and VNC stack from the same specimen to create the whole CNS template
candidates, I found that this could be achieved by observing the original stacks and
matching deviations in the reference channel tract and orientations of remaining ex-
ternal tubular appendages. This could be aided by application of a tiling algorithm
that found the best candidate matches e.g. Chalfoun et al. (2017).
6.0.3 Theoretical Implications
The difficulty in determining the number of cell types illustrates a fundamental
problem with what is meant by cell type. The definition in the context of this work is
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not precise, relying on what an individual can determine from the LM image stacks as
morphologically distinguishable cells. Although all cells are unique at a level of pre-
cise morphology and will exhibit some variation due to environmental stochasticity, I
have classed cells as the same type if they have the same gross morphologies. A more
precise definition of two cells of the same type (from different or the same larval
brain specimens) are those that are near identical genetically and born at the same
point in the lineage phylogeny. Each larva has the same number of cells of each type,
with maybe 1 or 2 variations per individual (JT, personal communication). Cells from
the same type as defined this way will have the same gross morphology and function.
Through years of experience observing many thousands of cells one can note
the consistencies that appear in the data and determine that cells of a certain
morphological consistency are a certain type, but this classification may include
more than one cell from each individual (and perhaps more than one genetic type
as defined above and hence more than one functional type). JT has built the most
comprehensive dataset of cells classed in types by morphological consistency and
provided it as a great resource for Drosophila neurobiologists. It is this database and
usefulness that I have attempted to emulate in my work. In most cases, the cell types
defined by JT correspond to individual cells with functional properties that can be
determined and linked to individual cells in the EM stack, such as in Ohyama et al.
(2015).
I decided, however, not to invest significant time into manually matching the
single cell observations to the database of JT (although I did create an ImageJ Plugin
to enable JT to do this). My reasoning was based on the use of the EM stack to
identify matching LM cells and my expectation that cell names will, as the literature
progresses, take those that are used in the EM tracing. This is due to those who trace
them naming them in that database and then using these names (which are often
more memorable) in publications regarding the cell’s function e.g. goro neurons
(Japenese - rolling) Ohyama et al. (2015).
The EM image stack will eventually have traced all neurons and therefore it should
be possible, as each LM cell is matched to one or more EM cells, to determine how
many actual (EM) cells each type possesses and define a type in the LM stack as
including all cells with a particular EM cell as their best (or above threshold) EM
match. I have not spent further time investigating the distinction of cell types as the
ability to search the database for similar cells allows the biologist to make their own
choice on what is the same cell. In addition, it would be best to wait until the full
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EM stack is available so that the above criteria can be applied. Further EM specimens
should also be analysed to investigate levels of variation within cell types and verify
or otherwise the numbers per type. One could imagine, eventually, a very robust
hierarchy of cell class definitions, similar to those of the lineages, but also relating
to function. Average cells could be produced from all those within, perhaps, a given
hierarchical cluster.
One should similarly consider the neuropil domains hierarchically, which I do here
through the ontology model. It was clear from the voxel clustering that there were
some subdomains and that there could be multiple ways of defining these as they
may overlap. These may relate to different functional units and hierarchical process-
ing levels, for instance. It is therefore important that in future ontologies are kept
flexible so as to allow for multiple schemes of parcellation of smaller, overlapping
domains. That said, I would strongly encourage researchers to refer to the anatomi-
cal definitions included in this thesis for gross neuroanatomy. While these definitions
may well - and should - change based on evidence, such as from computational stud-
ies similar to section 5.4, there can now be a clear record on how they have changed.
6.0.4 Future Directions
Perhaps the most obvious immediate extension to this project would be to investi-
gate the automatically segmented synaptic domains for the VNC since there has not
been a great deal of research into defining these. I would also consider investigating
performing hierarchical clustering of cells by calculating cluster membership instead
by similarity to its average common morphology, produced in a method similar to
that in section 4.8 (but much faster). This would give clear morphological definitions
to each cell cluster.
It is worth noting that the VFB online atlas model and the techniques employed and
developed here could also be applied to other organisms used for developmental
studies with extensive genetic tools, such as zebrafish.
More extensively, an area in Drosophila larva neuroscience in which computational
resources could be greatly applied, given the morphological cell data I have and even
more so the high resolution EM, is the study of what controls how neurons grow and
arborise. The eventual outcome, i.e. the actual neuroanatomy that I have, is a valida-
tion tool for mathematical models that consider the geometries of cell proliferation
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and gradients of signalling molecules influencing the neural growth cones Zubler and
Douglas (2009) Van Ooyen (2011).
There is an information explosion, much like the population explosion, how on earth are you
going to scan all that information? Of course you can get computers to help you...
...but by Parkinson’s Law the sooner you become more efficient in doing this, the more this
will stimulate cataloguing so that you will have to have more efficient computers still to
assimilate all the information. You may get ahead, but only for a short time.
- Alan Watts
A
A P P E N D I X
a.1 larval drosophila neuropil domain definitions
The following definitions are described in the BP104 synaptic density staining of
an in vitro Drosophila larval central nervous system. They are based on experience
and analysis of neural stainings reported in the literature. Note that the neuraxis has
been flattened to the y-axis in the template so that the CB anterior direction matches
the ventral VNC direction and the CB posterior direction is that of the dorsal of the
VNC. In the following text, boundaries with previously described neuropil domains
can generally be referred back to by the reader when these neighbouring domains
are mentioned in italics without repetition of description. Boundaries with cortex are
generally not mentioned. Lineages are shown in brackets for the parts of fascicles
that they are a part of when these fascicles act as demarcation. Volumes are averaged
over both sides, except for the Fan-shaped Body primordium (prFB). References to
compartments in italics refers to those defined in older work by VH and collaborators
as described in Nassif et al. (2003), Pereanu et al. (2010) and elsewhere. Square
bracket references refer to the figures where the described observations can be seen.
NB: The boundaries, particularly those along tracts, should be viewed as guiding
definitions rather than precise, absolute definitions due to their often indistinct
nature.
Total CNS volume is 1 390 010 (µm)3 with CB domain volume 525 850(µm)3 and
combined proto-deuterocerebrum volume is 439 510(µm)3.
a.1.1 Mushroom Bodies
Each side of the symmetrical Central Brain of the Drosophila larva is orientated
around the Mushroom Body (MB) which is easily identifiable in BP104 staining with
high intensity tracts and surrounding neuropil. They are split into domains as
follows: Three, approximately perpendicular, axes can be drawn, with the origin
at the Spur, which is the domain where the following three other domains meet
[A.2a]: Along the ventro-dorsal axis, the Vertical Lobe (VL) projects dorsally of
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Figure A.1: Central Brain Domain Definitions A
Slices at various z-positions for a template CB hemisphere. Top left: raw signal, top
right: shaded neuropil domains overlayed with labels. Bottom left: Yellow overlays of
labelled fascicles and bottom right: Blue and cyan overlays of lineage tracts used in
demarcation of the neuropil domains.






















































































































Figure A.2: Central Brain Domain Definitions B
Slices at various z-positions for a template CB hemisphere. Top left: raw signal, top
right: shaded neuropil domains overlayed with labels. Bottom left: Yellow overlays of
labelled fascicles and bottom right: Blue and cyan overlays of lineage tracts used in
demarcation of the neuropil domains.
































































































Figure A.3: Central Brain Domain Definitions C
Slices at various z-positions for a template CB hemisphere. Top left: raw signal, top
right: shaded neuropil domains overlayed with labels. Bottom left: Yellow overlays of
labelled fascicles and bottom right: Blue and cyan overlays of lineage tracts used in
demarcation of the neuropil domains.




















































































Figure A.4: Central Brain Domain Definitions D
Slices at various z-positions for a template CB hemisphere. Top left: raw signal, top
right: shaded neuropil domains overlayed with labels. Bottom left: Yellow overlays of
labelled fascicles and bottom right: Blue and cyan overlays of lineage tracts used in
demarcation of the neuropil domains.



















Figure A.5: Central Brain Domain Definitions E
Slices at various z-positions for a template CB hemisphere. Top left: raw signal, top
right: shaded neuropil domains overlayed with labels. Bottom left: Yellow overlays of
labelled fascicles and bottom right: Blue and cyan overlays of lineage tracts used in
demarcation of the neuropil domains.
the Spur [A.2b], the Medial Lobe (ML) projects medially [A.2a] and the Peduncle
posteriorly [A.2c-A.5b]. For most of the coronal CB slices, the Peduncle is the
inner-most neuropil surrounding a very bright tract (which is also classed as part of
the Peduncle domain). The Peduncle itself is surrounded by the Clamp domain (see
below). At the posterior end of the peduncle, the spherical Calyx (CX) protrudes from
the rest of the neuropil, surrounded on all but part of its anterior side by cortex [A.5b].
A small, spherical sub-domain of the MB ML is also annotated - as the Lower
Toe (LT) (formerly Medial Appendix of the Medial Lobe (MAML)) [A.2b]. It is at
the ventral and medial end of the ML, posterior of the LALC (CM1) commissure
and anterior of a dull low intensity gap between it and the posterior Inferior Proto-
cerebrum (IPp). Intensity differences separate it from the Crepine laterally and the
anterior Ventro Medial Cerebrum (VMCa) ventrally. Further anatomical subdivision
of the MB lobes has recently been published (see Saumweber et al. (2018)), although
as these are not immediately visible in the template reference here they have not
been labelled as yet.
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Finally, a small, spherical domain is appended to the above described MB (of which
it is also part). The Lateral Appendix of the Medial Lobe (LAML) borders the anterior
of the Spur, proud from the rest of the neuropil and surrounded by cortex otherwise
[A.1a-A.1c].
Average volumes over both lobes are:
Domain CX PED SPU ML VL MAML MB LT
Volume / (µm)3 8 180 3 950 1 520 5 240 3 150 2 120 24 160 1 190
a.1.2 Inferior Protocerebral (Centro Central Brain) Domains
a.1.2.1 CLA: Larval Clamp (Inferior Protocerebrum)
Corresponds to the CPI and CPL compartments combined, although sometimes split into
these domains as the medial Clamp (CLAm), also called the IPm, and lateral Clamp (CLAl), also
called the IPl, along a sagittal plane through the Peduncle Pereanu et al. (2010). 28 060(µm)3.
A cylindrically shaped, central domain surrounding the Peduncle, this reaches as
far anterior as the coronal level of the trSA (DPLal1-3) [A.2c] and stretches right back
to the posterior cortex where it borders the Calyx [A.5b]. The boundary between
the CLAm and the dorsally adjacent posterior Superior Medial Protocerebrum (SMPp)
is demarcated by the trSPm fascicle (DPLc lineages) [A.4b] and the loSMp fascicle
(DPMpl1/2,DPMpm2) [A.4a]. Medially, the CLAm is bounded from the IPp by a sagit-
tal plane that intersects with the antero-posterior fascicles MEF(CM1,3,4, ventrally,
Hartenstein et al. (2015)) and the loSMp (DPMpl1/2, DPMpm2, dorsally) [A.4a,
A.4b]. A virtual axial plane intersecting the MEF (CM1,3,4, medially) and LEFp
(CP1v, laterally) constitutes the ventral boundary of the CLAm with the posterior
Ventro Medial Cerebrum (VMCp) and VMCa Hartenstein et al. (2015) [A.3d-A.4b]. The
boundary with the Lateral Accessory Lobe (LAL) continues along this plane further
anteriorly.
Considering the CLAl, ventro-laterally this domain is separated from the ventrally
adjacent Ventro Lateral Protocerebrum (VLP) by the curved virtual plane defined by
the LEFp (CP1v) and PLFdm (CP2/3v) to LEFa (DALv1) [A.2b-A.4c]. The boundary
with the Posterior Lateral Protocerebrum (PLP) is a continuation posteriorly of this
CLAl-VLP border Hartenstein et al. (2015). Dorso-laterally of the Clamp, the Superior
Lateral Protocerebrum (SLP) has a clearly visible higher level intensity in BP104. The
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following fascicles are inside the SLP along the boundary with the CLAl: trSA(DPLal1-
3 Lovick et al. (2013)) [A.3a], trSI (BLAd/BLAl/BLD1-4) [A.3d] and loSL (DPLl2/3
Hartenstein et al. (2015)) [A.3b-A.4c]. Finally, the dorso-laterally located Superior In-
termediate Protocerebrum (SIP) can also be distinguished from the CLAl by its higher
level of synaptic density (BP104 intensity) [A.2d- A.3d]. Anteriorly, at the coronal level
of the posterior surface of the ML and the deCP (DALd,DALcm) fascicle [A.2c], the
CLAm borders the Crepine domain, that surrounds the medial lobe anteriorly. The
CLAl extends more anterior laterally, reaching the coronal level of the trSA (DPLal1-3)
[A.2c], before ending at the MB Spur [A.2b].
a.1.2.2 CRE: Larval Crepine (anterior Inferior Protocerebrum)
Corresponds to the CA compartment. 12 380(µm)3. This domain surrounds the ML,
reaching as posterior as the prFB [A.2c], from which it is clearly separated by its lower
level of intensity level in BP104. Posterior of this coronal level the IPp begins. The dor-
sally located anterior Superior Medial Protocerebrum (SMPa) and SMPp also display
a higher BP104 intensity than the Crepine and are separated along the tracts of the
DALcm1m [A.1c-A.2a] and DPMpl1 [A.3a] respectively. Ventrally, the boundary be-
tween Crepine and LAL/VMCa extends along the DALv2/3 Hartenstein et al. (2015)
[A.1c-A.2b], DALcl1v [A.1c] and BAmd1v [A.1c, A.1d] lineage tracts and the commis-
sural fascicle SuEC (DALcl1v Hartenstein et al. (2015)) [A.1c]. The LALC (CM1) and
ALC (BAmd1/2) commissure Hartenstein et al. (2015), however, separate the Crepine
from the tritocerebrum [A.1c, A.1d], which is also ventral. Moving anteriorly, the Cre-
pine expands laterally to almost completely surround the Spur of the MB [A.2b]. It
thus continues the borders with the VLP and SIP given for the CLAl, before these do-
mains come into contact with the Spur themselves at the coronal level of the Medial
Lobe [A.2a]. The most anterior part of the Crepine flanks the anterior of the ML to the
cortex [A.1b]. The Clamp, Spur and LAML are all lateral and the LT medial.
a.1.2.3 IPp: posterior Inferior Protocerebrum
Corresponds to the CPM compartment. 11 740(µm)3. This domain fills the medial gap
of neuropil between the Clamp and the space between the two CB spheres, from the
coronal level of the posterior prFB [A.2d] to the entry of the Protocerebral Bridge
(prPB) [A.4c] (clearly demarcated by its brighter density intensity in BP104). Dorsally,
the IPp is separated from the SMPp by the commissural axon bundles formed by the
SAC [A.2d], PLPC (DPLp1) [A.3b] and commissural part of DPMm2 [A.3b]. The
longitudinal fascicle loSMp (DPMpl2) [A.4c] marks the junction of the CLAm, IPp and
SMPp. Ventrally, the VMCp is split from the IPp by the DPPT (DPMl1) [A.4c] fascicle
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and a virtual axial plane drawn from the MEF medially to the medial neuropil edge
[A.3a-A.4b]. The Crepine is anterior, Clamp lateral.
a.1.3 Superior Protocerebral (Dorsal Central Brain) Domains
a.1.3.1 SLP: Superior Lateral Protocerebrum
Corresponds to most of the CPLd compartment. 16 470(µm)3. This domain extends
over a large range antero-posteriorly, in the dorso-lateral part of the CB. Posteriorly
and medially, the border between the SLP and SMPp is defined by the trSPm entry
point (DPLc) [A.4c]. At a more anterior level, the small SIP domain is wedged
between the SLP and SMPp. The SIP is notable by its higher BP104 intensity and the
SLP-SIP boundary can be followed posterior from the SLP-Anterior Optic TUbercle
primordium (prAOTU) boundary (at the DALd lineage entry point) [A.2a] posteriorly,
past the distal segment (internal, lateral) curve of the trSA (DPLal1-3) [A.2c, A.2d]
and continuing further posteriorly until the entry point of DPLc [A.3d, A.4a].
At a more posterior level, the SLP forms a slim ventral border with the PLP, which
is defined by the entry point of the trSI (BLD1-4) fascicle [A.3c, A.3d]; in addition,
a higher intensity of BP104 label demarcates the posterior SLP from the PLP. Further
anterior, the ventral border of the SLP is with the VLP and can be defined by the
lineage tract of BLAl Hartenstein et al. (2015) [A.3b-A.3d] and the entry point of
the trSA (DPLal1-3 Hartenstein et al. (2015)) [A.3a]. Anteriorly, the SLP ends at the
MB Spur and the prAOTU (located anterior of the SLP-SIP boundary) [A.2a], both of
which stand out by possessing a higher BP104 intensity. Towards ventro-medially, the
SLP borders the CLAl.
a.1.3.2 SMPa: anterior Superior Medial Protocerebrum
Corresponds to the DA compartment. 2 940(µm)3. This is the part of the dorso-medial
part of the CB that is anterior-medial of the VL and split from the SMPp at the coronal
level of the ADC (DAMd1) commissure [A.2a] and a glial septum Pereanu et al.
(2010). Ventrally, the SMPa borders the Crepine.
a.1.3.3 SMPp: posterior Superior Medial Protocerebrum
Corresponds to the DP compartment. 21 830(µm)3. This part of the dorso-medial por-
tion of the CB extends posterior of the SMPa as far as the Calyx, postero-medially of
the VL, SLP and SIP, which has a higher BP104 intensity than the SMPp. Ventrally the
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SMPp is bordered (in antero-posterior order) by the Crepine, a small gap in BP104 intensity to
the prFB and finally the IPp. The CLAm is ventro-medial.
a.1.3.4 SIP: Superior Intermediate Protocerebrum
Corresponds to the dorso-lateral part of the CPLd compartment. 3 460(µm)3. The small
SIP has the shape of a hemi-cylinder that flanks the VL laterally and posteriorly, where
it wedges in between SLP and SMPp. The SIP borders the CLAl and (briefly) Crepine domains
and (very anteriorly and ventrally) the Spur.
a.1.4 Ventral Central Brain Domains
a.1.4.1 AL: Larval Antennal Lobe
Corresponds to the BA compartment, deuterocerebrum Hartenstein et al. (2018). 4
060(µm)3. On the antero-ventral side of the CB, this spherical domain sits anterior
of the VMCa and LAL, the borders demarcated by the root of the Antennal Lobe
Tract (ALT), formed by the BAla1 and BAlp4 lineages just as they enter the neu-
ropil Hartenstein et al. (2015) [A.1c]. The loVM fascicle (BAmv1/2) passes along the
medial boundary Hartenstein et al. (2015) [A.1a, A.1b] and the BAlcv lineage tract
[A.1a] and a glial septum demarks the AL from the ventral Tritocerebrum.
a.1.4.2 LAL: Lateral Accessory Lobe
Corresponds to the BC compartment, protocerebrum. 13 080(µm)3. This domain is
located in the ventro-lateral anterior CB, posterior of the Antennal Lobe (AL) and
mostly anterior of the VLP and VMCa. The posterior side of the LAL ends between the
VLP and VMCa at the coronal level of the deCP (DALd) fascicle [A.2b]. The LAL is
separated on its lateral side from the VLP by a ridge of cortex Hartenstein et al. (2015)
as well as the loVL (BAlp2 Pereanu (2006)) [A.2b].
Medially, a virtual sagittal plane intersecting the deCP (DALd, posteriorly) and
loVM (Bamv1/2, anteriorly) separates the LAL from the VMCa Pereanu (2006) [A.2b].
Ventrally, the boundary with the centro-medial tritocerebrum is formed along the
BAlp1/4 lineage tracts Hartenstein et al. (2018) [A.1c, A.2b] and the approximately
axial virtual plane between the ventral sections of the loVM (BAmv1/2, medial) and
loVL (BAlp2, lateral) fascicles [A.2b]. A medial, finger-like protrusion from the main
mass of the LAL occurs at the coronal level of the ALC and splits the VMCa (which
contains the ALC) from the Crepine [A.1d]. Dorsally, the LAL borders the Clamp and
Crepine and the AL borders antero-medially.
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a.1.4.3 PLP: Posterior Lateral Protocerebrum
Corresponds to the posterior part of the BPL compartment, protocerebrum. 10 940(µm)3.
This is the ventro-postero-lateral domain of the CB. Anteriorly, the GC (BLAv1, BLD5)
defines the boundary, in the coronal plane, with the VLP domain [A.3c]. Dorsally,
there is a slim border with the SLP. Medially, a virtual sagittal plane intersecting the
LEFp (CP1v, posteriorly) and the loVL (Balp2/3, anteriorly) separates the PLP from
the VMCp [A.3d-A.4b]. Laterally, a glial septum and BLP1/2 separate the PLP from the
lobula [A.4d, A.5a]; the Clamp is dorso-medial and laterally, the SLP dorsal.
a.1.4.4 VLP: Ventro Lateral Protocerebrum
Corresponds to the anterior part of the BPL compartment, protocerebrum. 26 340(µm)3.
This is the ventro-antero-lateral domain of the CB. The anterior part of the VLP has a
medial boundary with the LAL. More posteriorly, the medial boundaries - with the VMCa
and VMCp - are defined as is the PLP-VMCp boundary, i.e. by the virtual sagittal plane
intersecting the LEFp (CP1v, posteriorly) and the loVL (Balp2/3, anteriorly). The PLP
is located posteriorly of the VLP, the SLP is dorsal and the Clamp is dorso-medial.
a.1.4.5 VMCa: anterior Ventro Medial Cerebrum
Corresponds to the anterior part of the BPM compartment, deuterocerebrum Hartenstein
et al. (2018). 21 830(µm)3. This is the ventro-antero-medial domain of the CB. It abuts
the VMCp at the coronal slice level of the Great Commissure, GC (BLAv1, BLD5 Pere-
anu et al. (2010)) [A.3a]. Ventrally, the boundary with the tritocerebrum (ventral,
centro-medial and dorsal domains) is defined by a somewhat curved, more or less
axial plane defined by the loVL (Balp2/3 Hartenstein et al. (2018)), loVM (Bamv1/2
Hartenstein et al. (2018)) [A.2b-A.3b] and, more anterior, by the BAla3 tract Kumar
et al. (2009) [A.1d-A.2b]. Medially, an extension of the centro-medial tritocerebrum is
separated from the VMCa by the loVM (BAmv1/2) fascicle and a glial septum Pere-
anu (2006) [A.1c]; more posteriorly, this boundary continues as a discontinuity in
BP104 staining intensity. Laterally, the VMCa borders the LAL; at a more posterior level, the
VLP flanks the VMCa laterally. The Clamp and Crepine border dorso-laterally and dorsally re-
spectively, with the LT of the ML dorso-medial. A dull BP104 intensity gap separates the VMCa
from the prFB.
a.1.4.6 VMCp: posterior Ventro Medial Cerebrum
Corresponds to the posterior part of the BPM compartment, deuterocerebrum Hartenstein
et al. (2018). 17 610(µm)3. This is the ventro-postero-medial domain of the CB. It
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borders the IPp dorso-medially, the Clamp dorso-laterally and the PLP laterally. It is posterior
of the VMCa.
a.1.5 Central Brain Protocerebral Primordia
Primordia are domains formed by secondary lineage tracts and filopodia; devoid
of synapses, denoted by the “pr” prefix.
a.1.5.1 prAOTU: Anterior Optic TUbercle
430(µm)3.Encircled by the DALcl1/2 lineages [A.2a] at their entry points into the
lateral neuropil, this small primordium is dorsolateral of the Spur of the MB, between
the SLP and SIP domains. It is marked by a different intensity in BP104 from the SLP and
separated from the SIP by the DALd lineage [A.2a, A.2b]. The prAOTU has its anterior
boundary where the LAML begins [A.1d] and posterior boundary at the coronal level
of the DPLd input [A.2b].
a.1.5.2 prFB: Fan-shaped Body
Previously included in the CPM compartment. Total volume 6 740(µm)3. Formed from
the DPMm, DPMpm and CM4 lineages Pereanu et al. (2010), this commissural pri-
mordium is at the centre of the CB, mostly clearly separable by intensity differences
of BP104 [A.2c-A.3a]. It is posterior of the Crepine and anterior of the IPp, directly
posterior of the ML. The Noduli are to the ventro-lateral side of the prFB.
a.1.5.3 prNO: NOduli
Previously included in the CPM compartment. 190(µm)3. Also formed from the
DPMm1, DPMpm1/2 and CM4 lineages Pereanu et al. (2010), this small primordium
appears as a ventrally directed process of the lateral prFB [A.2c]. It is demarcated from
the surrounding CLAm/Crepine by different intensity patterns in BP104.
a.1.5.4 prPB: Protocerebral Bridge
Previously included in the CPM compartment. 880(µm)3. Also formed from the
DPMm1 and DPMpm1/2 and CM4 lineages Pereanu et al. (2010), this small tubular-
like primordium is shaped like a dorsally convex crescent, attached to the posterior
surface of the IPp domain [A.3b-A.4d]. Turning anterior-medially, it connects to its
contralateral counterpart right posteriorly of the PLPC (DPLp1) commissure [A.3b]
and prFB.
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a.1.6 Ventral Nerve Cord (VNC) and Tritocerebrum
The definitions follow those set out in Hartenstein et al. (2018). See figures A.6 and A.7.
a.1.6.1 Antero-Posterior Segmentation
The VNC is split into segments, or synaptic domain neuromeres, along the antero-
posterior axis by a repeated, approximately coronal plane defined by features of
each segment: Ventrally, this plane passes just posterior to the posterior-lateral and
posterior-medial vertical bundles, formed by the entry portals of lineages 19/23 and
3/5/6/12, respectively; in the ventral midline, the plane intersects with the entry
point of lineage zero, at the centre of the ventral side of the VNC. More dorsally it
reaches just posterior of the posterior intermediate commissure. Unless noted below,
this splits the VNC into (from anterior to posterior):




5. Thoracic segments 1-3
6. Abdominal segments 1-9
The boundary between the Tritocerebrum and Mandibula is not well defined, since
counterparts of the critical lineages (0, 3, or 12) have not been identified. Hence one
uses a virtual coronal plane defined by a cleft in the neuropil surface (particularly
noticeable in the dorsal VNC) as the boundary. The tritocerebral commissure extends
along the posterior boundary of the Tritocerebrum.
The boundary between the Mandibula and Maxilla is defined by lineage 3 which
forms a sole vertical bundle and this, approximately coronal, plane can be drawn up
to just posterior of the single Mandibula intermediate commissure.
a.1.6.2 Intrasegmental Subdivisions of the Neuropil
Excluding the most posterior segment of the VNC (abdominal segment 9, A9), the
ventral nerve cord can be subdivided along the dorso-ventral axis into three tiers,
called dorsal, central, and ventral. A system of longitudinal and transverse fascicles
(connectives and commissures, respectively) define the boundaries of these tiers, and
















































































































Figure A.6: Horizontal sections of Ventral Nerve Cord
For each subplot: Left: slice through background BP104 signal of template. Right:
Overlays of neuropile domains and (in yellow) main fascicles. Cyan "+" markers are
lineage 0 entry points and lime green "x" markers are the lateral 19/23 and medial
3/5/6/12 lineage tracts. Note that "TRc" notation refers to the Tritocerebrum com-
misural fascicle in yellow (the Tritocerebrum central (TRc) domain is labelled white).

























Figure A.7: Coronal cross sections of Ventral Nerve Cord
Left: slice through background BP104 signal of template. Right: Overlays of neuropile
domains and (in yellow) main fascicles.
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further delineate subdivisions along the medio-lateral axis:
The CITd and CITv fascicles surround - and pass through - the center of the central
tier, referred to simply as the central domain. Medially of this domain, containing
the intermediate commissures (aI, pI), is the centro-medial (cm) domain, laterally the
centro-lateral (cl) domain. A virtual axial plane intersecting the CITv and the VMT
separate the central from the ventral domains; an axial plane placed just dorsally
of the intermediate commissures and CITd separates the central from the dorsal
domains. Due to the nature of the Central (c) neuropil, it protrudes slightly from
the central domain into the dorsal and ventral domains in the segments in which it
occurs.
The ventral beginnings of the vertical bundles (antero-medial and posterior
medial vertical bundle) divide the ventral neuropil into ventro-medial (vm) and
ventro-lateral (vl) domains. In the dorsal neuropil, the dorso-lateral (dl) and dorso-
medial (dm) domains are separated by a sagittal plane intersecting the CITd fascicle.
The A9 Segment is at present only split into ventral, central and dorsal domains
as defined above. Volume sizes averaged over both sides are 1 980(µm)3, 1 590(µm)3 and
4 720(µm)3 for A9v, A9c and A9d respectively.
The Tritocerebrum does not contain the vertical bundles required to split the
ventral tier medio-laterally and the CITd/v fascicles gradually turn laterally in
the Tritocerebrum, heading towards the rest of the CB domains. They reach the
lateral surface of the neuropil denying existence to either a dl or cl domain in the
Tritocerebrum. The central domain is pyramidal shaped and does not meet the CB,
following the lateral curve of the CITd/v fascicles. The remaining four domains -
dm, central, cm and vm - fill the neuropil between the medulla and CB. dm is renamed
simply Tritocerebrum dorsal (TRd) and vm renamed Tritocerebrum ventral (TRv). As
the intermediate commissures are ill defined, so is the centro-dorsal boundary. The
centro-ventral border continues that of the VNC described above. The cm Tritocere-
brum extends alongside the medial part of the anterior CB. This protruding part of
the cm corresponds to the former BCv compartment. Volume sizes averaged over both sides
are 25 970(µm)3, 2 100(µm)3, 9 820(µm)3 and 5 280(µm)3 for TRv, TRc, Tritocerebrum
centromedial (TRcm) and TRd respectively, (total 43 170(µm)3).
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VNC Synaptic Neuropil Domain Sizes (averaged over both left and right, (µm)3)
Segment vl vm cl c cm dl dm Total
MD 6 560 7 190 920 1 970 3 580 290 2 270 2 279
MX 7 910 6 160 2 400 2 190 2 640 1 380 2 240 2 491
LB 8 300 5 870 6 980 5 190 5 080 4 500 4 900 4 083
T1 7 440 7 790 6 910 4 910 4 830 4 680 4 880 4 144
T2 5 340 6 170 7 750 5 710 6 080 5 740 6 350 4 314
T3 3 310 4 150 5 770 4 850 5 530 5 920 6 620 3 615
A1 2 050 2 940 4 520 3 900 4 210 6 550 6 250 3 042
A2 1 600 2 670 3 690 3 700 3 690 6 300 6 340 2 799
A3 1 800 3 270 3 950 3 670 4 020 4 530 4 900 2 615
A4 2 090 3 400 2 960 3 400 3 110 4 470 4 770 2 422
A5 3 250 4 560 2 570 3 140 2 820 4 550 4 580 2 546
A6 2 740 4 240 2 730 3 130 3 190 5 560 5 280 2 687
A7 2 050 2 630 2 420 2 430 2 930 4 560 4 290 2 130
A8 2 610 2 390 1 220 1 300 1 290 2 990 3 340 1 514
Total 57 040 63 420 54 800 49 510 53 000 62 030 67 020 406 820
Total VNC Volume, including both sides, leg domains and the A9 segment is 864
200(µm)3.
a.1.6.3 Thoracic Leg Domains
Each thoracic segment contains a protruding, spherical domain on its dorso-lateral
side. These leg neuropil are embedded into the dorso-lateral domains of T1-3 and also
the centro-lateral domains of T2-3. Volume sizes averaged over both sides are 6 060(µm)3,
5 660(µm)3 and 5 240(µm)3 for T1,T2 and T3 respectively.
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Figure A.8: B-Spline Equations Illustrations
a) B-Spline knots used (red) and not used (grey) in third order B-Spline calculation
at a point (blue dot) requiring interpolation between two knots. This also illustrates
the relationship of x, the parametric value for the entire curve to t, the proportional
distance between the two knots contributing φi+1 and φ+ i+ 2. (This diagram as-
sumes a unit separation between knots) b) A plot of the third order B-Spline (red
line) drawn using the positions of the knots (grey points) ordered along the grey line
as the vectors to interpolate between.
a.2 b-splines
B-Spline (or Basis Splines) are a method of interpolation of a vector at a point in an
ordered list of vector data points. This is achieved by a weighted sum of the vectors
(here denoted by φ) at its surrounding, known data points. These known data points
are referred to as knots and the weights depend on the proportion between the two
surrounding knots the data point is (designated here as t, see figure A.8a). Specifically,
the weights for a single nth-order B-Spline is a polynomial in t of order n, with n+ 1
surrounding points contributing to a point within the spline. If the vector is the
position of points, this allows a line to be drawn using the knot points as guides
(see figure A.8b). Applied to free form deformation, the knots are the grid points
in 2D or 3D space ordered by their position in each dimension and the vectors are
the calculated deformation shifts not their position. Here the interpolated shift, T at a
point (x,y, z) is calculated by summing weighted contributions from the surrounding
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grid / cube of grid points (knots). The weightings (B-Splines, B) in each dimension





Here the u,v and w represent t in the three different directed dimensions that are
multiplied together. φi,j,k is the vector at the lowest indexed contributing control
point involved in the calculation when the point of interpolation is in the cuboid grid
spacing of which the line between knots (i+ 1, j+ 1,k+ 1) and (i+ 2, j+ 2,k+ 2) is a
diagonal.
For third-order B-Splines in one dimension the equation for the shift is as follows:
T(t) = B0,3φ0 +B1,3φ1 +B2,3φ2 +B3,3φ3 =
(a0t
3 + b0t
2 + c0t+ d0)φ0 + (a1t
3 + b1t
2 + c1t+ d1)φ1
+ (a2t
3 + b2t
2 + c2t+ d2)φ2 + (a3t
3 + b3t
2 + c3t+ d3)φ3 (A.2)
where Bi,n refers to the nth order B-Spline component for knot i (again, see figure
A.8a).
B-Splines enforce a few sensible constraints that can be used to determine the
coefficients of the polynomials:
• The contributions from all knots must be smooth throughout their contribution,
enforced by the requirement for continuity in the weights and their first n− 1
derivatives as one changes which knots one places t between (and which knots
contribute).
• For all values of t the total weighting of the contributions from all knots is 1.
• The boundary condition that the contribution weight and weight derivatives at
a knot must be zero when the limit of influence on the curve of that knot is met
(i.e. when t = 0 at knot contribution φ3 and t = 1 at φ0).
• The contribution weights must be symmetrical about the contributing knots, so
that replacing t with (1− t) in the contributing equation on one side (e.g. φ0)
gives the equation of the other side (φ3 in this example).
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The equations for B-Spline weighting components for a knot contributing φi are
defined recursively on a parameter x that is ramped from 0 to p− n where p is the
number of knots in the spline:
Bi,0(x) :=










Thus all the various weightings, Bi,n, from this specific point for any point between
any two knots can be calculated from the above equations. It will be instructive to
follow through the derivation of the weightings from all the surrounding knots for a



















































































This formulation allows one to note a few properties of the equations that
give B-Splines the properties required. Working from the inner-most components,
B−,0, one notes that these binary values, when equal to 1, are multiplied by a
ramping of x (at a constant rate) as the knot interval is passed. As x increases,
the left term increases from zero to 1 and the right term decreases from 1 to
zero. As one moves outwards, through the brackets, it is clear that the inner
components are multiplied by similar weightings, determined by the proportional
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distance x currently is between the ends of a series of knots of ever increasing number.
Note that continuity in the contributions is preserved as x passes a knot, as in
each of the inner most brackets, the B−,0 terms are multiplied by a zero weighting
at the x values on their bounds of contribution, i.e. for the first central bracket term
when x = ti and x = ti+2. The B−,0 terms are also both multiplied by the same
weighting at the middle knot, x = ti+1, as one approaches this knot from above or
below. As these two terms are mutually exclusive, equal to 1 at the knot and follow
consecutively, this means that each bracket term is continuous. Since these terms are
multiplied by clearly continuous functions, hence the whole equation is continuous.















From noting that the components are continuous it can be shown that all derivatives
are continuous. Firstly, this is because the B terms are continuous as detailed above.
Secondly, if one were to follow through this equation to lower n value derivatives














At all points between knots dB−,0(x)dx = 0 as B−,0(x) is a constant here. Even at the
central knot (i + 1 above) the derivatives cancel as one value of B−,0(x) decreases
from 1 to 0 and the other increases by the same amount (and the fraction multipliers
are both equal to 1). At the end knots (i and i+ 2) the dB−,0(x)dx terms are multiplied
by zero so their value is not relevant.
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To reiterate, the above, in x, represents the contributions of a single point across all
knot intervals, whereas it is desired to have an expression for all contributions at a
point t between two specific, consecutive knots, located at x = tz and x = tz+1. The
knot contributions for a point in the curve, x, between x = tz and x = tz+1, come
from the knots at x = tz and before, here x = tz−1,x = tz−2 and x = tz−3. If it is set
that x = t− tz, then the contributions during this interval from these previous knots
can be found. For point x = tz−3 for example, in equation A.7 one thus only needs
to look at B0,z = B0,i+3 terms. Note that, as is implied, in the following equation ti
is used to represent what was tz−3 in the proceeding explanation. The separation
between the grid points is a constant, τ, so it is possible to also express the above
equations in a kinder form, noting that x = tτ+ tj for Bj,−(x).
The above also explains how the normalisation is built in, for all contributions for
a particular value of x. Looking at it with Equation A.4 for Bj,n(x) (where it is set






Bj,n−1(x). The sum of the two weights for the
Bj,n−1(x) component is equal to 1, and as the B values for lower n are calculated,
each summing to 1 the total will always be 1 as the weightings multiply out (similar
to random event probabilities). This also demonstrates the symmetrical nature of the
components in t and 1− t below.
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a.3 inital registration scoring guide
The following is a guide for scoring the test stack registrations. Particular attention
was paid to the boundary of the neuropil, the Mushroom Bodies and the fascicles
within the neuropil.
A: Fascicles within the neuropil nearly always overlap at least partially and
the general neuropil domain structure has no noticeable distortions. Outside the
neuropil cell bodies do not need to align but the general structure should be mostly
within 10µm of where expected.
B: General neuropil domain structure has no noticeable distortions, fascicles
may not overlap at all in one or two small subparts of the neuropil but are very close
(almost all within 5µm). Mushroom bodies are expected to be well aligned, but some
extra-neuropil distortion over 10µm at the stack edges is permitted.
C: One or two small noticeable distortions (with displacements of around 5µm-10µm
from corresponding positions, less than 5% of volume) occur in the neuropil domain
structure, often involving mushroom bodies or volumes near the neuropil boundary.
Distortions such as in B nearly always also occur.
D: Up to 10% of the image stack is more than 10µm away from its corresponding
position, or more than 5% of the image is more than 5µm away from corresponding
positions.
E: Significant distortions with many regions shifted more than 10µm from cor-
responding location. Some of the image stack (between 25-90%) does match within
10µm, however, allowing the distortions to be placed in context.
F: Degree of distortions not measurable as features are not near to each other.
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a.4 cmtk parameters
For the parameter and template test set, the signal of each stack was thresholded
using the same thresholding algorithm as for the post-registered stacks with varying
proportions of signal to retain, chosen to return volumes that best exclusively
represent the neurons of interest.
Align principal axes and centre of mass.
cmtk make_initial_affine -principal-axes TEMPLATE FLOAT INITIAL_OUTPUT
Affine registration using correlation ratio metric
cmtk registration -initial INITIAL_OUTPUT -cr OPTIONS -o AFFINE_OUTPUT
TEMPLATE FLOAT
Option Name Option Command Value
Number of resolution levels auto-multi-levels 4
Degrees of freedom dofs 6,9
Search space exploration (initial step size) exploration 8
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Non rigid registration using correlation ratio metric
cmtk warp -o WARP_OUTPUT -cr -fast OPTIONS -t WARP_INFO -initial
AFFINE_OUTPUT TEMPLATE FLOAT
Option name Option Command Value
CPG
Control point grid spacing (initial) grid-spacing 80
Number of refinements of CPG refine 1
Optimisation
Search space exploration (initial step size) exploration 30
Search step reduction factor stepfactor 0.5
Search accuracy (final step size) accuracy 0.2




Grid bending energy constraint weight energy-weight 0.1
Local rigidity constraint weight rigidity-weight 0 (off)
Jacobian-based local volume preservation con-
straint weight
jacobian-weight 0 (off)
Weight relaxation factor relax -1 (off)
Dimensions in voxel widths in xy dimensions (i.e. 0.293µm). Step sizes refer to
decreasing shifts in parameters during optimization.
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a.5 cell type training and test sets summary
Set 1
1. Used as Registration Accuracy Evaluation (134 stacks, 18 cell types)
2. Subset (75 well registered stacks, 15 cell types) used for BLAST method training
(generating histograms to estimate probabilities). Examples from this also used
for M/L Model evaluation (test set).
Set 2 Used to test the matching methods (140 stacks, 13 cell types). Includes 3
sub-cell type categories, namely "single cell neural volume of this type" (76 stacks),
"multiple cell neural volumes containing cell of this type" (51 stacks), "unsure is
neural volume contains cell of same type" (13 stacks).
Set 3 Used to train the Machine Learning Local Neuron Representations (184
stacks, 52 cell type groups).
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Figure A.9: Convolutional Neural Network For Matching Neurons.
Diagram of the neural network for condensing the maximum-projection windows to
10 feature vectors. The neuron weights and outputs are represented by the different
shades of grey and intermediate images shown following the convolutions (scale
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varies among images). The red line graph represents the rectifier linear neurons
used and the arrows the flow of information between components. There were 16
convolutional dimensions in the first layer, 32 in the second and 64 in the third,
with each layer taking the max. pool of a 2x2 grid, giving 3136 inputs to the fully
connected layer that reduced to 50 output neurons and, through the final linear layer,
a 10 dimensional feature vector. for a soft max.
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a.7 average neuron algorithm
1. Preprocessing steps:
The directions are calculated for all points using the SVD method with points
within 3 voxel traversals as in section 4.5.2 and the nBLAST calculation is
performed for each point to its nearest neighbour point in each of the other
skeletons in order to give an average nBLAST score for each point. Next, for
each point in each skeleton, all possible linear paths of up to 100 voxels along
the skeleton (using 26-neighbour connectivity) starting at this point, without
repeating voxels, were constructed. These paths were given an nBLAST score
that was the average of all average point scores of voxels in the path.
2. Find initial matching paths:
To begin matching a well matched region, the path with the best (highest)
nBLAST path score for as yet untried paths of length over 10 voxels from all
skeletons was found. Then, for each other skeleton, a path-path nBLAST score
was calculated from the best path to all paths over length 10 starting at voxels
within 20µm of the position of the best path starting voxel in the registered
template space. Rather than finding the nearest neighbour voxel for each point
in the best path, however, each point was paired with that of the corresponding
point in sequence as far as the lengths allowed. The path-path matching score
was the average nBLAST score calculated for these pairs. The best matching
path from each skeleton gave me a group of paths, one from each skeleton. If
all had path-path matching scores with the initial best nBLAST path of greater
than -1 then this gave an initial average point, otherwise the process was
repeated with the next highest nBLAST scored, untried path in all skeletons until
a satisfactory group was found (or none at all and the process skipped to step 7).
3. Building Tubes:
The starting points of this group of best matching paths represent an average
point, the position of which is the average position of these original skeleton
points. The tube is then extended in each skeleton by first using the approxi-
mate string matching algorithm Skiena (2008) to align points in each path to
all others. This method efficiently finds the best path-path alignment for the
common minimum length of points in the two paths. It allows insertions and
deletions and points matching to multiple adjacent other skeleton points (i.e.
bunching up of the paths). For a particular alignment of points-points for two
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paths the alignment score is the sum of the dot products of each point SVD
direction for each point pair plus the penalty for each insertion / deletion (0.25).
For each path-path combination, the first point-point pair in the alignment that
does not include either of the points in the first point-point pair are designated
the next point in this path-path combination. To estimate the position of the
next point in each skeleton’s tube, I take the rounded average increment along
the path for all combinations involving that skeleton’s path.
All points after the original up to and including this new point are marked as
matched and added to the local skeleton’s tube. The next point in the average
tube contains the new point from each skeleton and its position is the average
of those of its group of points. All paths that still have an unmatched second
voxel and that begin at the one voxel in each skeleton representing the new
point from the rest of a skeleton form the new candidate set of paths. The best
matching group within this set is found as above in step 2 for all paths but
without constraints on the minimum length of the paths and a lower path-path
nBLAST score threshold of -2.5. Providing a satisfactory group of paths can be
found for this best path, the tube is incremented further, otherwise it ends.
4. Iterating To Add More Tubes:
The matched voxels form a connected component in each skeleton, helping to
preserve some morphology between the skeletons. All paths from all voxels
in the currently matching connected components that still had an unmatched
second voxel from the rest of a skeleton form the new candidate set of paths.
The best matching group within this set is found again as above in step 2 for
all paths but again without constraints on the minimum length of the paths. A
new tube is then started and extended and this process iterated until no more
satisfactory groups of well matched paths were found starting at voxels in the
ever-growing connected component.
5. Adding More Connected Components:
It may be the case that there are multiple well matching connected components
that are not linked by a clearly matchable region, and as such steps 2-4 are
repeated only considering paths with still unmatched second-voxels.
6. Average skeleton:
The average tubes may include portions that are in regions of high arborisation
and as such I found the average tubeness score for each average point from
the tubeness scores for its constituent original skeleton points. Any points
above 0.004 are designated as high tubeness points. The final designation of
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"good" tubeness points comes after a smoothing by a weighted Gaussian with
standard deviation 10µm. Any points with over 50% tube weighting in a length
of at least 5 are good tubeness points. For each original skeleton, its points at
and between these good tubeness points are then used as key centre points
for drawing 3D tubes of radius 3µm that interpolate linearly between the key
points. Any signal within these tubes is then removed.
7. Average cell:
The signal for each neural volume is that above the threshold in the original
image stack used to segment the neural volumes. Following removal of good
tubeness regions, the remaining arborisation signal is expanded to fill small
gaps using a Gaussian convolution of standard deviation 3µm and all remain-
ing voxels above 0.025 kept as signal. All voxels that are present in all dilated
arborisation signal and part of a 26-connected component larger than 2000 vox-
els are kept as part of the arborisation regions in the average cell. To this the
average tubes are added (with radius 1.5µm) to create the final, average cell
representation.
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